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ABSTRACT

The objective of this work was to investigate the use of disaggregation in the
development of models for forecasting the electrical energy demand in the industrial
sector. A variety of modelling techniques were examined and models were developed
based on past demand data and external variables.

A number of different types of disaggregation were investigated and it was found that
grouping based on the standard industrial classification codes resulted in the optimum
models.

The combination of the predictions from these models resulted in more

accurate forecasts than the aggregate model for the total industrial sector for short lead
times.

The response of electrical demand to external variables in the different

industries was investigated and when included in the model no significant increase in
accuracy was found. However when these inputs were included for the modelling of
individual consumers, a significant improvement was obtained.

This was associated

with the quality of external data available for individual consumers.

The identification of outliers and the use of intervention analysis showed significant
improvements in the models developed for all levels of disaggregation and was found to
deal adequately with the opening and closure of large industries.

Forecasting on a half hour basis was also examined and at this level intervention
analysis was again found to be most appropriate.

Based on half hour forecasting

techniques, a novel design of a maximum demand controller was proposed and the
performance assessed under typical conditions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In a climate of increasing energy costs and uncertainty over the availability and costs
of different sources of energy, there is a potential need to centralise and refine the
optimisation of the planning of the electricity supply industry. This optimisation is
concerned with meeting the demands of the consumer while at the same time meeting
the conflicting demand of economy and security of supply. This can only be achieved
if it is possible to obtain reliable forecasts on future demand, Laing and Smith [1986],
and therefore an essential item for any electric generating plant is a decision support
tool to aid in the analysis, prediction and planning of future electricity demand.

In the mid 1960s it was noted that the demand for electricity was growing at an
inexorable rate, Glyn [1966] and Dobie [1966], doubling on average every ten years.
For some years the supply industry had been operating under severe strain and on
some occasions customer demand had not been met. The steady growth of industry as
proposed by the National Plan in 1966, Edwards [1966], and the increased efficiency of
plant yielded more electricity intensive industries and thus an increase in electricity
demand. Improvements in living standards of domestic consumers also added to the
increasing demand for electrical energy. In order for the electricity supply authority to
keep, and hopefully increase its share of the energy market, it is in its interest to
ensure that electricity is available when and where it is required, and at an attractive
price relative to other fuels.

This upward trend in electricity demand meant that electric power utilities required
some type of feedback on how electrical energy was being expended. It was therefore
essential for the industry to collect the relevant information on electrical energy usage
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which would be applicable in the planning of new generation, transmission and
distribution facilities, Boggis [1970].

The supply industry thus set about collecting load data in order to:
— predict peak loads in the electricity supply system to meet future demand,
— assess the characteristics of typical loads of different classes of consumers, e.g.
domestic, commercial and industrial, so that the cost of supplying these loads
could be obtained and decisions taken on tariffs and other commercial policies,
— estimate changes in demand patterns and what factors cause the changes in the
demand, so that loads could be identified which are suitable for development,
meeting the needs of customers and yet assist the industry to make good use of its
capital investment.

For the successful operation of a power utility it is necessary to have load forecasts on
a number of different time bases, from very short— to long-term.
Very short-term forecasts: are from a few minutes ahead to an hour ahead and are
needed for real-time control and security evaluation.
Short term—forecasts: are from a few hours to a few weeks ahead and are needed
for economic scheduling of generating capacity, scheduling of fuel purchases,
security analysis and short-term maintenance scheduling.
Medium-term forecasts: are from a few months to a few years ahead and are
needed for maintenance scheduling, coordinating of power sharing arrangements,
and setting of prices so that demand can be met with fixed capacity.
Long-term forecasts: are from approximately 5 years to 20 years ahead and are
needed for scheduling construction of new generating capacity as well as the
determination of prices and regulatory policy.

The majority of forecasts of electricity demand have been developed from aggregated
data, looking at the trend of sales of the utility as a whole.
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However each of the

consumer classes has got different consumption patterns and is influenced by various
groups of external parameters.

The topic of the current research deals with the analysis of electricity demand of the
industrial sector in Northern Ireland which has a single utility.

The local power

authority generates, transmits and distributes electricity to all consumers in the
province. It is an isolated utility with no links to any others and this independent
feature also adds to the importance of forecasting electricity demand. There have been
numerous publications dealing with the domestic sector, but as yet very little on the
industrial sector.

Of all the forecasts, obtaining an accurate forecast for industrial

electricity demand is by far the most difficult, Sullivan [1978]. Industrial electricity is
tied very closely to the overall economy, and it is common knowledge how
unpredictable the economy can be over selected periods.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

An outline of the problem to be addressed in this thesis and the objectives proposed in
order to alleviate it are now given. The problem involves the modelling and prediction
of electricity demand for a power utility.

It may be more advantageous to analyse

each of the sectors separately, and aggregate the forecasts made for each of the
respective sectors in order to obtain predictions for the whole utility. This approach
could be beneficial since different sectors respond to different external parameters and
by studying each sector individually and combining the predictions, it is hoped that a
model with a more dynamic and accurate response would be obtained.

The aim of this research is to analyse and forecast the demand for electricity in the
industrial sector.

Standard modelling and forecasting routines will be investigated,

with the purpose of obtaining an optimum technique. Together with the development
of more competent models comes the identification of possible exogenous variables
which influence the demand for electricity in the industrial sector of a power utility.
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The significance of outliers will be examined and their influence on the resultant
models assessed.

A further aim is to utilise the disaggregate or ’bottom—up’ approach to the
development of a more accurate overall model. A number of disaggregation techniques
are employed with the optimum one discussed in more detail.

The final objective is to compare and contrast the demand for electricity in the
industrial sectors of two different utilities in two different countries, which basically
have the same type of economy, namely agriculture.

1.3 Survey Of Existing Work

Modelling and forecasting find application in areas as diverse as engineering, the hard
sciences, economics, medicine and the life sciences, ecology and agriculture.
[1979

and

1983]

implementation.

describes

some

practical

examples

showing

Jenkins

the range

of

The present literature search will concentrate on modelling and

forecasting of electricity demand.

The importance of forecasting electricity demand, which has been outlined briefly in
section 1.1, can be summarised by stating that there is a need for the planning of tariff
values, network construction and generating capacity, Berrie [1983].

Power utilities

require forecasts of many events and conditions on different time scales to ensure
efficient running of plant. The forecasts required are generally short—, medium— and
long-term to cover all aspects of the generating plant.

The evolution of science has increased the understanding of various aspects of the
environment and consequently the predictability of many events.

The development

and implementation of more advanced modelling techniques have come about in the
last few decades. This has been due to the development and adaptation of computers
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which can be used not only to carry out the many computations that these routines
require, but also to store historical data and retrieve it quickly and efficiently when an
update is required, as has been discussed by Knight [1974] and Ekwue [1990].

The

increasing size and complexity of business operations has meant that management has
encouraged the use of sophisticated forecasting methods.

The techniques used have

now developed a record of accuracy and power utilities have placed increasing
confidence in them as an aid to decision making.

There are a wide variety of forecasting methods available and these range from the
most naive methods, such as using the most recent observation as a forecast, to highly
complex approaches such as used in what are usually econometric systems based on a
large number of simultaneous equations.

The aim of all forecasting techniques is to

reduce the risk in decision making by accurately predicting the future values of
important variables.

The nature of the decisions being made will dictate many of the desired characteristics
of the forecasting methods to be used. O’Donovan [1983] outlines certain criteria such
as:

— what variable is to be predicted?,
— what form of forecast is required?,
— how far into the future are forecasts required?,
— how many items must be forecast? and
— what accuracy is required?

which need to be addressed and identified before a particular method is selected. The
approaches taken in forecasting electricity use or energy demand generally fall into two
major categories, namely qualitative and quantitative methods.

Quantitative

techniques can be divided into time series and causal or regression methods and
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qualitative techniques can be divided into exploratory and normative methods as
discussed by Makridakis [1983].

Qualitative techniques do not require data in the same manner as quantitative
forecasting methods.

The inputs required depend on the specific method and are

mainly the product of intuitive thinking, judgment and accumulated knowledge. This
technique falls into two subdivisions of exploratory and normative methods.
Exploratory methods such as the Dephi process, S—curves, analogies and Morphological
Analysis begin with past and present as their starting point and move toward the
future in a heuristic manner, looking at all available possibilities, Orlando [1973].
Normative methods such as decision matrices, relevance trees and system analysis start
with the future by determining future goals and objectives, then work backwards to
ascertain if these can be achieved, given the constraints, resources and technologies
available. Qualitative forecasts, however act as a supplement and aid to forecasts from
the quantitative methods rather than providing a specific forecast.

Quantitative methods can further be divided into time series and causal (regression)
techniques.

Time series models can often be used more easily to forecast, whereas

causal models can be used with greater success for policy and decision making. Time
series techniques are based on predicting the future from models developed from past
values of the same series and/or a combination of past errors. The objective of such
time series forecasting methods is to discover the pattern in the historical data series
and extrapolate that pattern into the future. This type of model would not respond
quickly to sudden changes in relevant external variables but would yield a sufficient
accuracy for variables which are consistent. Causal models however assume that there
is a cause—effect relationship between the dependent and one or more independent
variables.

These independent variables can be in the form of climatic or economic

parameters. Rhys [1984] states that techniques for forecasting electricity demand are
those based primarily on the statistical interpretation of past trends and the
econometric analysis of fundamental economic factors believed to determine electricity
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consumption.

This points towards quantitative methods for effective and efficient

forecasting.

One of the first papers written on the topic of electricity consumption was by
Houthakker [1951] in which he analysed electricity demand of a domestic two-part
tariff and investigated monthly fluctuations in generation.

Economic factors were

introduced to account for the differences between the consumers. The use of economic
analysis for modelling and forecasting became prominent during the early 1960s. This
reflected the growing sophistication of applied economic analysis, the increasing
amount of economic data and the development of economic methods as a major
extension of statistical methods.

Taylor [1975] presented a survey and critique of the economic literature on the demand
for electricity, concentrating mainly on the residential sector, but also considering the
commercial and industrial sectors.

McAleer [1982] used econometrics to develop a

long-term energy demand forecasting model for Northern Ireland and Elliott [1986]
developed a useful econometric model for electricity sales to the commercial sector.
However Naylor [1972] compared and contrasted Box—Jenkins methods to the standard
econometric models and concluded that the former offered an attractive alternative to
conventional econometric approaches.

The bulk of research on modelling and forecasting electricity demand for a power
utility has been carried out using variations on statistical techniques. The use of past
data to obtain predictions for future demand of the electricity supply industry was
addressed by Matthewman [1968]. He stated how difficult the forecasting of weather
was and that predicting supply load from weather forecasts would appear to double the
possibility of errors. Farmer [1968] also used past data to develop models for future
forecasts. Farmer and Bolzern [1986] found that when climatic variables were included
in the model, little improvement was obtained over the predictions from just using
past load data. However numerous authors, such as Shuaib [1987], Laing [1985] and
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Heerdegen [1989] have found that electricity demand is highly dependent on a number
of climatic variables.

The discrepancy in some authors stating that climatic variables do not influence
demand and others saying that they do, have led to the idea of analysing and
modelling certain groups of consumers who have similarities. Broehl [1981], Skinner
[1984], Lyness [1984], Rhys [1984] and Allera [1986] have acknowledged that
information loss can be minimised and they describe how a disaggregated or
’bottom—up’ approach could be used to yield more efficient and refined models and
thus give accurate predictions.

The consumers can be divided into three general

sectors; domestic, commercial and industrial with each sector varying widely in its
response to climatic, economic and other exogenous factors.

Thus by modelling and

making predictions for each sector and aggregating, more accurate forecasts will result.
This point was emphasised by Orcutt [1968] who demonstrated the loss of effective
estimation and testing power incurred by aggregated data. More detailed analysis was
undertaken by Lo [1988] and by Zalkind [1983] for the three main sectors. It was then
established that different groups of consumers within each of the sectors had different
consumption patterns, Beattie [1985], and by modelling each of the different groupings
and aggregating, resulted in more refined models for that particular sector.

Bridges [1987 and 1988] and Irwin [1986 and 1987] describe the disaggregation of the
public housing sector and how consumers with similar consumption patterns are
grouped together. Crocker [1976] outlines how this approach is employed successfully
for the commercial sector.

However, the area of industrial electricity demand has

remained relatively unexplored with most previous studies being at a national level for
aggregate industrial use, Baxter [1968].

A major difficulty lies in the fact that

different industries have different production processes and thus have different
consumption patterns. To date, the disaggregation employed in the industrial sector
has been based on standard industrial classification (SIC) codes, Ciliano [1974], Chang
[1981] and Thomas [1982], The change in electricity demand of the industrial sector is
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due mainly to a number of economic factors, such as industrial production,
technological and structural change, NIEDO [1983], Mosekilde [1983] and Gupta
[1984],

Disaggregation obviously leads to more expensive and detailed data collection and
numerous tests and analysis must be carried out before the data is accepted as being
valid, since inaccurate data would lead to erroneous predictions, Motter [1988]. The
disaggregate approach gives rise to large amounts of data being used to develop models
for a particular group of consumers or sector.

It is thus a necessity to plan the

organisation, accessing and processing of the data for forecasting purposes.

Irwin

[1986] and Dodds [1990] outline the importance of data planning and Irwin describes
how requirements networks can be used in the organisation of data for electricity
demand modelling.

A number of different types of statistical forecasting techniques have been used by
power utilities in load forecasting. Stanton [1970], Laing [1987], Abu-el—Magd [1982],
Goodrich [1985] and Vlahovic [1987] review a number of these routines.

The

techniques generally used are; the multiple regression approach, Matthewman [1968];
spectral decomposition, Farmer [1968]; exponential smoothing, Christiannse [1971];
time series analysis, Hagan [1987]; multivariate modelling and correlation methods,
Srinivasan [1975]; pattern recognition, Matthewman [1968]; spectral analysis, Moutter
[1988], the expert system approach Rahman [1988], the state—space approach,
Chatfield [1989] and Bayesian analysis, de Alba [1988] and Marriott [1988]. The aim of
all these techniques is to model and predict electricity demand as accurately and
efficiently as possible, but all these techniques have limitations and some perform
better than others in different circumstances.
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1.4 Plan of Thesis

A general overview of modelling and forecasting is discussed in chapter 2, addressing
such topics as, what is a model?, and the aims of a model.

A number of modelling

techniques are also mentioned and briefly described.

Chapter 3 describes the disaggregation approach, discussing the levels of disaggregation
and the advantages and disadvantages of such an approach.

The planning and

management of the large quantities of data is a necessity in a project of this type and
the Requirements Networks used for such a task are briefly described. The data which
was available and which was used throughout the course of the work is then described.

In chapter 4 a preliminary analysis of the industrial sector is carried out. The overall
trend in demand of the sector and its portion of the total supply are discussed. Three
different types of disaggregation are identified for the local power utility which are
described and a study of the demand for electricity in the sub-groups of the respective
types of disaggregation is investigated. The industrial consumers of the New Zealand
power board are grouped based on end-use, and a similar analysis is carried out for the
sector as a whole and for the sub-groups.

A survey which was carried out to find the best forecasting method to use for
electricity demand is described in chapter 5.

This is followed by the theory of

univariate time series modelling and the steps which are performed in order to develop
an accurate model of a system.

The various steps discussed include identification,

parameter estimation and diagnostic checking. The consideration of outliers and the
use of intervention analysis as a tool for updating the already existing univariate
models is then described. The next step in modelling is to include external variables
which affect the output and multivariate models take into account the affect of these
influential parameters.

The theory of multivariate modelling, which has a
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similar development technique to univariate modelling, is discussed and the main steps
involved in the development of such models are presented.

The results for the univariate modelling and subsequent forecasts from the different
types of disaggregation are presented in chapter 6, with a comparison made between
the predictions obtained from the model of the aggregate data and those obtained from
the combination of predictions from the models of the various industrial groupings.
Finally, a comparison is made between the models of the Northern Ireland supply
authority and the New Zealand power board.

The results from multivariate models are presented in chapter 7, initially considering
the local power utility and then individual industries from the New Zealand power
board.

Finally in chapter 8, preliminary work is described on the use of half hourly demand
data, in view of its increased metering and availability.

The use of this data for

short-term forecasts is demonstrated, together with its significance in tariff design and
as an aid to load management.
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CHAPTER 2

MODELLING AND FORECASTING CONCEPTS

2.1 Introduction

All decisions from some conceptual model in our minds to major government plans
which will affect the whole country, are based on some sort of model. In this chapter
modelling and forecasting concepts are examined, and an outline is presented on how a
model is developed, what its aims are and how it is chosen. Some standard modelling
techniques are then described and the chapter concludes v/ith a brief outline on the
modelling of a system and the importance in identifying relevant inputs.

2.2 What is a Model?

As technological processes increase in complexity and the required performance
specifications become more severe, analytical design procedures and accurate models
assume greater importance. It is now necessary for engineers to have an understanding
of the nature of the dynamic behaviour of systems and of the methods available for
analysing and improving performance.

It is therefore a requirement to have a mathematical model which accurately describes
the system.

The nature of the model and the methods employed in obtaining or

identifying such a model are clearly dependent on the depth of understanding of a
particular system.

A system can be thought of as a collection of interacting

components, although sometimes interest might lie in one single component.

In system identification, records of system operations in the form of input/output
relations is the key in the determination of a system model.
represented diagrammatically in Figure 2.2.1.
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The problem is

Input
Disturbance, w(t)

Random
Disturbance, n(t)

System

Output, y(t)

(unknown)

where
u(t)

= the known input vector of dimension m

z(t)

= the output vector of dimension p

w(t)

= the input disturbance vector of dimension m

n(t)

= the observation noise vector of dimension p

y(t)

= the measured output vector of dimension p

Figure 2.2.1

Block diagram of a system to be modelled

A mathematical model can be defined as the mapping of relationships between the
physical variables in the system to be modelled onto mathematical structures such as
simple algebraic equations, differential equations or even systems of differential
equations, Fasol [1980].

Models can be obtained in a number of different ways. They can be developed from:

(a) purely theoretical background based on the physical relationship of the system,
(b) purely empirically by experiments on the already existing system, or
(c) by an astute combination of both approaches.
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Extensive work has gone into the development of efficient models and algorithms, and
researchers are continuously refining and updating such procedures, Uri [1978].
Historically, modelling has been motivated by the need to design better control
systems.

In most practical systems there is seldom sufficient a priori information

about a system and its environment to design an effective model.

The need for

accurate system models has been increased by the development of optimal and
adaptive control theories. The use and increased efficiency of computers in the last
decade has also caused rapid increases in modelling refinements.

The need for modelling arises in many disciplines other than electricity demand
modelling, Hsia [1977], for example, workers in the field of econometrics endeavour to
establish mathematical relationships between endogenous and exogenous variables, and
more recently modelling has been used to solve physiological and biomedical problems.
Successful models have been obtained for human performance in a man—machine
environment, control functions of the pupil and the muscle, metabolism, brain waves
and more.

Similar modelling applications can be found in such areas as ecology,

transportation and sociology.

The whole concept of modelling thus comes under a

number of different titles, namely system identification, econometric modelling and
time series analysis.

Models can be developed and utilised for a number of different purposes. They can be
applied in order to:

— obtain a better knowledge of the process
— verify theoretical models
— combine control systems
— predict signals
— optimise the behaviour of the process or
— compute variables which are not directly measurable.
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The development of a model usually requires various simplifying assumptions which
are necessary to limit complexity to a minimum. For each application a trade-off is
involved, in which one has to compromise between a lower limit in accuracy and an
upper limit of complexity of the model.

2.3 The Aims of a Model

One of the uses of modelling is in the prediction of variables, see section 2.2, which
leads on to the idea of forecasting.

The aim of forecasting is to reduce the risk in

decision making by accurately predicting the future values of important variables. A
model used for forecasting is deemed adequate if the predicted values are similar to the
actual values and the resultant error terms, e(t), or residuals are random, resemble
white noise and are minimal, i.e.

N
when ^ (yi — yi)2 is a minimum
i=l
where
yi

= the actual value

yi

= the predicted value and

N

= the number of data values

The nature of the decisions being made will dictate many of the desired characteristics
of the modelling method to be used. With the increasing development and complexity
of modelling techniques, it is essential that certain features should be resident in all
methods used to describe a system.

Bunn and Farmer [1985] outline some of these

important features, which are:

(a) Adaptiveness: The developed model should track and respond to any changes in the
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structure being modelled. It is important for parameter values to change accordingly
and provide an accurate model.
(b) Recursiveness: As new data becomes available, forecasts should be updated in a
manner which reacts approximately to new data but does not require the whole history
of data to re-estimate any parameters.
(c) Computational economy: The modelling and forecasting routine chosen should be
economical both in execution time required to output and update forecasts from new
data and the amount of computer memory which is utilised.
(d) Robustness: The modelling technique should not be critically affected by
inaccuracies of the model structure, measurement errors in the data used in the
models, or defaults in the input of new data either through system or operator failure.

These design features are some of the basic considerations which by necessity are
compromised in the formulation of models. All systems being modelled are unique and
some of the above features may not be applicable. For example, it is unlikely that two
power utilities are identical and the actual modelling and forecasting procedure which
they implement will reflect the relative strength of importance of the above design
features as well as some of their own idiosyncrasies. Therefore different utilities adopt
and develop different methods and approaches with the aim of producing accurate
forecasts.

In all organisations where models are developed for forecasting, it is

necessary to have effective communication between all elements of the chain
connecting those who identify what needs to be modelled, through to the decision
maker, Behling [1980],
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2.4 Model Development

A fundamental problem in system identification is the choice in the nature of the
model which should be used for the system. The model may be one of the following
types:

— linear time—invariant (lumped—parameter)
— linear time—varying (lumped—parameter)
— linear but with distributed parameters or
— non-linear.

Although, in practice, most systems are nonlinear with distributed parameters, linear
models for such systems are often used because of their simplicity.

It is therefore

important in using models that great care is taken to ensure that they are used within
the limits of their validity.

Nevertheless, a great deal of work has been done on

obtaining linear models for systems; so much, that often by system identification the
determination of the parameters of a ’suitable’ linear model for the system is
understood.

A term which has been used throughout this chapter to describe a model is dynamic.
This is used in order to differentiate between traditional and current models. A static
model is one which represents a completely settled system, whereas a dynamic model
represents both the time—varying response of the system and the completely settled
state.

Thus the flexibility and adaptiveness of dynamic models mean that it is the

preferred technique in system identification.

Models can further be classified as being deterministic or stochastic. If it was possible
to calculate the exact value of the output variable from a model of the system, then
this would be classed as deterministic with no room for error.

However no

phenomenon is entirely deterministic because of the inclusion of unknown and
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unwanted factors.

However it is possible to develop a model that can be used to

calculate the probability of a future value lying between two specified limits. Such a
model is called a probability or stochastic model.

2.5 Choosing an Appropriate Model

There are several different types of modelling techniques which can be employed
effectively in modelling a system and some criteria must be established in order to
determine which method would be most suitable for modelling a particular system.
Some of these will arise from the nature of the required forecast and will include:

(a) Lead time— This is the length of time into the future for which forecasts are
required. As discussed in section 1.1, they are categorised as immediate—, shortmedium— and long-term.
(b) Time to prepare a forecast— This is the total time required to collect the
necessary data, analyse it and prepare the forecast.
(c) Pattern of Data— There are 3 basic sub—patterns which are trend, seasonal and
cyclical, and some combination of these usually exist in any data series.

A

knowledge of these sub—patterns can be useful in selecting the most appropriate
modelling method.
(d) Data requirements— The quantity of historical data is important in
determining the feasibility of using particular methods.
(e) Ease of understanding— The majority of confident forecasts and decisions are
based on models which are understood by the forecaster. Therefore it is important
that the user understands the conceptual basis of the method in order to feel
confident in using it.
(f) Cost— When costing a technique, several costs are relevant. Initially the cost of
acquiring the data and developing the model must be taken into consideration.
Then the cost of storing the relevant data must be considered. Finally, the cost of
operating the forecasting technique is important.
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(g) Accuracy— The accuracy of the method is defined as the extent to which
forecasts match the actual future values and the level of accuracy depends upon
the decisions being made.

Depending on the order of importance of the above factors and the availability of data
and finances, an appropriate method will be chosen which should accurately model and
provide forecasts of the relevant system. In cases where circumstances are not ideal
and the availability of resources are limited, then a trade-off must be made between
the above factors.

2.6 Modelling and Forecasting Methods

Having looked at the aims of models and the factors which, to a large extent govern
the choice of a modelling technique, it is appropriate to review some of the modelling
methods generally used, pointing out advantages and disadvantages of each and in
what circumstances it is most appropriate to use them.

The techniques range from

simple exponential smoothing to econometric methods, Chatfield [1989].

2.6.1 Exponential Smoothing

This procedure is used for non—seasonal time series with no systematic trend; let the
values be X!, x2, ...., xn. It is natural to take as an estimate of xn+1, a weighted sum of
the past observations. An exponentially decreasing set of weights is assigned to these
values so that the more recent values receive more weight than older values.

x(n,l) = C0xn + CjXn-! + C2Xn-2 + ..

(2.6.1)

where Cj are the weights and
xn-i are the past values

This method has the advantage of being quick to prepare, having minimal data
requirements, and being easily understood by users.
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It has a low accuracy and is

unable to cope with trend and seasonal patterns in data, however it is widely used for
immediate— and short-term forecasting.

2.6.2 Holt—Winters Method

This method is similar to exponential smoothing, with the added advantage of being
able to take into account the trend and seasonal variation of the data. It has greater
accuracy than the above technique, is quick to prepare, has low data requirements and
is easy to understand.

Suppose the observations are monthly, and let Lt Tt, and It denote the local level,
trend and seasonal index at time t.

Let a, 7 and S denote the three smoothing

parameters for the indices. When a new observation xt becomes available, the values
Lt, Tt and It can be updated. Then the updating equations are:

Lt = a(xt/It-i2) + (1—a)(Lt-i + Tt-i)

(2.6.2)

Tt= 7(Lt-Lt-i) + (l-7)Tt-i

(2.6.3)

It = £(xt/Lt) + (1 — <5)It-i2

(2.6.4)

and the forecasts from time t are then

(2.6.5)

x(t,k) = (Lt + kTt)It.12+k

for k = 1, 2, .... 12. There are analogous formulae for the additive seasonal case.

2.6.3 Box—Jenkins Modelling

This method is based on time series analysis and allows for a wide range of possible
models for the data and provides a strategy for selecting a model from that class which
best represents the data. These models are developed by fitting a linear aggregation of
past values of the series (autoregressive) and/or a combination of previously fitted
errors (moving average) to a given set of data, see Box and Jenkins [1970].
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The

general model is known as an autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA)
and the form of it, which will be stated here, will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

0(B)y(t) = 0(B)e(t)

(2.6.6)

where
0(B) = (1 - 0iB - 02B2 - ...)(1 - ^B^ - ...)(i _ B)m(l - B'12)n
and
0(B) = (1 - M - 02B2 - ...)(1 - S0JB12 - ...)
where
y(t)

= sampled consumption at time t

e(t)

= white noise input sample

t

= sampled interval equal to one month

0-

= autoregressive coefficient

0.

= moving average coefficient

s0j

= seasonal autoregressive coefficient

u

0.1

B

= seasonal moving average coefficient
= backward shift operator such that
By(t) = y(t-l)

(1 — B)m and (1 — B12)n in the 0(B) polynomial indicate nonseasonal and seasonal
differencing, with the superscripts m and n indicating the degrees of differencing.

The major contribution of Box—Jenkins [1970] has been to provide a strategy for time
series forecasting and by stressing differencing, they enable the setting up of models for
non—stationary series.
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2.6.4 Multiple Regression

This approach uses the multiple linear regression model, where the dependent variable
is linearly related to one or more independent variables.

Yj — ajXj + a2X2 + ... + anXn

(2.6.7)

where
Yj is the dependent variable
Xn is the nth independent variable
an are the coefficients of the independent variables

Estimates are obtained for the coefficients of the independent variables in the
regression equation and the equation can then be used to forecast future values of the
dependent variable.

2.6.5 Multivariate Box—Jenkins Modelling

This method is an extension of the univariate Box—Jenkins approach. One special case
is the class of transfer function models which concentrates on describing the
relationship between one output variable, a combination of past values of the output
variable and one or more input or explanatory variables. This technique is a blend of
time series and causal approaches and is also known as multivariate ARIMA
(MARIMA) or transfer function models.

It is however computationally and

analytically more expensive than univariate models and more difficult to understand.
Multivariate modelling is described in detail in chapter 5.

2.6.6 Econometric Modelling

This model assumes that an economic system can be described, not by a single
equation, but by a set of simultaneous equations.

Economists distinguish between

exogenous variables, which affect the system but are not themselves affected, and
endogenous variables, which interact with each other.
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One of the basic premises of

econometric modelling is that everything in the real world affects everything else. A
major decision is determining how much detail to include in the models, since more
detail inevitably means more complexity and may only add more noise to the system.
The simultaneous equations involving k dependent (endogenous) variables, {Yj}, and g
pre—determined (exogenous) variables, {Xi}, may be written:
Yi = fi(Yi, ... .Yi-j, ..., Xj, ... ,Xg) + error

(2.6.8)

(i=l, 2, ... ,k)

Some of the exogenous variables may be lagged values of the Yj.

These equations,

often called the structural form of the system can be solved to give what is called the
reduced form of the system, namely

Yi =

Fi(Xi, ... , Xg) + error

(2.6.9)

The functions {fj}, {Fi} are usually assumed to be linear and the form of the equations
are often specified a priori from economic theory.

The incoherent nature of much

economic data makes it difficult to construct econometric models empirically. These
types of models are more difficult to understand and more costly than time series
models. They also require forecasts of future values of the independent variables in the
regression equations.

In effect the dependent variable is forecast from already

forecasted independent variables which will inevitably increase the error of the
forecasts.

2.7 The Modelling of a System

A model which could be used to represent the actual demand over time is given by the
non-linear function:

yt =

t, et)

(2.7.1)
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where
yt

= actual system load

yt

= {y^; —oo < r < t—1}; all past observed actual system loads

^

={(7.J

t

= time index

et

= additive random disturbance representing all unobserved effects on the system

< r < t—1}; all past observed external variables

load.

Significant costs would be associated with attempting to devise a model which would
accurately model the above function, Bunn and Farmer [1985]. A very accurate model
would result which would lead to forecasts with minimum error, however it is an open
question whether the improvement in accuracy over a more simple representation
would justify the extra acquisition of data and modelling effort required. This point
was emphasised by Concordia in 1962 at an AIEE lecture, when he said:

"We must not spend time gathering additional information which does not materially
affect the answer."

It is therefore advisable to commence with a simplified form of the exponential
smoothing equation (2.6.1) and then develop it only as required in order to meet
performance requirements.

The most simplified form of the exponential smoothing equation is that of using the
past values of the output (dependent) variables. This type of model is known as an
autoregressive model. Once it has been confirmed that the optimum model has been
obtained, based on autoregression, then further refinements are sought with the
utilisation of data from other sources. Selected inputs are then included in the model
with the aim of obtaining significant improvements in the overall model. The latter
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type of model is known as a transfer function, or an ARMA exogenous model, Box and
Jenkins [1970], Sinha and Kuszta [1983] and Makridakis et al [1983].

When modelling a system there are a number of assumptions which are made initially,
Bridges [1989] and these are:

1)

The system should be stable, that is, if the system is subjected to a bounded
input or a disturbance then the response is bounded in magnitude, Dorf [1980].

2)

The system is linear or should be able to be linearised, and be sufficiently
represented by a set of linear equations.

3)

The inputs to the system are causal. This means that if an input affects a
system then it was the result of direct or indirect influence on the system and
not simply by coincidence or chance.

2.8 Conclusions

This chapter has discussed some of the initial concepts of modelling and forecasting,
highlighting what the aims of a model should be and what factors should be included
when choosing a modelling technique.

A number of modelling techniques were then

briefly described, ranging from exponential smoothing to econometric modelling.
Finally, the importance of identifying the causal effects of a system are discussed
together with the general assumptions made about the inputs.
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CHAPTER 3

DISAGGREGATION. ACQUISITION AND VALIDATION OF DATA

3.1 Introduction

In the past numerous models have been developed which utilise aggregate data,
resulting in models which do not respond quickly to different sectors and to predictions
with limited confidence.

In order to enhance the dynamic response of the overall

model and to increase the accuracy of prediction in future demand, a disaggregate
approach is proposed and discussed.

The use of disaggregation can result in the processing of large quantities of data, and
thus it is necessary to plan and set out criteria for the management of such data. In
this chapter the data used for the modelling and forecasting is discussed, as are the
procedures used in the acquisition and validation of the data.

3.2 The Disaggregation Concept

Aggregated energy data was initially used by economists in establishing models for the
economy. With increasing competition from other fuels it was then in the interest of
the various authorities to consider and analyse the overall trend in consumption
patterns for their particular fuel. This was generally restricted by the availability of
data and the limitations of computers.

More advanced computer technology and

increased storage capacity meant that it was possible to store and analyse large
quantities of data and models were then developed from annual data and predictions
were made on an annual basis a few years ahead. With advancing technology and the
enhancement of data recorders, the system load can now be recorded at intervals as
short as five minutes, with the result that forecasts could be made for shorter time
periods.

The aim of all power utilities is to develop and increase the accuracy of
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models and hence forecasts of the entire system on a number of different time scales.

Initially, highly aggregated data in consumer type was used in the development of
forecasts, as was outlined by Matthewman [1968], Stanton [1970], Gupta [1972] and
Shuaib [1987].

Orcutt [1968] was one of the first to address the problems of data

aggregation and its possible effects. He found that by using less aggregated data it was
possible to:

1)

Virtually eliminate small sample biases.

2)

Achieve significant improvements in the precision of estimates in models and
hence increase the accuracy of predictions.

3)

Greatly improve possibility of detecting misspecifications.

Crocker [1976] noted how Fisher [1962], Houthakker [1951] and Wilson [1971] used
highly aggregated data in their work, which gave only cursory attention to the
covariation of climate and electricity consumption since they disregard the use of
electricity for space heating and cooling.

The objective of Crocker’s paper was to

remedy a combination of these omissions by employing completely disaggregated data.
He saw disaggregation as an approach which would give a better understanding of the
sample being analysed and thus result in more accurate and efficient models.
Consumers of electricity can be grouped into sectors based on homogeneous behaviour
with the most common grouping being the domestic, commercial and industrial sectors.
It would be apparent that modelling each of the individual sectors would give rise to
models which reflect the trend in demand in the different sectors more accurately than
a model of the whole system.

This disaggregate or ’bottom—up’ approach has been

mentioned by Skinner [1984], Ernoult [1982] and Allera [1986] as an essential adjunct
to forecasting. The standard approach to modelling and forecasting now is to analyse
and model selected groups within each of the three main sectors, namely domestic,
commercial and industrial, with the current research concentrating on developing
models for the industrial sector. From the developed models, sector forecasts can be
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made which are then combined to give forecasts of the total utility, resulting in more
accurate predictions.

3.2.1 Levels of disaggregation

One of the problems with using this approach is in choosing the optimum level of
disaggregation. However this will in general be governed by the requirements of the
power utility in question and will be influenced by a number of factors, which are:

1)

The time scale of the required forecast.

2)

The accuracy of the required forecast.

3)

The detail of understanding about a particular group of consumers.

4)

The availability of relevant data.

5)

The total size of the sector to be disaggregated.

Disaggregation of data can occur to various extents over four dimensions which are
time, location, energy type and consumer type.

Traditional types of disaggregation

have been based on energy type such as coal, gas, oil and electricity, Bush [1979], and
also on consumer type, namely domestic, commercial and industrial.

Other authors

such as Vlahovic [1987] and Bolzern [1986] have considered particular geographical
locations.

Gowdy [1985] and Chang [1981] have considered to some extent

disaggregation in the industrial sector. Dodds [1988] and Bridges [1989] have carried
out detailed research into the structure of the domestic sector of particular utilities,
using disaggregation based mainly on geographical location and time.

Figure 3.2.1

shows how the different dimensions are broken down from a highly aggregated to a
disaggregated state.

Particular levels of disaggregation may be sought by utilities, but it is another matter
as to whether they can actually be obtained.

All too often vital information and

statistics are available only as aggregates and in most cases this means that data is
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only available in an annually or quarterly accumulated nation-wide form. This project
encountered similar problems with data availability and levels of disaggregation. The
approach taken was to identify the data which was available and perceived to be
potentially influential to electricity demand and then from this to decide on what data
was relevant and appropriate.

Level

Time

Location

Energy Type

Consumer Type

Aggregate

Annual

World

All Types

All consumers

I

Quarterly

National

Monthly

Regional

Weekly

Towns

I

Daily
Hourly
Dis
aggregate

Figure 3.2.1

/I

Oil Gas

\

Coal

Electricity

Domestic,
Commercial,
Industrial

Tariff type

Local Areas
Streets/Industrial
Estates

Minutes

Similar groups
of consumers

Individual
Consumers

Levels of disaggregation in the four dimensions: time, location,
energy type and consumer type
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3.2.2 The advantages and disadvantages of disaggregation

The method of employing a disaggregate approach to modelling and forecasting
electricity demand yields a number of advantageous points, some of which are:

1)

It gives a better understanding of the consumption pattern of different groups
of consumers who will, inevitably be influenced by numerous and different
external inputs.

It will also identify those groups which have a significant

consumption and which should be analysed in more detail.
2)

Due to the increased number of data points, models with a greater dynamic
response can be achieved.

3)

This increase in the number of data points means that less information is lost,
therefore important trends in group consumption can be identified and
modelled.

4)

Models and forecasts which are derived for each of the respective sectors or
groups of consumers can be aggregated and hence yield more accurate forecasts
for future demand.

Along with these advantages, there are also several disadvantages which are inherent
and these are:

1)

One of the main problems associated with disaggregation is specifying the level
of disaggregation to use. Although computer technology has advanced rapidly
it would still be impractical to model each individual customer. This however
would depend on the size of the sample being analysed. Consumers are most
likely to be classified based on common similarities, such as types of industry,
tariffs or geographical location.

These groupings will be discussed and

analysed in detail in chapter 4.
2)

It may be possible to achieve the required level of disaggregation using
electricity data, but similar levels of disaggregation for external variables
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which are seen as being relevant input may not be possible.

Most of the

economic and government data exists to a large extent on a highly aggregated
basis. For example the index of production data only exists on a quarterly
basis and the producer price index only exists on a monthly basis for the
United Kingdom as a whole and not for specific locations.

It is generally

better to collect data at the most detailed level possible and then aggregate it
as required for the particular forecast.
3)

The increase in the amount of information required will increase the data
management effort, and will therefore demand an efficient approach to the
organisation and acquisition of relevant data.

This will lead to the

development of data bases which will allow data to be quickly and easily
accessed.
4)

With an increase in the number of models having to be developed there will be
an increase in the modelling effort required, with more time needed to process
the data, develop the model and obtain forecasts of the aggregate system by
combining the predictions from the disaggregate models.

5)

There will be an increase in complexity of the statistical parameters needed to
qualify the forecasts made for the aggregate series, for example confidence
limits.

However the advantages which are achieved from using disaggregation far outweigh
any disadvantages.

3.3 Project Planning

Planning is a necessity when embarking on any project and especially on one which
concerns the management of large quantities of data and it is important to set out the
steps of the project and to establish the sources of relevant data.

Planning will also

allow for work to continue and limit the overlap of research. Dodds [1986 and 1988]
utilises an approach originally proposed by Gilbert [1983], who used the idea of
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requirements analysis as a tool for engineering software production and in the analysis
of project requirements. Dodds [1986] states that planning the organisation, access and
processing of a consumer database is an essential pre-requisite to efficient modelling of
demand for forecasting purposes.
There are approximately 600,000 consumers of electricity in Northern Ireland and at
the end of each year the supply authority stores all the billing data on magnetic tape
requiring approximately 250 Mbytes per annum. The University receives copies of this
comprehensive information and in turn provides forecasts of future electricity demand
to the supply authority. Such large volumes of data present major handling problems
which are compounded by data for external parameters needed in model development.
Requirements networking (R—Net) will allow for systematic and effective planning of
data flow from relevant sources and will greatly enhance the system used by the
University.
sources.

Figure 3.3.1 shows the overall network and focuses on specific data

The boxes represent the organisations involved in producing the data for

analysis and the arrows and labels specify the data content. The R—Net is then refined
by producing more detail on each activity until there is sufficient detail for
flowcharting and programming. Dodds [1988] discusses in detail the development of
the R—Net and the data base organisation for electricity billing data and other relevant
data.

3.4 Data Availability

As mentioned in chapter 1, there are two power utilities which are considered. One is
the local supply authority, Northern Ireland Electricity (NIE) and the other is a New
Zealand power board, Manawatu—Oroua Electric Power Board (MOEPB).

There are numerous data sources, ranging from government statistics to on—site data
recorders, which are relevant for electricity consumption.

However there are

limitations on these potential sources due to the levels of aggregation which exist.
Data collection is generally much more difficult in the initial stages of forecasting than
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it is later on when its acquisition has been established.

In practice, data which is

available is analysed and if statistically significant is then used. Table 3.4.1 gives a
brief summary of the data which was collected and analysed during the course of the
research from the two countries involved.

Electricity
Supply
Industry (NIE)

Gas
Utilities

Department
of Economic
Development

Queen’s
Energy Research
Group

Meteorological
Office

Building 2 & 3

Output

Individual
Industrial
Metering

Figure 3.3.1

Individual
Industrial
Production Data

Domestic and
Commercial
Individuals

Organisational network, showing input flow data for analysing
electricity demand in Northern Ireland
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Source

Timescale

Medium Type

Consumption units
Maximum demand
Industrial users

NIE
NIE
ESB
NIE

Monthly
Monthly
Half-hourly
Half-hourly

Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Paper

Production output
Employment
Fuel expenditure

DED
DED
DED

Quarterly
Quarterly
Annually

Paper
Paper
Paper

Temperature
Sunshine
Rainfall

DED
DED
DED

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Paper
Paper
Paper

Consumption units
Maximum demand
Industrial users

MOEPB
MOEPB
MOEPB

Monthly
Monthly
Half-hourly

Paper
Paper
Floppy Disk

Production data

Private
companies

Monthly

Paper

Temperature
Heating degree
days

Met
office

Daily
Monthly

Floppy Disk
Paper

Data type
Northern Ireland

New Zealand

Table 3.4.1

The type and source of the data along with timescale and medium
source

3.4.1 Data Description

Historical Billing Data: Billing records exist for all customers in Northern Ireland and
they can be used to give an accurate account of electricity sales for the utility.
Records for quarterly customers, which are mainly domestic, and monthly customers
exist on the same data files. These records provide the most accurate information on
customers, such as where they are located, how many previous consumers existed in
the same premises before them, their tariff code, a general classification on the type of
consumer, the year, quarter and month of billing, as well as the units consumed, the
maximum demand (where applicable) and the total charge of the metered units.

The number of industrial customers in the local utility changes every year, with an
average of approximately 1240 and the number of customers being supplied by the
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MOEPB is approximately 33. Billing data exists from April 1981 to December 1990
for all industrial consumers in Northern Ireland and from April 1981 to March for the
power board in New Zealand.

Billing records for the industrial customers in the New Zealand utility also exist in a
similar format to the Northern Ireland records. An example of a typical record is given
below:

A12345

040

14567

4570

56450

Customer
Code

Tariff/
Premises
Code

Day
Night Maximum
Units Units Demand
(kWh) (kWh) (Pence)

92600

9041

Total Unit
Charge
(Pence)

Date of Billing
(Yr Qtr Mth)

Northern Ireland Electricity compile their own sales figures on the different sectors
which they supply, and Table 3.4.2 compares the industrial consumers identified by the
current research and those which were specified as being industrial customers by NIE
from 1982/83 to 1988/89. From the table it can be seen that the biggest difference in
sales was 3.3% in 1983/84. This discrepancy in total industrial consumption is due to
the fact that some of the customers have been incorrectly identified from the standard
industrial classification codes.

An example of this, which was identified, is the

classification of a quarry as a retail outlet, or the classification of a refrigeration plant
as government premises. These 2 industrial consumers would not be identified since
the retail outlet and the government premises are commercial premises. The SIC were
meticulously checked and ambiguities were checked with the Northern Ireland Trade
Directory and the supply authority.
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CONSUMPTION (GWh)/YEAR
Year

1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
Table 3.4.2:

Total
Industrial
(GWh)

NIE
Industrial
(GWh)

1213
1268
1325
1348
1388
1422
1490

1207
1226
1317
1323
1361
1393
1455

Percentage Difference
in Consumption
(%)

0.49
3.3
0.6

1.85
1.9
2.0
2.3

Industrial consumption identified by research and by NIE, and the
percentage difference in consumption

Half-hourly Demand Data: This data is available for a limited number of industries in
Northern Ireland with magnetic tape being used as the storage medium and for the
industrial customers of the MOEPB, data is available for the majority with floppy
disks being used as the storage medium. The data which exists for both utilities is the
half-hourly demand (kVAh) with the range of the data varying from a few weeks to
one year.

Economic Data: Numerous economic inputs are thought to influence electricity
consumption of industrial customers, but data is only available for a limited number in
a format which is considered acceptable.

Industrial output is seen as a major influence on industrial electricity consumption and
the index of industrial production is used as a measure of this.

This data is only

available on a quarterly basis for particular industrial groupings which have been
classified based on the standard industrial classification codes, HMSO [1984].

Employment data also exists for the same industrial groupings and on the same
timescale, i.e. quarterly. All the production and employment data was available from
April 1981 to December 1990. Actual production data was acquired for some of the
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industries in New Zealand for different time periods, however no employment data was
available.

The cost of fuel existed in the Census of Production for Northern Ireland [1986] for all
the industrial groupings from 1981 to 1985.

Climatic Data: Mean daily air temperatures, mean daily sunshine hours and average
rainfall was available on a monthly basis for Northern Ireland as a whole.

Daily

temperature and monthly heating degree—day data existed for the local area of the
power board in New Zealand. All the climatic data was available for the required time
period.

3.5 Identification and Classification of Industrial Consumers

Initially the monthly consumers, which consist of commercial and industrial, had to be
separated from the quarterly consumers, which are mainly domestic with some
commercial. This segregation was based on consumer codes, where those billed on a
quarterly basis have ’0’ as the first digit in the billing record and those billed on a
monthly basis have ’6’ as the first digit.

The consumer codes for all the monthly consumers were then matched with the address
file. This code, which is unique for each user, does not specify what type of industry is
being supplied. The address file gives the name of the organisation, the address of the
industry and the address to which the bill is sent.

Each of the industries have specific types of products and it is necessary to have some
common base which can be used to identify industries as being related to a particular
class of industry. The classification technique which is generally used is based on the
standard industrial classification (SIC) codes, which are listed in HMSO [1984] and
which are discussed in more detail in section 4.3.1.
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The consumer codes were then

matched with the data file which contained a listing of SIC codes which were
developed by the Department of Economic Development (DED) for Northern Ireland
Electricity (NIE).

The consumer codes which did not match were run through a

program devised by Noell [1989] which eliminated those who had a commercial name in
their address.

The remaining codes were compared with a hard copy listing of

industrial consumers, based on the SIC codes, from the local power authority. This
procedure was adequate when initially obtaining a listing of the relevant consumer
codes.

However with the continuous acquisition of the most recent billing data and

with the introduction of new industries, their codes must be identified and classified.
When new billing data is acquired, the monthly consumer codes are matched with the
already existing industrial codes. The remaining codes are matched with a listing of
the new codes which have come on-line or who have changed tariff over the period for
which the new data exists and the appropriate SIC code is assigned to the consumer
code.

The listing of the relevant codes is then matched with the records in the billing data
file and these records are appended onto the end of the existing billing data records
from previous months.

The billing data for the MOEPB is easier to match to consumer codes since there are a
small number of industries who purchase electricity from the power board. These are
classified in a similar manner using the standard industrial classification codes.

3.6 Data Acquisition

Billing data is available every quarter on magnetic tape from the local electricity
supply industry (ESI).

On receipt of the information, some form of conversion is

required to allow the data to be compatible with the university’s 2988 ICL or VAX
11/780 computers.

The procedure was described in detail by Dodds [1988] and will

only be summarised here.
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The routines which were used allowed bytes and blocks to be read from the alien tape
in raw hexadecimal form. Then, provided the character codes of the source system are
known, these hexadecimal numbers can be related to character codes. A record format
of the tape is also necessary to combine the characters and integer values with the
correct fields.

A number of problems were encountered, typical of which was the

difficulty in determining when a translation of an alien tape had been completed. A
check was necessary because the tape readers would sometimes stop before completion
of the transfer. The address tapes containing the customer code, the address of the
premises and the billing address were also made available by the supply authority and
they were searched, translated and transferred in a similar fashion to that above.

The billing data which was acquired for the New Zealand customers was retrieved
manually from the inspectors’ metering books and stored in data files on computer.
The data was available for the majority of customers at regularly spaced intervals,
however there were a few, 9 in all, whose meters were read at irregularly spaced
intervals, sometimes only a few days apart. Linear regression was used to alleviate this
problem and obtain meter readings at regular intervals.

The half-hourly demand data which was obtained from a small number of local
industries came from dedicated meters which were installed in the industries and
recorded the demand (kVAh) on a half hourly basis.

The tapes were changed

approximately every 2 months and were translated onto magnetic tape which could be
read by the university’s ICL 2988 computer.

The half-hourly demand data which was obtained for most of the industrial customers
of the MOEPB came from the on—site meters which recorded the consumption units,
maximum demand, power factor, etc. These meters held up to 3 months data which
was then down—loaded to a lap—top computer and stored as a Lotus 1—2—3 data file.
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The economic and climatic data for the local utility was acquired from the local
Department of Economic Development (DED). Even though the index of production
and the employment data only existed on a quarterly basis, it was proposed to analyse
the affect on quarterly consumption, and if they were found to be influential, then
some procedure could be used to convert them to monthly data.

There was no overall economic data available for the MOEPB, however a number of
industries were visited and production data was acquired from some.

The

Meteorological Office and the Department of Science and Industrial Research supplied
the heating degree—day data and the daily maximum and minimum temperature data.

3.7 Data Validation

Validation is a critical step before any data analysis can take place. In the simplest
terms, as Motter [1988] discussed, data validation consists of making sure that all data
is correct. Data which has not been checked and/or filtered could lead to erroneous
models and predictions being made.

It therefore must be extensively reviewed for

consistency and accuracy before being accepted as valid and made available for
analysis. There are instances when it is difficult to decide whether data which appears
to be wrong is in fact erroneous data. Data which has been manually collected from
public sources can be checked by collating two data files, which theoretically contain
the same data and if any discrepancies occur, then these data values can be checked.
However data which has been acquired from a more complicated source such as billing
data for the local power authority, requires a more complex filtering procedure.

The nature and the source of billing data from the local utility gives rise to an ad—hoc
process for validating the data.

This billing data was put on to computer via

operators, which leaves room for human error, and further errors could occur when the
data is being transferred from one medium to another. A number of regular problems
were apparent and a program was written which would filter, to the best of the
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author’s knowledge, and ignore invalid records. Prior to filtering, the billing records
were sorted in order, since records from one month may have existed with records from
another month. Problems which existed on the billing data file were:

1)

The duplication of records within the same month.

2)

Adjustment records which may exist in the following month, possibly due to
over— or under—charging of the present month.

3)

Incorrect billing records which were rectified in the following month, for
example they may be negated, and the correct records included in that month
along with the actual records of that month.

The program was able to identify the majority of the irregularities, however for the
records which it was not possible to check, the archived data which existed on
microfiche had to be consulted.

Errors were also identified and corrected with

customers who had terminated their demand for electricity. Some of these may have
negative units in their penultimate month of supply with this value corrected in the
next month .

The SIC codes for the customers in the local utility were checked and it was found that
some of the codes were incorrect, for example a cement plant was classed as a food
processing industry according to the SIC codes.

Any discrepancies which occurred

were eliminated to the best of the author’s knowledge.

The billing data for the MOEPB was validated by collating two data files which
contained the same data and correcting any discrepancies which may have resulted.
The production data for the MOEPB customers and the economic and climatic data
for the local utility’s consumers were checked in a similar manner to above.

There

were some missing values in the half hourly demand data for the consumers of the
MOEPB and these values were substituted with average estimated values.
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3.8 Database Development

With the acquisition of such large amounts of dati and the need to develop models and
forecasts, it is necessary to have some type of efficient system which will al.ow for a
speedy access to required data. A database is seer, as the appropriate tool as il stores a
collection of data on a number of different variaDles in some easily accessible manner
so that the data will be available when needed.

With advancing technology and in order to speed up the access time of relevant data,
laser disk technology is now used as the storage medium.

The billing da-a which

previously existed on magnetic tape was transferred in portions of 26 Mbytes

10

a hard

disk on the ICL computer. The data is then transferred to a personal computer via an
Ethernet interface, then transferred to the laser disk and stored in a binary fermat for
compactness and accessibility. Subsequent portions of the billing data are appended on
to the data file on the laser disk.

3.9 Discussion and Conclusions

The use of disaggregation as a tool for improving models and forecasts of future
electricity demand was addressed.

This involved investigating the levels of

disaggregation which could be achieved and the advantages and disadvantages of using
disaggregation. From this examination it was concluded that the benefits to be gained
from using disaggregation far outweighed any apparent disadvantages.

Structured planning, organisation, access and processing of the consumer database was
seen as a pre-requisite to efficient modelling of electricity demand for forecasting
purposes.

The availability and the acquisition of the data which was used for

forecasting electricity demand was discussed and the procedure for identifying relevant
customers was outlined. Some of the problems involved with data transfer from one
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medium to another and the validation of such data were addressed, as was the current
database being used and developed.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF THE INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY STRUCTURE AND
THE SELECTION OF RELEVANT INPUTS

4.1 Introduction

In order to model a dynamic system effectively, it is imperative to have an
understanding of the structure and behaviour of the system.

Therefore, before

modelling the demand for electrical energy in the industrial sector of a power utility,
some preliminary analysis is necessary. This analysis will investigate and identify the
underlying trends of the consumption patterns of the system and the possible causes of
these. The results from this analysis are fundamental in determining the identification
routine which should be used to model the system. If the system is stationary, a time
invariant linear algorithm may be utilised, but if the system is non—stationary, a
time—variant technique should be used. One of the basic assumptions which has been
made in this thesis is that the system is linear, and therefore if non-linearity is
detected, an appropriate transformation should be made to achieve linearity, for
example using logarithms.

Initially the demand for electricity in the industrial sector is studied and compared
with the consumption in the other sectors.

A more meticulous investigation of the

industrial sector is then implemented with the consumers divided into similar groups
based on end-use, tariff code and geographical location.

An assumption which is normally made when dealing with econometric systems
concerns that of system inputs.

There are numerous inputs, which influence to

different extents the electricity demand in the industrial sector and it is necessary to
identify the significant influential parameters and understand how they affect
consumption. If all the influential exogenous variables were known and were capable
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of being quantified and measured in some way, then in effect, a deterministic model
would result, where it would be possible to obtain the correct output from measured
inputs. In practice however, only a portion of the proposed inputs can be identified
and measured, with all the others lumped together and treated as a stochastic
disturbance to the system being modelled.

It is therefore necessary to establish a

boundary around the system and analyse those inputs for which data is available. To
this end a number of inputs are discussed and those for which data is available are
analysed in order to identify the significance of including them as relevant inputs to
the system.

4.2 General Trends in Electricity Demand

In the 1960s and 1970s, demand for electricity in Northern Ireland grew at a
predictable and rapid rate of about 9% per annum (p.a.). Under these conditions the
demand doubled in less than 10 years.

Figure 4.2.1 shows the total annual sales of

electricity from 1968/69 to 1988/89. From 1968 to 1973 the average sales grew at a
rate of 8.14% p.a. The growth was stagnant between 1973 and 1974 decreasing by 5%
in 1975.

Sales then grew from 1976 to 1979 by approximately 3.3% p.a. and after

which fell off steadily to a minimum in 1982. The two troughs in sales were due to the
oil price crisis of 1973 and 1979 and the resulting recessions. Following the 1973 crisis
a decrease in sales was not apparent until 2 years later, however in 1979 the price
escalation affected sales more rapidly with a drop being seen in the following year.
Since 1982 the sales have increased at approximately 3.3% p.a. Figure 4.2.2 shows the
annual consumption for the specific sectors from 1981 to 1988, and includes 1989 for
the industrial sector. The sales of industrial electricity show similar trends to that of
the domestic sector, with a dip in 1982 followed by a constant growth. It should be
noted that all discussion relating to a year is assumed to be a financial year, for
example 1980 is from April 1980 to March 1981, unless stated otherwise.
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Consumption (GWh)

Years

Figure 4.2.1

Total annual sales of electricity from 1968 to 1988
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Consumption (TWh)

Domestic

Commercial & Others

Industrial
Farms

Years

Figure 4.2.2

Annual electricity sales for different sectors
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The industrial sector in Northern Ireland consumes approximately 27% of the supply
industry’s electricity. It is the second largest sector in terms of electricity demand,
domestic being the first, and it is the sector which will have the most influence on the
total load curve if there was a change in the consumption of any of the major
industries or a minimal number of reasonably sized ones. This is because it has the
highest average consumption per customer of all those customers being supplied by the
local power authority.

Figure 4.2.3 shows the number of industrial consumers p.a. from 1981 to 1989. It can
be seen that there was a steady growth of 3.8% p.a. until 1985. From then until 1987
the growth declined slightly, increasing by 2.76% p.a. to 1336 in 1989. Fig 4.2.4 shows
the number of openings and closures of industries from 1981 to 1989.

There are no

openings available for 1981 or closures for 1989 because no data was available for the
year prior to 1981 or after 1989. It has been assumed that a company opens or closes
when it has been put on or taken off the accounts of the power utility.

To get an idea of how the average industrial consumption pattern varied annually, the
average consumption was plotted from 1981 to 1989, see Figure 4.2.5. The average
consumption per customer has not changed significantly since 1981, however it
decreased by 9% in 1982 due to effects of the recession in the early 1980’s. It then
increased slightly, dropping to a minimum in 1985 due to an increasing number of
industries coming on-line.

The growth rate of the average consumption was

approximately 3.3% p.a. from then until 1988, falling back to 0.76% in 1989.

This

retardation in growth in 1989 was possibly due to one or a combination of the following
reasons:

a)

The opening of new industries and the reduction in electricity usage.

b)

Preliminary effects of the coming recession which were forecast to affect the
U.K. economy.

c)

The increased awareness of consumers that electrical energy should be used
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Number of consumers

Figure 4.2.3

Number of industrial consumers from 1981 to 1989

Number of consumers

Openings
Closures

Years

Figure 4.2.4

Openings and closures of industries from 1981 to 1989
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Average Consumption (GWh)

Years

Figure 4.2.5

Annual average consumption per consumer from 1981 to 1989
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efficiently in order to minimise variable costs.
d) The growing interest in environmental issues such as global warming and the
greenhouse effect.

Consumption levels vary widely between the different customers in the industrial
sector, with a small portion of customers consuming the bulk of the electricity supplied
to the sector. This was noted by Gupta [1984] and can be shown by using Pareto’s
concept, which when stated with regard to electricity demand is:
"approximately 20% of the consumers will contribute to nearly 80% of the
consumption".
Figure 4.2.6 shows the distribution of the consumption among the industrial consumers
arranged in descending order. From the plot it can be seen that approximately 20% of
the customers consume 80% of the electricity.

The plot also shows the trend in

consumer consumption from 1981 to 1988, with more customers gradually consuming
similar amounts of electricity, thus spreading out demand, Table 4.2.1.

Considering the total consumption by plotting the monthly values, it can be seen from
Figure 4.2.7 that there is a general upward trend over the period in question. The plot
shows the decrease in consumption in the summer months and the artificial fall at
Christmas. The peaks which have occurred at the beginning of the calendar year in
earlier years, climaxing in 1984 and 1985 have been smoothed out in recent years. This
is most likely due to the change in the holidays around Christmas. Electric meters are
normally read towards the end of each month except in December when they would be
read before Christmas. Previously in industry only one or two days were allowed for
holidays, however the trend in the last few years has been towards longer holidays and
many industries do not open from Christmas until the beginning of the new calendar
year. Therefore the extra electricity which would have been consumed after the meters
were read in December in previous years, and which would have been recorded in the
January meter reading, has now been removed.
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% of total consumption

% of consumers

Figure 4.2.6

Year
1981
1984
1988
Table 4.2.1

Pareto plot of industrial consumers for 1981, 1984 and 1988

Percentage
of consumers
20
20
20

Percentage
of demand
87.4
84.7
82.9

Percentage of demand consumed by 20% of the consumers for 1981,
1984 and 1988
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Monthly electricity consumption for the total industrial sector
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From Figure 4.2.8, which is a plot of the number of consumers per month, it can be
seen that there was a sudden jump at the end of 1984 and the beginning of 1985. It
should be noted that the number of consumers plotted is the number of monthly billed
industrial consumers, and some industries which were billed quarterly may have
transferred to monthly billing or vice versa, however this transfer between tariffs is not
identifiable. From 1985 onwards there has not been a significant rise in the number of
industries.

4.3 Analysis of Industrial Groupings

Having obtained an overview of the demand for electricity in the industrial sector it
would now be appropriate to get an understanding of the consumption trends within
different groupings of the sector. Classifying consumers is not an arbitrary process, but
one where customers with certain similarities are grouped together.

One of the

traditional techniques used is that of end-use classification and this approach will be
analysed along with other types of classification based on tariff codes and geographical
location.

4.3.1 End—use classification

This type of classification groups together those industries who manufacture and
produce similar products.

Standard industrial classification (SIC) codes, HMSO

[1984], are used in order to relate an industry with a particular grouping and the codes
that are used in this thesis are based on the SIC of 1980.

There are a number of different factors which have to be taken into account in this
classification process. They include the nature of the process or the work done, the
principal raw material used and the type or intended use of goods produced. Different
factors predominate in different parts of the classification and in many cases a broad
group based on one common factor is subdivided by reference to another.
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4.2.8

The number of industrial consumers billed monthly
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The term industry has a general meaning, but in this context it is used to describe the
production and construction industries. The industrial groupings which were identified
are given in Table 4.3.1.

These groupings were not chosen arbitrarily but were

dictated by the availability of data for possible external inputs which will be discussed
later in this chapter. Most of the groups constitute unique industries, however Group
6 combines metal manufacturing and man-made fibres.

These industries are

amalgamated because of the small number of each and the data which is made
available to the public, such as index of production and employment, does not target
any individual industry.

Group Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Table 4.3.1

Type of Industry

Agriculture Forestry and Fishing
Energy and Water Supply Industries
Extraction of Minerals not elsewhere specified
Manufacture of Non—metallic Mineral Products
Chemical Industry
Metal Manufacturing and Man-Made Fibres
Manufacture of Metal Goods not elsewhere specified
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical, Electronic and Instrument Engineering
Manufacture of Motor Vehicles and other Transport Equipment
Food Industry
Drink and Tobacco Industry
Textile Industry
Leather, Footwear and Clothing Industries
Timber and Wooden Furniture Industries
Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products; Printing and Publishing
Processing of Rubber and Plastics and all other Manufacturing Industries
Construction
Industrial groupings based on SIC codes with group numbers

Considering all the industrial groupings, the consumption will depend on the number
and size of the industries within the groups. Table 4.3.2 shows the percentage of the
annual electricity consumption of each group, with Figure 4.3.1 highlighting the groups
which consume the most electricity, based on 1989 sales.
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Others
49%

non-metallic
9%

12%

Figure 4.3.1

Electricity consumption of the four largest industrial sectors in
1989
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Grouo No 1981
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.64
9.45
3.13
6.40
11.30
2.19
0.99
3.91
3.14
8.81
17.42
4.47
11.04
2.60
2.06
4.11
8.06
0.30

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

0.69
9.56
3.30
7.33
10.47
1.93
0.98
3.87
3.25
8.57
18.29
4.46
10.32
2.37
2.25
4.32
7.72
0.30

0.70
9.21
3.41
7.36
11.20
2.22
0.98
3.50
3.27
7.86
19.11
4.57
10.92
2.54
2.17
4.55
6.14
0.27

0.60
9.02
3.34
7.48
11.79
2.16
0.95
3.61
3.46
7.89
18.92
4.61
10.72
2.71
2.27
4.84
5.37
0.28

0.68
7.98
3.23
7.06
12.49
2.17
1.10
3.80
3.67
7.53
19.90
4.21
10.71
2.91
2.28
5.13
4.92
0.24

0.66
9.00
3.29
7.29
10.85
1.78
1.23
3.41
3.86
7.75
20.13
3.45
11.27
2.92
2.26
5.11
5.50
0.26

0.71
8.56
3.18
7.17
10.84
1.84
1.18
3.40
4.21
6.99
19.94
3.10
11.65
3.09
2.70
5.50
5.72
0.25

0.71
7.98
3.06
7.56
12.30
1.74
0.90
3.41
4.44
6.59
19.83
2.90
11.35
2.92
2.78
5.53
5.77
0.24

0.78
7.41
3.09
8.78
11.65
1.76
0.93
3.49
4.03
6.75
19.56
2.94
11.14
2.90
2.62
5.66
6.23
0.30

1324

1348

1387

1422

1490

1543

Total Annual Consumption (GWh)
1302
Table 4.3.2

1212

1268

Percentage of total industrial consumption for each group and
annual totals

The food industry (11) consumes the greatest amount of electricity followed by the
chemical (5), textile (13) and non—metallic minerals and products (4) industries.
Altogether these top four groups consume 50% of the total electricity supplied to the
industrial sector. This reflects the point made earlier that agricultural based industries
are the major industries in Northern Ireland.

The top three groups, namely food,

chemical and textile industries, have been the top industrial consumers over the whole
period in question and have remained in the same order throughout.

Non—metallic

minerals and products is another major industry which has grown continuously since
1981. The energy and water supply industry (2), again another significant consumer,
has decreased slightly in its share of the market since 1981.

Some of the other

industries which have decreased in their share of the market are metal manufacturing
and man-made fibres (6), motor vehicles and other transport equipment (10), drink
and tobacco (12) and the processing of rubber and plastics and all other manufacturing
industries (17). The industries which have steadily increased their share of the market
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are electrical and instrument engineering (9) and the paper and paper products
industry (16). Other industrial sectors have either been constant or else gone through
cyclical changes in their market share.

Note that, when the share of the market of industrial electricity is mentioned, this is
different from the trend in the overall consumption of the respective group.

For

example, a particular industry may have an upward trend in consumption but the
market share may be constant or even decreasing, depending on the trends of the other
industries.

The distribution of the number of customers within the industrial groupings is shown
in Table 4.3.3 along with the percentage of the average consumption per customer.
The food industry (11) has the most industries followed by the energy and water
supply industries (2), extraction of minerals (3) and the manufacture of non—metallic
mineral products (4). In the majority of the groups there has been an increase in the
number of consumers, with the exception of the drink and tobacco industry (12), which
has decreased slightly. From the percentage of the average consumption per customer,
the chemical industry is by far the biggest consumer, taking approximately 25% of the
total average consumption.

This is due to there being a small number of relatively

large chemical industries. This average consumption has remained relatively constant
from 1981 to 1989 increasing slightly in 1984 and 1985. Groups in which the average
consumption has increased are the manufacture of non—metallic mineral products (4),
electrical and instrument engineering (9), the textile industry (13) and the
manufacture of paper and paper products (16). Groups where the average consumption
has gradually decreased are metal manufacturing and man-made fibres (6), the
manufacture of motor vehicles and other transport equipment (10) and the process of
rubber and plastics and other manufacturing (17).
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Group No

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1

005

036

039

039

044

045

046

051

058

(0-s)

(0.9)

(0.8)

(0.8)

(0.8)

(0.8)

(0.8)

(0.7)

(0.8)

2

139

139

145

153

158

162

168

154

169

(2.9)

(3.2)

(2.9)

(2.9)

(2.6)

(2.9)

(2.6)

(2.6)

(2.5)

3

115

118

117

115

117

118

114

108

106

4

091

(S.0)

(S-6)

(3-6)

(3.9)

(3.7)

(4-0)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(4-V

5

020

021

021

021

022

021

022

024

027

6

009

(10.)

(8.9)

(11.)

(10.)

(10.)

(9.2)

(9.5)

(7.7)

(7.7)

7

034

036

034

034

037

037

040

037

(1.2)

(IS)

(l.S)

8

066

069

067

(2.5)

(2.6)

9

024

025

037
(1.5)
076
(2.5)
032

(5.6)

(6-0)

(4-9)

(5.5)

(5.8)

(6.3)

(7.0)

(7.6)

(7.0)

10

031

035

035

049

051

051

048

051

052

(12.)

(11.)

(10.)

(7.9)

(7.5)

(7.9)

(7.5)

(6.8)

11

205

210

224

243

260

260

265

269

(3.6)

(4-0)

(S.9)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(4-0)

(3.9)

(3.9)

(4-2)

12

023

023

023

022

020

021

019

016

021

(S.S)

(8.9)

(9.2)

(10.)

(11.)

(8.5)

13

075

075

077

082

085

086

(6.3)

(6-S)

(6.6)

14

090

091

096

(1.2)

(1.2)

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.7)

(1.8)

15

056

057

057

058

062

063

065

066

064

(1.6)

(1.8)

(1.8)

(1.9)

(1.9)

(1.9)

(2.2)

(2.2)

(2.3)

16

044

042

042

045

049

045

046

046

047

17

031

(11.)

(10.)

(8.1)

(6.1)

(5.8)

(7.3)

(6.9)

(7.9)

18

022

025

023

023

024

024

023

029

028

(0.6)

(0.6)

(0.6)

(0-6)

(0.5)

(0-5)

(0.6)

(04)

(0.6)

(1.2)

(SI)

(10)

(IS)

094

(1.3)
094

(1-4)

095

(14)

097

(1.5)
095

(14)

099

(1.5)

(1.7)

102

107

(22.)

(S4-)

(27.)

(28.)

(27.)

(26.)

(27.)

(25.)

010

009

010

Oil

010

010

012

013

(IV

033

(24)

031

(i-4)

073

(24)

031

(6-4)

102

(6-4)

099

(1.7)

(1.7)

(1.2)

076

074

073

(2.3)
032

(6-8)
096

(24)

031

(8-4)

082

(74)

092

(14)

081

(2.5)

(2.5)

031

033

(7-4)

269

(9.6)

(8.0)

080

080

(7.5)

(8.0)

092

095

(5.0)

(6.3)

(5.S)

(5.9)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(7.0)

035

043

043

039

040

044

045

(74)

Note: the average percentages are listed in italics.
Table 4.3.3

The number of consumers in each group and the average
percentage consumption per customer in each group

Electrically intensive industries in 1981 other than the chemical industry (5), were
motor vehicles and other transport equipment (10), processing of rubber and plastics
and other manufacturing industries (17) and metal manufacturing and man-made
fibres (6).

Even though the number of industries in these groups have steadily

increased, the average consumption per customer has decreased. This was due to the
closure of a number of major industries in the respective groups.
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The monthly consumptions for each of the industrial groups are plotted in Figures
4.3.2 to 4.3.19.

A number of different trends exist in the electricity demand in the

industrial sector as is expected, due to the variation in usage and demand for products.
As can be seen from the plots the majority of the groups have a seasonal component
with the exception of 3, 4, 5 and 6. Some of the groups have an overall constant trend,
others have an upward trend, whilst others having a changing trend.

Those groups

with a constant trend are 2, 8, 10 and 18. The groups where the consumption has an
upward trend are 9, 13, 14, 15, 4 and 11.

And those groups where there is no

consistent trend in consumption are 3, 5, 7 and 12. These consumption trends will be
discussed in relation to proposed inputs in section 4.7.

4.3.2 Tariff code groupings
The local power authority is responsible for generating, transmitting and distributing
electricity to everyone in the province requiring an electricity supply. It is a statutory
requirement to recover all the costs incurred through the mechanism of tariffs, which
must be seen to be fair and not to discriminate between customers. Thus in order to
spread the cost of electricity supply fairly in the industrial sector, customers with
similar consumption patterns are grouped together.

There are a number of tariffs which are applicable to industrial customers as outlined
in NIE [1990], and these are:

Tariff 3: This is a quarterly tariff for those consumers whose estimated maximum
demand does not exceed 70 kVA and includes a Tariff 3.1 and 3.2.

Tariff 3.1 is a

standard rate, where all units are charged the same and Tariff 3.2 is an Economy 7
type tariff where the units supplied during 7 hours between 2300 and 0800 are at a
reduced rate. The industrial consumers who use these tariffs are billed monthly.

Tariff 4: This is an off-peak tariff for 8, 11 and 15 hours and includes tariffs 4.1, 4.2
and 4.3 respectively. It is at the discretion of the local authority when these tariffs are
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Group 1
Agriculture
Consumption (MWh)

1000

-

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.2

Monthly electricity consumption for agriculture

Group 2
Energy
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.3

Monthly electricity consumption for the energy industry
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Group 3
Mineral extraction
Consumption (MWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.4

Monthly electricity consumption for mineral extraction

Group 4
Non-metallic minerals
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.5

Monthly electricity consumption for the non—metallic minerals
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Group 5
Chemical industry
Consumption (GWh)

0

12

24

36

48

60

72

84

96

1 08

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.6

Monthly electricity consumption for the chemical industry

Group 6
Metal manufacturing and
man-made fibres
Consumption (MWh)

3000

2000

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.7

Monthly electricity consumption for man-made fibres
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Group 7
Manufacture of metal goods
not elsewhere specified
Consumption (MWh)

1000

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.8

Monthly electricity consumption for metal goods

Group 8
Mechanical engineering
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.9

Monthly electricity consumption for mechanical engineering
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Group 9
Electrical and instrument engineering
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.10

Monthly electricity consumption for electrical engineering

Group 10
Motor vehicles & other transport equip.
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.11

Monthly electricity consumption for transport
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Group 11
Food industry
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.12

Monthly electricity consumption for the food industry

Group 12
Drink and tobacco industry
Consumption (MWh)

5000
4000
3000

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.13

Monthly electricity consumption for drink and tobacco
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Group 13
Textile industry
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.14

Monthly electricity consumption for the textile industry

Group 14
Leather, footwear & clothing industries
Consumption (MWh)

4000 -

3000

2000

-

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.15

Monthly electricity consumption for leather
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Group 15
Timber and wooden furniture industries
Consumption (MWh)

4000

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.16

Monthly electricity consumption for timber and wood industries

Group 16
Manufacture of paper and paper products
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.17

Monthly electricity consumption for the paper industry
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Group 17
Processing of rubber and plastics and
all other manufacturing industries
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.18

Monthly electricity consumption for rubber processing

Group 18
Construction industry
Consumption (MWh)

500

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.19

Monthly electricity consumption for the construction industry
TO

available and this may be varied to suit local distribution conditions. These tariffs are
no longer available to new customers.

Tariffs 5 fc 6: These are the main tariffs for industrial consumers consisting of Tariffs 5
and 6. Tariff 5 is for those consumers being supplied at 6.6 kV or lower and Tariff 6 is
for those customers who are supplied at a higher voltage.

Both tariffs have a

maximum demand charge and a reduction in the cost of units used between 2400 and
0700 hours.

Overall the high voltage tariff has slightly lower charges, the consumer

carrying the capital costs of transformer and switchgear, running losses and
maintenance.

Tariffs 7 &: 8: These are the Seasonal Time—of—Day (STOD) tariffs and are the most
recent tariffs applicable to industrial customers.

Tariff 7 is for the low voltage

consumers and Tariff 8 for the high voltage consumers. Each unit consumed is charged
according to the season and the time of day and there is no maximum demand charge.

Plots of the monthly consumptions for each of the aforementioned tariffs for the
industrial customers are shown in Figures 4.3.20 to 4.3.25.
increase from 1981 and 1982 to 1983/1984.

Tariff 3 shows a rapid

The transfer of some customers from a

monthly tariff to these tariffs is responsible for this growth.

Tariff 3 now has a

constant demand with a seasonal pattern. Tariff 4 has a seasonal pattern which has
been declining from the beginning of 1986.

Tariff 5, which is used for low voltage

consumers, has had a constant trend, whereas Tariff 6, which is the biggest group, has
had a steady upward trend with a similar pattern to Tariff 5.

Tariff 7, which was

introduced in 1988 has grown rapidly due to an increasing number of consumers
making use of its attractive charges.

Tariff 8, which is the STOD tariff for high

voltage consumers, has not increased at the same rate as Tariff 7. The peak in 1988 is
due to an error in specifying the tariff codes and this peak should actually be Tariff 6
demand. Consumers such as mining and quarrying (mineral extraction) have
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Tariff 3
(Quarterly Tariff)
Consumption (MWh)

1200

-

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.20

Monthly electricity consumption for Tariff 3

Tariff 4
(Quarterly Tariff)
Consumption (MWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.21

Monthly electricity consumption for Tariff 4
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Tariff 5
(Seasonal Maximum Demand, LV)
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.22

Monthly electricity consumption for Tariff 5

Tariff 6
(Seasonal Maximum Demand, HV)
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.23

Monthly electricity consumption for Tariff 6
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Tariff 7
(Seasonal Time-Of-Day, LV)
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.24

Monthly electricity consumption for Tariff 7

Tariff 8
(Seasonal Time-Of-Day, HV)
Consumption (MWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.25

Monthly electricity consumption for Tariff 8
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exceptional benefits from using the STOD tariff, where their working day would finish
just before the peak hours commence.

4.3.3 Geographical classification

Another type of grouping technique which can be used to categorise consumers is based
on geographical location, i.e. grouping together industrial customers who are located in
similar areas and this was based on districts and wards set up by local government.
Fourteen groups in total were identified and these are listed in Table 4.3.4.

The

annual percentages of total consumption of the entire sector are given in Table 4.3.5
with the monthly consumptions plotted in Figures 4.3.26 to 4.3.39. It can be seen from
Table 4.3.5 that the Belfast area consumes by far the greatest portion of electricity in
the industrial sector.

Its percentage of total industrial consumption has however

decreased over the years, falling from approximately 33% to 25% in 8 years. Limavady
and Coleraine (10) is the next biggest group due to a chemical industry which is a
significant consumer of electricity.

The general trend in the other areas has been a

steady increase in consumption, with the exception of Carrickfergus and Ballyclare.
The most significant increase in consumption occurred in Fermanagh when a new
quarry was opened in the middle of 1988. From the consumption plot it can be seen
that this doubled electricity consumption in that area.

The same effect can also be

seen in the consumption plot of non—metallic minerals (4), Figure 4.3.5.
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Group 1
North Down and Ards Pennisula
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.26

Monthly electricity consumption for North Down

Group 2
Down
Consumption (MWh)

4000

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.27

Monthly electricity consumption for Down
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Group 3
Newry and Mourne
Consumption (MWh)
4000

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.28

Monthly electricity consumption for Newry and Mourne

Group 4
Lisburn
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.29

Monthly electricity consumption for Lisburn
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Group 5
Craigavon and Banbridge
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.30

Monthly electricity consumption for Craigavon and Banbridge

Group 6
Armagh and Dungannon
Consumption (MWh)

3000

1000

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.31

Monthly electricity consumption for Armagh and Dungannon
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Group 7
Cookstown and Omagh
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.32

Monthly electricity consumption for Cookstown

Group 8
Fermanagh
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.33

Monthly electricity consumption for Fermanagh
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Group 9
Strabane and Londonderry
Consumption (MWh)

5000

4000 -

3000

2000

1000

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.34

Monthly electricity consumption for Strabane

Group 10
Limavady and Coleraine
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.35

Monthly electricity consumption for Limavady
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Group 11
Bushmills and Magherafelt
Consumption (MWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.36

Monthly electricity consumption for Bushmills

Group 12
Ballymena and Antrim
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning 1981)

Figure 4.3.37

Monthly electricity consumption for Ballymena
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Group 13
Carrickfergus and Ballyclare
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.38

Monthly electricity consumption for Carrickfergus

Group 14
Belfast
Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.3.39

Monthly electricity consumption for Belfast
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Geographical Location

Group Number

North Down and Ards Peninsula
Down
Newry and Mourne
Lisburn
Craigavon and Banbridge
Armagh and Dungannon
Cookstown and Omagh
Fermanagh
Strabane and Londonderry
Limavady and Coleraine
Bushmills and Magherafelt
Ballymena and Antrim
Carrickfergus and Ballyclare
Belfast

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
Table 4.3.4

The grouping of industrial consumers based on geographical
locations

Group No 1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

5.61
2.12
2.11
3.22
9.73
3.94
5.99
3.8
3.37
13.9
1.21
9.52
2.87
32.6

5.95
2.45
2.2
3.46
10.3
3.96
5.89
3.8
3.33
14.9
1.22
9.85
2.67
30.7

5.94
2.51
2.34
3.4
10.5
3.87
6.22
3.68
3.23
15.1
1.2
10.2
2.66
29.1

6.33
2.63
2.48
3.54
11.0
3.93
5.97
3.59
3.22
15.1
1.16
9.49
2.39
29.1

6.42
2.54
2.42
3.45
11.4
3.91
6.3
3.47
3.44
13.3
1.17
9.9
3.16
29.0

6.24
2.79
2.35
3.37
11.6
3.88
6.17
3.45
3.35
13.8
1.21
10.3
3.50
28.4

6.13
2.77
2.52
3.5
11.7
3.79
5.61
4.28
3.35
15.5
1.25
10.1
2.57
26.9

6.08
2.88
2.48
3.53
11.7
3.88
5.68
6.4
3.6
14.7
1.32
10.58
1.77
25.3

1324

1348

1387

1422

1490

1543

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

5.14
1.81
2.07
3.94
9.18
4.11
5.35
3.8
3.44
14.9
1.15
9.15
3.31
32.6

Total Annual Consumption (GWh)
1302
Table 4.3.5:

1212

1268

Percentage of total industrial consumption for each group and
annual totals

4.4 Electricity Share in the Fuel Market

In analysing the demand for electricity, it is necessary to examine the share of the
energy market other fuels take up.

The 4 main fuels used in industry in Northern

Ireland are oil products, electricity, coal and gas. Figure 4.4.1 shows the trend in fuel
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Percentage of fuel market (%)

100% Yl

’65

73

’82

Years

Figure 4.4.1

Distribution of fuels in the industrial energy market
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consumption in the industrial sector from 1965 to 1982.

It can be seen that the

demand for electricity has increased from 13.2% in 1965 to 21.2% in 1982. This is due
to the price of electricity falling relative to others fuels and also due to increased
mechanisation and automation of industrial processes which utilise electricity, NIEC
[1983].

Different industrial sectors will utilise various amounts of energy depending on the
processes used in production, which will depend on the product being manufactured.
The electricity cost as a percentage of the total energy cost for each of the groups is
shown in Table 4.4.1.

This data was taken from the Northern Ireland Census of

Production [1981 and 1985] and no further data has been available to date.

Where

electricity is not the primary fuel in an industry, its position is given in brackets. No
data was available for groups 1 and 6.

1985

1981

Groun No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Table 4.4.1

Industry
Agriculture
Energy
Mineral extraction
Non—metallic ext.
Chemical
Man-made fibres
Metals Goods
Mechanical Eng.
Electrical Eng.
Transport
Food
Drink Tobacco
Textiles
Leathers
Timber
Paper
Rubber
Construction

k

m

m

—

—

07.9 (3)
33.7 2)
41.0
55.3

02.8 (3)
44.4 2)
39.2
44.8

—

—

57.1
55.4
59.6
45.5
47.8
49.2
58.0
45.7
58.7
49.2
55.9

58.0
53.6
61.4
51.0
43.9
53.3
46.2
46.0
63.0
49.3
72.2
36.9

-

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)

Electricity percentages of total energy costs in each of the
industrial groups in 1981 and 1985
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From Table 4.4.1 it can be seen that electricity is a major fuel. Out of the 16 groups,
electricity is a primary fuel in 9 groups, a secondary fuel in 6 groups and tertiary in 1
group. The smallest percentage of electricity existed in the energy and water industry.

4.5 Industrial Sector of the New Zealand Power Board

A preliminary analysis was now carried out on the industrial consumers of the New
Zealand power board.

The electricity supply industry in New Zealand is privatised

with approximately 45 separate power boards. Each board buys electricity from the
Electricity Corporation and distributes it to their consumers. The power board which
is considered in this analysis is the Manawatu—Oroua Electric Power Board
(MOEPB), which distributes electricity to an agricultural region in the south west of
the north island, north of the Wellington borough, locally known as Manawatu. The
board distributes electricity to 33 industries of which the vast majority are related to
agriculture. Table 4.5.1 lists the different industrial groupings, which are 8 in all and
Table 4.5.2 shows the percentage of the annual electricity consumption of each group.

Group Number
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

Table 4.5.1

Industry

Manufacture of Non—metallic Mineral Products
Metal Manufacturing
Manufacture of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment
Manufacture of Chemicals and Chemical Products
Food Industry
Manufacture of Textiles, Leather and Rubber Products
Manufacture of Wood, Paper and Pulp Products
Other Manufacturing Industries
Industrial groups in the New Zealand power board
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Group No

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.57
1.01
3.01
1.3
71.0
21.1
0.32
1.7

0.47
1.01
2.51
1.4
75.0
17.7
0.35
1.56

0.5
1.0
2.28
1.5
72.7
19.9
0.39
1.73

0.48
0.98
2.48
1.6
73.6
18.6
0.39
1.68

0.56
1.17
2.43
1.85
72.7
19.4
0.39
1.44

0.53
0.95
2.88
1.96
69.8
22.1
0.37
1.48

0.51
0.95
2.84
2.13
67.1
24.1
0.68
1.67

0.4
1.11
2.6
2.27
68.6
22.9
0.65
1.5

0.41
1.39
2.46
2.03
67.3
24.3
0.68
1.44

101.5

101.9

101.8

100.1

103.5

110.0

Total Annual Consumption (GWh)
87.7
Table 4.5.2

93.0

95.9

Percentage of total industrial consumption for each group and
annual totals

From the above table it can be seen that the food industry consumes, by far the
greatest amount of electricity, followed by the textile industry. These two industries
together consume approximately 90% of the total electricity supplied to the industrial
sector. There are fourteen industries in the food group and 11 in textiles. The other
groups have one to three industries each, which explains their small percentage of
consumption.

The monthly electricity consumption for the total sector and the

industrial groups are shown in Figures 4.5.1 to 4.5.9.

Most of the groups have a

seasonal pattern in their consumption of electricity with peaks occurring in the Winter,
from July to September. The one exception to this is the food industry which peaks in
April/May falling to a minimum in August/September. This is due to the influence of
the dairy which has its peak production period during the winter months. Note that
winter in New Zealand is from July to September.

4.6 Possible Inputs

Inputs which affect consumption vary widely within the different sectors of a utility as
discussed by NIEC [1983] and Dodds [1990], for example the domestic sector may be
influenced by climatic conditions, whereas the industrial sector may be more
susceptible to the state of the economy. Within the industrial sector, the significance
of the input variables will depend on the nature of the industry, Schaefer [1978]. Out
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Consumption (GWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.5.1

Monthly electricity consumption for the total industrial sector of
the New Zealand power board
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Group 1
Non-metallic mineral products
Consumption (MWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.5.2

Monthly electricity consumption for non—metallic minerals

Group 2
Metal manufacturing
Consumption (MWh)

Months (beginning April 1981

Figure 4.5.3

Monthly electricity consumption for metal manufacturing
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Group 3
Manufacture of mechanical
and electrical equipment
Consumption (MWh)

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.5.4

Monthly electricity consumption for mechanical and electrical

Group 4
Manuafcture of chemicals
and chemical products
Consumption (MWh)
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Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 4.5.5

Monthly electricity consumption for chemicals
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96

108

Group 5
Food industry
Consumption (GWh)
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Figure 4.5.6

Monthly electricity consumption for the food industry
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Figure 4.5.7

Monthly electricity consumption for textiles
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Figure 4.5.8

Monthly electricity consumption for wood products
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Figure 4.5.9

Monthly electricity consumption for other manufacturing industries
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of these copious variables there are a number which are seen as being particularly
important in modelling and forecasting and these are discussed in some detail in this
section.

These variables are industrial output, relative prices, changes in industrial

structure, technological changes, climatic effects, public and private generation, the
understanding and competence of management in energy efficiency techniques,
conservation influences and energy marketing, Thomas [1982], Gowdy [1984],
Mosekilde [1983] and Meller [1982].

4.6.1 The level of industrial activity
Clearly in an industry which has electricity as the main source of energy, a greater
volume of output will tend to require the use of more electricity.

However the

treatment of incremental changes in output and the associated electricity demand is
controversial.

Generally it is expected that the elasticity is less than 1, but it is

possible to have an elasticity of greater than unity. Elasticity can be defined as the
increase in electricity use as a consequence of a fall in price. The level of industrial
activity is greatly influenced by the state of the economy and the demand for
particular products.

If the economy is strong then an increased demand in goods

would lead to an increase in production and vice-versa for a weak economy.

4.6.2 Relative prices
If electricity became relatively cheaper, it might be expected that other types of energy
used would be substituted with electricity.

However, as was clearly shown by the

United Kingdom Department of Energy [1977], the price elasticity for electricity shows
little stability, and generally has a low value. This is a general statement and has been
debated by a number of authors, Baxter [1968], NIEC [1983], Ciliano [1974], Chern
[1975] and Thomas [1982] to name a few. Due to the high relative price, electricity
cannot compete with fossil fuels which use the same basic technology.

Unless

electricity prices are sufficiently lower than those of fossil fuels, then it can only
compete through the use of different production processes. This will only happen if the
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total cost of an electricity—based process or system is cheaper than that of a fossil
fuel—based one.

In practice, this usually happens where electricity offers cleanliness, improved control
or accuracy of a kind that is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve using fossil
fuel—based processes.

Thomas [1982] noted that the rate of substitution towards

electricity tended to be constrained by the rate of capital stock rotation, and is limited
to processes where alternative electricity—using techniques exist.

Since the cost of

electricity is generally a low proportion of the overall costs, marginal changes in the
price of electricity are unlikely on their own to stimulate a change in production
processes and hence influence demand.

Table 4.6.1 shows the energy costs as a

percentage of the value of the gross output for a sample of industries in the United
Kingdom. This is not to say that price does not have an affect on demand, rather it is
a warning against too simplistic or mechanical a treatment of its importance.
Improvements in price elasticities can create growth in electricity demand.

Sector

Fossil Fuel
Costs (%)

Electricity
Costs (%)

Food

1972
1979

0.60
0.94

0.40
0.46

Engineering

1972
1979

0.50
0.83

0.75
0.83

Chemicals

1972
1979

2.29
3.52

2.09
1.84

Textiles

1972
1979

0.78
1.25

0.74
0.94

Paper

1972
1979

1.29
1.55

0.60
0.83

Table 4.6.1

Costs to industry of fossil fuel and electricity as a percentage of the
value of gross output

It is proposed that the main influence of electricity prices will be in attracting
prospective new industries to the region in preference to a different location.
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4.6.3 Changes in industrial stracture

Different industrial sectors exhibit widely varying electricity intensities, see Table
4.3.3, and changes in the relative sizes of the industrial sectors are likely to affect
overall electricity usage.

Structural shifts in different sectors of the industry may

therefore have a significant influence on the relationship between the growth in
industrial electricity consumption and net industrial production, Schaefer [1978].
Changes such as this have been seen in Northern Ireland throughout the last decade
where there has been a general trend away from heavy manufacturing industries, which
are not very electricity intensive, to lighter manufacturing and service industries which
tend to be electricity intensive, Mosekilde [1983] and Meller [1982].

4.6.4 Technological Change

Under this heading are included such factors as, the development of more efficient
production processes, mechanisation and the automation of industrial installations and
the development of new products.

One of the aims of industry is to maximise the

output value per unit of input cost by adopting new and economically superior
methods of producing the same product.

This may also change the amount of

processing required and thus the energy intensity. The diversification of industry into
new products will also influence demand with the possibility of existing processes being
altered or new ones being installed. An example of this is the growth of the market for
consumer electronics, see Figure 4.3.10.

4.6.5 Climatic effects

It has been stated by Thomas [1982] that climatic factors such as lighting, space
heating and air conditioning, influence the working environment and therefore
indirectly affect production. Baxter [1968] however stated that climate did not have a
significant affect on industrial electricity demand.

The only mention of climatic

variables affecting the manufacturing processes was made by Buchanan [1972], when he
claimed that many processes work best, or may only work at all, if the temperature or
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humidity or both lie within particular ranges. Examples of this would be the humidity
requirements in the processing of linen or cotton and the temperature requirements for
the freezing of carcasses in the refrigeration industry.

Therefore the portion of the

total demand that is influenced by climatic parameters, varies in different industries,
but in general they are a minor portion of the total electricity and would normally
contribute to a small part of the base load, Chern [1975].

4.6.6 Public and private generation

In the U.K. there is a significant amount of electricity which is privately generated by
manufacturing industries.

However the decline in self-generation over recent years

may have been due to the scale economies achieved in public supply electricity
production which could not be matched by the relatively small industrial producers.
Self-generation in Northern Ireland is minimal and is unlikely to be influential factor,
although it may be very significant for an individual firm.

4.6.7 Management awareness

As mentioned earlier, one of the aims of industry is cost minimisation or profit
maximisation and in order to reduce energy costs it is essential that management has
an understanding of the processes involved in production and a basic understanding of
the tariff structure of the relevant energy types. If electricity is the primary fuel, then
one way of reducing energy costs is by curtailing maximum demand.

This could be

achieved by staggering the switching on of machinery, alternating break— and
lunch—times of the employees, and if the industry is labour-intensive, for example a
refrigeration plant, the transfer of some production to off-peak hours such as
night-time, and the avoidance of peak hours during the day, for example between 1600
and 1900 for those consumers on the STOD tariff. All this is dependent on there being
engineering expertise at an adequate level to observe and implement change in energy
management techniques.
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4.6.8 Energy conservation

Increased government pressure on ’green’ issues have boosted interest in the
environment and in energy conservation. It is now the obligation of all consumers to
be effective and efficient in their utilisation of electrical energy. This feeds back to the
power authorities who generate the electrical energy and must therefore be efficient in
their generating schemes, and give due consideration to Combined Heat and Power
(CHP), thus minimising emission levels of carbon dioxide and other unwanted
chemicals to the atmosphere, or the amount of de—sulphurisation required which is
now a major issue for all power authorities as outlined by Bailey [1990] and Warren
[1990],

4.6.9 Energy marketing

Power authorities have become much more aware of increased competition from other
fuels and have increased their marketing and advertising. Rather than being a service,
electric utilities now see themselves as companies with a product to sell to customers.
Like any other industry it is in their interest to expand their share of the energy
market and to increase the number of customers which they supply.

They are now

pursuing demand—side strategies aimed at shaping customer demand to improve both
the customer’s and their own load curves and hence obtain a better financial
performance, Gupta [1984].

4.6.10 Opening and closure of industry

Industries are opening and closing continuously due to numerous reasons. In order to
forecast demand, it is necessary to have a knowledge of all openings and the expected
demand for particular customers. An example of the impact of one industry opening,
in this case a quarry, can be seen in the consumption plot of the manufacture of
non—metallic mineral products, see Figure 4.3.5, which shows a marked increase in
consumption in 1989.

However, the effect of closures is somewhat more difficult to

anticipate.
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4.7 The Selection of Valid Inputs

When modelling a system using exogenous variables, it is necessary to ensure that the
variables being used are appropriate. Proposed variables must be seen to be relevant
and effective and are not added to the model arbitrarily. One method of checking the
validity of an input is to consider a cause—and—effect relationship between the selected
input and the output. For example, in an industry with electricity as the primary fuel,
an increase in electricity consumption would be expected resulting from an increase in
productivity, resulting in a positive gain.

It should be noted however, that the

electrical energy per unit of output would decrease. A positive gain results from an
increase in output due to an increase in input and a negative results in a decrease in
output due to an increase in input. A number of criteria have been proposed in order
to check the relevance of proposed inputs and these are:

1)

There should be a significant drop in prediction errors from already developed
and existing models.

2)

There should be a relevant steady—state gain between the input and output.

3)

The estimated parameters should be statistically significant.

4)

There should be minimal correlation between similar inputs, for example
climatic variables, thus minimising the effect of multicollinearity.

Each of the chosen inputs should be considered and added individually to the already
existing model and if an improvement in the model is observed and the above criteria
hold then the input is assumed to be relevant.

The inputs are then added in

descending order with the input giving the best improvement added first.
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4.8 Confirmation of Proposed Inputs

From the possible exogenous variables outlined in section 4.6, it is only possible to
obtain data for a limited number.

It is also difficult to acquire data on the same

sampling intervals as that for electricity consumption.

With all conceivable options

taken into consideration, any analysis must be based on the data which is available
and some degree of compromise is therefore essential. The data which is analysed as
possible inputs are index of production and a climatic variable.

The index of

production is a measure of industrial output and the data only exists on a quarterly
basis.

The climatic variable used is temperature and it is proposed that this may

explain some of the changes in consumption of those industries where electricity is not
used directly in production. The other variables which are analysed but which are not
expected to show any significant correlation with electricity over the time period in
question are the price of electricity and employment, which is used as a surrogate for
technological change.

Other authors who used coal and electric intensities as a

measure of technological change were Baxter [1968] and Thomas [1982].

One of the techniques used in analysing the significance of potential inputs is
cross—correlation.

The cross—correlation equation for input and output variables at

different lags is given in equation 4.8.1.

n -k

_

_

^(X. - x)(yt,k - y)
Pxy(k) —
0-5

S (xt - x)2 S (yt — y)‘

t=l

t=l

where
xt

= the dependent (output) variable at time t

yt

= the independent (input) variable at time t

k

= the lag

n

= the number of data points
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(4.8.1)

Limits must be specified which will assess the confidence of the computed correlations.
Therefore if the cross—correlation coefficients lie within the limits of ±1.96/(N)°‘5,
where N is the number of data points, then the coefficient is assumed to be negligible,
whereas if it lies outside this range then it is assumed to be significant with 95%
confidence.

The cross-correlation function should be interpreted with caution as Chatfield [1989],
Jenkins [1970] and Coen [1969] noted. They also stated that the removal of the trend
and filtering should occur before correlating the series.

However the extent of the

filtering was not described and due to limitations in the number of data points
available for the present analysis, the actual values are used in order to get a
perception of their significance.

4.8.1 Industrial productivity

It has been proposed that for those industries which have electricity as their primary
source of energy, production output will have a significant influence on demand. If this
is so, the problem remains of how to get a measure of the output from a range of
industries which produce a variety of products and which are quantified by different
measures.

The only data which is related to this would be the index of production

(IOP), which is a measure of the volume of output from each of the industrial
groupings listed in Table 4.3.1. The IOP is issued every quarter (at the end of March,
June, September and December) and incorporates information on some 490 production
establishments, accounting for an estimated 85% of the total output of the production
industries. The IOP is calculated by weighting together 74 sub—indices each of which
describes the activity of a particular industrial sector. The weights are based on the
1985 Census of Production data on gross value added. The weights used to combine
the production and construction indices to produce the overall production and
construction index are derived from 1985 gross domestic product (GDP) estimates.
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In many cases, particularly in the manufacturing industry, the information relates to
sales rather than production during the period.

Normally this will not affect

interpretation, but in particular circumstances it may cause some distortion.

For

example, during an industrial dispute, sales and production in a quarter may differ
because of movements in stock. To revalue sales data to 1985 prices, the appropriate
producer price indices (PPI) are used. Adjustments are also made in the compilation
of the index to take account of closures of production units and the opening of new
ones.

Index numbers are classified according to the 1980 revision of the Standard

Industrial Classification, HMSO [1984],

Considering the total consumption of the industrial sector and the overall IOP for the
sector it can be seen from Figure 4.8.1 that there is an overall upward trend in both
consumption and IOP. The seasonal pattern is obvious in both series, with a trough in
the summer months. There is a peak in the winter months with the IOP peak lagging
the consumption peak by one quarter. This is the trend in the total sector but the
IOP, as with consumption which was shown earlier, will vary within each of industrial
groupings. Figures 4.8.2. to 4.8.18 show the quarterly consumption and IOP from 1981
to 1989 for each group. The plots also show quarterly employment figures, which will
be discussed in a section 4.8.3. The data has been rationalised so that three series can
be plotted on the same axis, namely quarterly consumption, IOP and employment.
The base values of the respective groups for consumption, IOP and employment are
given in Table 4.8.1. The base value for each series was the maximum value obtained
in each series, for each group. So the values plotted were:
Actual Value/Base Value
which meant that no plotted value exceeded unity.

Unfortunately no IOP data was

available for agriculture (1) and the IOP was only available from the beginning of 1983
for groups mineral extraction (3), non—metallic minerals (4), man-made fibres (6) and
construction (18).
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Figure 4.8.1 Consumption, IOP and employment for the total industrial sector
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Figure 4.8.2 Consumption, IOP and employment for the energy industry
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Figure 4.8.3 Consumption, IOP and employment for non—metallic mineral products
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Figure 4.8.4 Consumption, IOP and employment for non—metallic minerals
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Chemical industry
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Figure 4.8.5 Consumption, IOP and employment for the chemical industry
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Figure 4.8.6 Consumption, IOP and employment for man-made fibres
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Figure 4.8.7 Consumption, IOP and employment for the manufacture of metal goods
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Figure 4.8.8 Consumption, IOP and employment for mechanical engineering
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Group 9
Electrical and instrument engineering
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Figure 4.8.9 Consumption, TOP and employment for electrical engineering
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Figure 4.8.10 Consumption, IOP and employment for transport
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Food industry
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Figure 4.8.11 Consumption, IOP and employment for the food industry
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Figure 4.8.12 Consumption, IOP and employment for drink and tobacco
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Group 13
Textile industry
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Figure 4.8.13 Consumption, IOP and employment for the textile industry
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Figure 4.8.14 Consumption, IOP and employment for the leather industry
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Group 15
Timber and wooden furniture industries
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Figure 4.8.15 Consumption, IOP and employment for the timber industry
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Figure 4.8.16 Consumption, IOP and employment for the paper industry
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Figure 4.8.17 Consumption, IOP and employment for rubber processing
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Figure 4.8.18 Consumption, IOP and employment for the construction industry
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Group No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Total
Table 4.8.1

Consumption
Base

Employment
Base

Index of Production
Base

3.5975948E+07
1.2307257E+07
3.2366136E+07
5.1716104E+07
8.5245360E+06
4.7925800E+06
1.4722460E+07
1.8648220E+07
3.2758960E+07
7.7699760E+07
1.5995315E+07
4.7255764E+07
1.2503528E+07
1.0922973E+07
2.1273350E+07
2.6886398E+07
1.299793 E+07
3.9485174E+08

10110
1950
4720
2850
3520
2490
10210
9060
19900
22340
22340
13200
17980
5510
5710
7150
28760
231220

150
120
115
121
142
120
125
128
108
108
113
136
127
130
122
152
141
116

The base values for each of industrial groups for consumption, IOP
and employment

From the plots it can be seen that not all the IOP series follow the trend of electricity
consumption in the respective groups. The groups where consumption does not appear
to be influenced by IOP are mineral extraction (3), non—metallic minerals (4),
transport (10), food (11) and construction (18). The IOP for other groups, such as
chemical (5), man-made fibres (6), metal goods (7), mechanical (8) and timber (15)
follow the trend of the consumption, but the IOP may not be significant in explaining
its variation.

However, the IOP in energy (2), electrical (9), tobacco (12), textiles

(13), leather (14), paper (16) and rubbers (17) seem to be a significant input in
explaining the variation in consumption. From the cross—correlations of consumption
and IOP for each of the groups the above results were confirmed with positive
correlations existing for those groups where IOP was significant.
cross—correlation plots are shown in Figures 4.8.19 and 4.8.20.

Samples of the

Figure 4.8.19 shows

that IOP is not significant for the construction industry and Figure 4.8.20 shows a
significant correlation between consumption and IOP for the textile industry at lags of
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Cross Correlation of Consumption and IOP
Correlation

Figure 4.8.19

Cross—correlation for the construction industry
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Figure 4.8.20

Cross—correlation for the textile industry
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16

18

0 and 4.

Table 4.8.2 lists the industrial groups who show significant correlation

between consumption and IOP.

Group No
2

9
12
13

14
16
17

Table 4.8.2

Name of Industry
Energy and water supply industry
Electronic and instrument engineering
Drink and Tobacco industry
Textile industry
Leather, footwear and clothing industries
Manufacture of paper and paper products
Processing of rubber and plastics and other manufacturing
industries
Groups for which there is a significant correlation between
consumption and IOP

In the food industry (11), the IOP trend remains constant as the consumption
increases. This implies increased inefficiency within this industry, since the electrical
energy per unit of output is increasing. This may be due to increased automation with
in the industry resulting in less manpower, however some over expenditure may result.
In the manufacture of paper and paper products (16), the IOP increases but not at the
same rate as consumption, implying that there has been increased efficiency in the
form of more automation, which has led to a gradual increase in output but not at the
same rate as the increasing efficiency.

4.8.2 The price of electricity

The price of electricity for industrial customers is much more complicated than
initially thought.

There are a number of tariffs used by industrial consumers, see

section 4.3.2, all of which have fundamental differences and which are distributed
throughout the whole sector. For example, Tariff 3 which is a quarterly tariff, does
not have maximum demand or availability charges, nor does Tariff 4. Tariffs 5 and 6,
which do have maximum demand and availability charges, differ from the STOD Tariff
in that they do not have varying unit charges throughout the day.

The monthly

tariffs, 5, 6 and STOD, also have a fuel price adjustment (FPA) whereas the quarterly
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tariffs do not.

This spread of tariffs throughout the different industrial groupings

presents the problem of how to obtain an acceptable price per unit for the electricity in
the sector.

One approach might be to ignore the standing, availability and maximum demand
charges and consider only the unit charge. This however may not be a viable option
since maximum demand charges will, in some industries, bring about significant
changes in consumption patterns. Industry can be more cautious in their consumption
and reduce the total number of the units consumed. However being more conservative
in maximum demand will lead to a greater reduction in the overall cost than that of
units consumed, since maximum demand charges have in the past reached 45% of the
total bill in winter, see chapter 8. Hence the reduction of maximum demand in most
industries will be seen as being more cost effective, therefore it is of paramount
importance to include maximum demand in the price per unit of electricity.

When all the possible options have been contemplated, the optimum measure of price
appears to be the average price, which is the total electricity revenue divided by the
the total number of units sold, Chern [1975]. The aim of this analysis is to study the
relationship between consumption and price in order to establish whether price is a
significant parameter in determining the demand for electricity.

In considering the

influence of price, it it necessary to compare it with the cost of other commodities
purchased, for example if the price of electricity doubled next year then one might
expect the consumption to be reduced, but this will depend on the price relative to
other costs. Therefore if the price of everything else also doubled, then the level of
consumption may not change.

In order to revalue the electricity prices to a common base, the producer price index
(PPI) based on May 1985 was used. The PPI is calculated from the price movements
of about 10,000 closely defined materials and products purchased and manufactured by
U.K. industry. It is a base—weighted index resting on the ’basket of goods’ concept,
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and regular five—yearly re—basings are carried out in order to reflect the changing
patterns of industry’s sales and purchases in the index weights.

These indices are

available on a monthly basis and are plotted in Figure 4.8.21, from April 1981 to
March 1989. As might be expected there is an upward trend with a slight jump at the
beginning of each financial year. From Figure 4.8.22, which shows the real and relative
price of electricity, it can be seen that there is a seasonal trend due to the maximum
demand charges in the winter months.

The real price of electricity has an upward

trend, whereas the relative price has been decreasing, falling from a peak of 6.5 pence
to 5 pence in winter months and from 4.2 pence to 3.4 pence in the summer months.

Because of the small size of the local electricity supply industry (ESI), its isolation, the
geographical distribution of its market and heavy dependency on a single fuel, the cost
of supplying electricity to consumers in the province ranks among the highest in
England and Wales and in earlier years would have been a lot higher but for
substantial subsidies provided by the Government, NIEC [1990]. From April 1990 the
tariff subsidy was removed by the exchequer and no change in the real price of
electricity was observed. This reduction in the real price of electricity together with
the removal of the government grant has shown that there have been significant
improvements made in the management of generation, transmission and distribution,
showing that electricity is now cheaper to produce.

Numerous authors have addressed the topic of price elasticity and electricity
consumption and some have come to conflicting conclusions. In establishing whether
price has an influence on electricity consumption, it is necessary to consider each of the
different sectors individually. It stands to reason that the domestic customer will react
more readily to changes in the price of electricity than an industrial customer, since
electricity costs are one of the major expenses in the domestic household, whereas in
industry the cost is a minimal percentage of total costs, see Table 4.6.1. Note, that the
price elasticity of electricity is defined as a measure of the responsiveness of the
quantity of electricity demanded to change in the price, equation 4.8.2.
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Ed =

— % change in the quantity of demanded electricity
% change in price

(4.8.2)

where Ed is the price elasticity of demand
Crocker [1976] showed that the price of electricity was important in the commercial
sector. Baxter [1968] concluded that relative price changes are not unambiguously an
important determinant of growth in industrial electricity consumption. Griffin’s [1974]
results were analogous to these when he suggested that given projected fuel prices, the
short— and long-run impacts on electricity demand are likely to be small.

Other

authors who have concluded that price is not a crucial input are Thomas [1982] and
Taylor [1975]. Hov/ever Gowdy [1985], who looked at different industrial groupings,
concluded that not all industrial users were insensitive to relative prices and that there
was considerable variation in price elasticities among the SIC industry groups. From
Chang’s [1981] forecasted results, there has been an indication that the future demand
for electricity is quite sensitive to the price of electricity.

Regardless of these two

discrepancies, a logical postulation which can be made, is that if the demand for
electricity is affected by price, then the influence is gradual.

Chern [1975] indicates

that a 1% increase in price would result in a decrease of more than 1% in electricity
demand in the long-run, thus concluding that electricity demand is price elastic in the
long-run with a negative coefficient. NIEC [1983] also found that electricity demand
is price elastic in the long-run, with a 1% increase in price leading to a 0.2% fall in
demand. Taken to the extreme, Denton [1987] showed from simulated results that in
some circumstances the rate structure could have an impact on production schedules in
industry.

From the variation in conclusions which have been made by the various authors, it can
be stated that the influence of electricity prices to demand is determined by the
country, the power utility and sector in question, the source of generation and the
economic state of the country. Therefore no one single conclusion can be made about
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the effect of price on electricity demand. Its influence on the local ESI will now be
studied.

Intuitively, one would expect the price and consumption of electricity in the industrial
sector to be:

1)

fairly inelastic, for example for a 1% increase in price, approximately a 0.1%
to 0.3% fall in consumption would result,

2)

negative correlation, i.e., if the price of electricity increased then the demand
for electricity would decrease and

3)

act over a long time period.

The annual price elasticities of demand for a 1% decrease in the price of electricity,
from 1982 to 1989, are given in Table 4.8.3. From this table it can be seen that the
elasticities were not stable and changed from being elastic to being inelastic and vice
versa over the eight years, which supported what the U.K. Department of Energy
[1977] concluded.

This instability in price implies that there are more significant

factors than price which determine the consumption of electricity and this result also
supports the work carried out by Thomas [1982] and Taylor [1975].

Year
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
Table 4.8.3

% change in nrice

% change in demand

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

-1.4
0.42
-0.47
2.13
0.67
0.67
-1.04
-0.7

Percentage changes in electricity demand in the industrial sector
resulting from a decrease in price of 1%
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4.8.3 Trends in technology

The change in technology has been outlined in section 4.6.4, and it has been proposed
to use the relationship between employment, consumption and industrial output as a
means of showing the trend in technology within the different industrial groupings.
Figures 4.8.2 to 4.8.18 showed the trend in employment in the different industrial
groups from 1981 to 1989. There are a number of combinations which may be used to
imply technological change within industry and those proposed to show the change
towards a more mechanised or computer-based industry are:

1)

Constant or decreased employment with an increase in production and/or an
increase in consumption.

2)

A decrease in employment with constant production and/or constant or
increased consumption.

The reason why consumption may or may not increase depends on whether electricity
is the major fuel in that particular industry. The consumption of another fuel may
also be increasing, while electricity demand remains constant. The industries which
show a change have an overall upward trend in consumption with constant or
decreasing employment and constant or increasing IOP. These industries are becoming
more capital intensive as they utilise more electricity to control and drive more
efficient machinery used in production. Table 4.8.4 lists those industries which show a
change in technology.

Group No
4
8
11

13
14
16
18
Table 4.8.4:

Name of Industry
Manufacture of Non—metallic Minerals
Mechanical Engineering
Food Industry
Textiles
Leather, Footwear and Clothing Industry
Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products
Construction
Industries which show a change in technology
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There are a number of trends which exist in employment in the industrial sector. The
only group in which employment has had a constant upward trend is the timber and
wooden furniture industries (15), Figure 4.8.15. In all the other groups employment
has either fallen off gradually or else gone through a number of changes. Employment
in the processing of rubbers and plastics and other manufacturing industries (17),
closely follows the trend in consumption and IOP, Figure 4.8.17. The manufacture of
metal goods not elsewhere specified (7), has a number of different trends in technology,
Figure 4.8.7.

From 1981 to 1984 the consumption remained constant while

employment and IOP decreased. Then consumption increased, peaking in 1986 with
IOP remaining constant and employment peaking in 1985, then falling off gradually.
The biggest fall in employment was in metal manufacturing and man-made fibres (6),
where it fell from the first quarter in 1981 to the first quarter in 1982 by approximately
50%, Figure 4.8.6. Electrical and instrument engineering (9) is unique in that up to
the end of 1984, consumption and production were rising gradually, with employment
falling slightly. Then at the beginning of 1986 employment rose at the same rate as
consumption and IOP. This was most likely due to the increased market for electronic
goods.

4.8.4 The influence of climate on electridtv consumption

The effect of climatic variables on electricity demand in the industrial sector has not
been widely researched, but it has been proposed by Baxter [1968] that it lacks
significance. Thomas [1982] used climatic variables to describe the use of electricity in
industry which is indirectly used in production in the form of lighting, heating and air
conditioning.

The influence of climatic variables relative to economic inputs would

most likely be minimal, accounting for only a small part of the base load as mentioned
by Chern [1973].

However Buchanan [1972] claimed that climate affected the

manufacturing process and proposed that the state of the raw material entering the
plant would have some influence on the amount of electricity needed in production.
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In order to investigate the effect of temperature on consumption, the mean daily air
temperature at sea level averaged over the month was correlated with the monthly
electricity consumption for each of the groups. The mean temperature has a seasonal
pattern, peaking in the winter months and falling to a minimum in the summer. In
theory it would be expected that as the temperature decreases the demand would
increase, yielding a negative correlation.

However this relationship would be more

significant in the domestic and commercial sectors as has been discussed by Bridges
[1989], Crocker [1976], Heinmann [1966], Heerdegen [1989] and Asbury [1975].

Figures 4.8.23 and 4.8.24 show the cross—correlations for non—metallic minerals (4),
which has no correlation, and construction (18), which has a significant correlation.
The correlations for all the groups which were significant were negative, with Table
4.8.5 listing the industrial groups which showed significant correlation between
electricity consumption and temperature.

Group No

2
7
8
10
14
18
Table 4.8.5

Industry

Energy and Water Supply Industry
Manufacture of Metal Goods not elsewhere specified
Mechanical Engineering
Manufacture of Motor Vehicles and other Transport Equipment
Leather, Footwear and Clothing Industries
Construction Industry
Industrial groups with significant correlation of consumption and
temperature
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Figure 4.8.23

Cross—correlation for non—metallic minerals
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Figure 4.8.24

Cross—correlation for the construction industry
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4.9 Discussion and Conclusions

From the preliminary analysis carried out on the industrial sector it was found that
electricity sales have continued to grow over the relevant time period, with the
exception of 1982 where sales dropped slightly, due to the recession in the early 1980’s.
In general the number of industrial consumers has increased, with approximately 20%
of them accounting for 80% of electricity sales.

The food industry is the main one

accounting for approximately one fifth of total sales to the industrial sector, followed
by the chemical, textile and the non—metallic products industries. From the analysis
of the New Zealand power board, the food industry again was the most significant
consumer of electricity.

The electricity percentage of the total fuel market has

continuously increased where over half of the industries have electricity as their
primary fuel.

The analysis also showed that the different groupings of industry have many different
trends in consumption patterns.

The industrial customers were classified under a

number of different groups; end-use classification, tariff codes, and geographical
location.

In the end-use classification, industries were broadly classified as seasonal

and non—seasonal. In the tariff groups, Tariffs 5 and 6 were the main industrial tariffs.
The off-peak, Tariff 4, was decreasing while the STOD tariff was becoming more
popular.

A number of different inputs were discussed which may affect industrial consumption
and out of these two were analysed as being possible inputs to the system, namely
index of production and temperature.

Another input was analysed for its effect on

electricity demand in the long-run, namely the relative price of electricity.

It was

found that the significance of these inputs varied extensively within the different
industries. From the instability of the price elasticity it was concluded that the price
of electricity was not a significant input in determining the consumption of electricity.
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Employment was used as a surrogate for technology, but it was not considered to be a
significant input due to its indirect nature. Industries fell into 2 categories; capital and
labour intensive, with the growth in capital intensive industries showing a change in
technology.

The next chapter discusses the theory of time series modelling used in developing
appropriate models for the industrial sector, together with the inclusion of relevant
inputs.
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CHAPTER 5

THEORY OF TIME SERIES MODELLING

5.1 Introduction

In addition to the analysis carried out on the demand for electrical energy in the
industrial sector it is now necessary to develop a procedure for modelling and
forecasting. Initially, a number of extrapolation techniques are investigated with the
Box—Jenkins model giving the most favourable results.

The univariate modelling

approach is then addressed. Procedures used for adjusting and conditioning the data
are discussed followed by routines used for obtaining the initial estimate of the
coefficients and then a review of the algorithms used for obtaining the final estimated
coefficients, the two most popular algorithms being the least squares estimation and
the maximum likelihood estimation. Tests which are used for checking the significance
of tentative models and for identifying the optimum models which are used for
forecasting are then discussed.

The multivariate modelling approach, which is a natural extension of the univariate
modelling approach is then described.

In general, the model development for this

approach is the same as that for the univariate, except for a few additional procedures
and some variations. The problem of outliers and the use of intervention analysis to
alleviate the influence of aberrant data points is briefly discussed.

5.2 What is the Best Forecasting Method?

A number of modelling approaches have been used in the past to obtain forecasts for
different systems.

In the 1960’s, the main approach was based on the econometric

model, but as that decade drew to a close, Naylor [1972] wrote that some
econometricians began to express doubts about the predictive capabilities of the
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large-scale models.

Stekler [1968] found that the results obtained from econometric

models had not been entirely successful in forecasting economic activity. Therefore the
idea of using extrapolation techniques began to get more recognition as an efficient
forecasting tool.

Though it might be expected that accurate demand forecasts would be derived from
detailed multivariate models, Thillainathan [1983] has pointed out that the basic
decision making rule favours a simpler approach in which capacity requirements are
referred from a simple extrapolative forecast. A number of papers have been published
which compare various types of forecasting techniques. Makridakis [1982] compared a
number of different univariate extrapolative forecasting techniques and he found, like
Thillainathan, that where there was considerable randomness in the data, statistically
sophisticated methods did not do any better than simple methods. He also found that
seasonal patterns could be predicted just as well by the simple as by the sophisticated
techniques. Makridakis found from his results that the mean absolute percentage error
for the Box—Jenkins model was much lower than for any other technique which he
considered.

Price [1984 and 1985] also compared a number of forecasting methods

applied to electricity demand and found that the Box—Jenkins method gave the best
results.

Naylor [1972] compared the econometric modelling approach with the

Box—Jenkins model and discovered that the results obtained reflected favourably on
the Box—Jenkins method.

Therefore based on its simplicity and possibly improved

forecasts, the Box—Jenkins method appeared to offer an attractive alternative to
conventional econometric methods.

Goodrich [1985], who compared a number of extrapolation and econometric techniques
for electricity demand forecasting, did not draw any strict conclusions, but he did
contradict earlier beliefs when he stated that models using simpler trends tended to
over-estimate.

Uri [1978] also obtained forecasts for electricity demand using time

series, econometric methods and a combination of both and found that the
Box—Jenkins method out—performed the econometric model and the hybrid model out
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performed both models. Chatfield [1988 and 1989] addressed the question of ’what is
the best method of forecasting?’ and considered a number of different univariate
methods.

From the many different types of modelling and forecasting techniques, it is apparent
that there is no one method which is the ’best’ in every situation, but rather the best
choice depends on the forecasting horizon, the type of the data and the manner in
which accuracy is measured.

The methods which were most popular in Chatfield’s

paper were Holt—Winters and Box—Jenkins, with Chatfield expressing a personal
preference for Holt—Winters.

Abu—El—Magd [1982] reviewed a number of on— and

off-line methods for modelling and forecasting the demand for electrical energy.

From Abu—El—Magd’s paper and the required application, that is, the forecasting of
electricity demand, the Box—Jenkins approach was found to be the most favourable
technique.

This point was also emphasised in the literature which was published

specifically about the forecasting of electricity demand by Hagan [1987]. Other authors
who have discussed and successfully used the Box—Jenkins approach specifically
applied to load forecasting are Dodds [1986, 1988], Laing [1986 1987], Farmer [1968],
Shuaib [1987], Bolzern [1986] and Barakat [1990] to name a few.

The univariate

method, which only considers past values of the series being modelled, together with
previous errors, is limited in that it does not include external variables in the models.
The effect of external variables not being modelled will limit the dynamics of the
model and it will only respond to changes in relevant external variables when these
changes have been reflected in past values of the series. The Box—Jenkins procedure
however can be extended to include external variables, linking the input with the
output variables by means of a transfer function, also known as multivariate analysis.
Similar routines are used in multivariate modelling as are used in univariate modelling
and this is therefore the optimum method to use.
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5.3 Univariate Time Series ModeUing

The univariate model has the advantage of utilising only past data of the series to
develop models and forecasts of future demand.

This minimises the collection of

external data which may prove to be of no significance to model enhancement. The
Box—Jenkins model is also known as an AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) model, which can be used to model stationary or non—stationary series. The
fundamental time series models are the autoregressive and moving average models,
with the Box—Jenkins model being a combination of the two.

In an autoregressive (AR) model the current value, y(t), can be expressed as a linear
aggregation of previous values of the process, y(t—l),...., y(t—p) and a random shock.
Let the values of a process, of order p, at equally spaced intervals t, t—1, .... t—p be
y(t), y(t—1), .... y(t-p). The AR model will be:

y(t) = 4>iy(t-l) + 02y(t—2) + .... + 0p(t-p) + e(t)

(5.3.1)

where
= the coefficients of the parameters
e(t)

= the random shock (noise)

The name of this model has come from the extension of the regression model which
relates a dependent variable y to a set of independent variables Xi, xg, ...., xp, plus an
error term a.

In equation 5.3.1, y(t) is regressed on past values of itself, hence

autoregressive.

In order to write equation 5.3.1 in a more convenient form, the following operators are
introduced:

By(t) = y(t-l)

Bmy(t) = y(t-m)
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where
B = the backward shift operator
0(B) = 1 — 0iB — 02B2 — .... — 0pBp

(5.3.2)

Equation 5.3.1 can now be written as:

0(B)y(t) = e(t)

(5.3.3)

In a moving average (MA) model the current value of the process, y(t) can be
expressed as a linear combination of previous random shocks, e(t), ...., e(t—q). If the
order of the process is q, then:

y(t) = e(t) - ^(t-l) - .... - 0qe(t—q)

(5.3.4)

where
0\

=

coefficients of the random shock parameters.

A similar operator to that used for the AR process equation 5.3.2, can be used to
express the coefficients of the MA process, i.e.:

0(B) = 1 -OiB - 02B2 - .... - 0qBq

(5.3.5)

The moving average model can now be more economically written as:

y(t) = 0(B)e(t)

(5.3.6)

The notation used for identifying an AR model of order p is AR(p) and the notation
used for identifying a moving average model of order q is MA(q).

Combining the AR and MA models will give greater flexibility in fitting actual time
series. The ARMA model is the most general and theoretically the most complete of
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the time series models and can be expressed as:

y(t) = ^iy(t-l) + .... + </>Py(t-p) + e(t) - 0ie(t-l) - .... - 0qe(t-(l)
or
0(B)y(t) = 0(B)e(t)

(5.3.7)

where the present value y(t), is an aggregation of past values and past random shocks.

In practice most time series are non—stationary and this variation must be removed in
order to fit a stationary model. If a series is non—stationary then differencing can be
used to achieve stationarity. This topic is discussed in more detail in section 5.4.1. If
y(t) in equation 5.3.7 is replaced by V^y(t), then it is possible to have a model which
describes certain types of non—stationary series.

This type of model is called an

integrated model because the stationary model which is fitted to the differenced data
has to be summed or integrated to provide a model for the non—stationary data. If

wM = V|jy(t) = (1-B0)dy(t)

(5.3.8)

where
o = the order of the differencing factor
d = the degree of the differencing factor

then the general autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) process is of the
form:

w(t) = 0iw(t-l) + .... + 0pw(t-p) + e(t) - <?!e(t-l) - .... - 0qe(t-q)

(5.3.9)

By analogy with equation 5.3.7 it is possible to write equation 5.3.9 as:

0(B)w(t) = 0(B)e(t)

(5.3.10)
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The above process is known as an ARIMA process of order (p,d,q), where p and q are
the orders of the autoregressive and moving average processes and d is the degree of
differencing applied to y(t), which in practice is often taken to be 1.

5.4 Basic Concepts in Univariate Model Building

There is no correct answer to the question of how to construct a model. The optimum
way to construct a model depends on a large number of practicalities, not all
foreseeable. The best that can be done is to point out some of the stages involved and
some of the constraints in choosing and developing models.

A summary of the approach to model building, which is an iterative procedure, is
shown in Figure 5.4.1. The first stage in the approach is to select a suitable class of
model from which to choose an appropriate model for the observed time series. This
will come from initial analysis and conditioning of the respective time series to be
modelled. The next stage is to select an appropriate model from the chosen class of
models to fit the time series. This stage may be further subdivided into an iterative
procedure of three stages, namely identification, estimation and diagnostic checking.
At the identification stage, a tentative model is selected such that the characteristics of
a realisation of the tentative model would resemble those of the observed time series.
This is probably the most difficult stage in the model identification because there is no
general approach to determine which model to fit to the data. If an incorrect model is
chosen at this stage it will be identified and discarded at a later stage in the analysis.
At the estimation stage, the tentative model is fitted to the observed time series and
its parameters are estimated. The initial estimates obtained during the identification
stage can now be used as starting values for parameter estimation algorithms which
utilise an iterative procedure to refine the parameters. Finally, diagnostic checks are
applied to the fitted model to observe if it adequately represents the observed time
series. If no lack of fit is indicated then the model can be used to forecast future values
of the observed time series.

However if an inadequacy is found in the model, the
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Postulate
general class
of model

Identify a
tentative model

Estimate
parameters in
tentative model

Diagnostic
_ check ^
(Is the model adequate?)

Use the model
for forecasting

Figure 5.4.1

Stages in the Box-Jenkins modelling approach
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iterative cycle of identification, estimation and diagnostic checking is repeated until a
suitable model is found.

Numerous texts and publications such as Box and Jenkins

[1970], Brillinger [1975], Hsia [1977], Sinha and Kuszta [1983], Young [1984], Norton
[1986], Ljung [1987], Astrom [1971], Gustavsson [1972] and Fasol [1980] have described
in detail the procedures used for system identification and model building.

There are two different types of identification methods which can be performed
depending on the requirements, namely on-line and off-line identification, Sinha and
Kuszta [1983]. An identification method is said to be off-line when a large amount of
input and output data for the system is collected, which then may be stored in a
computer. These data are then processed in a batch to estimate the parameters of the
model and to obtain the best fit according to a prescribed cost function. With off-line
identification there is greater flexibility in selecting computational methods without
any restrictions on computer time and also the accuracy of the estimates can be made
fairly high. For on-line identification, the following conditions have to be satisfied:

1)

No special input is required.

2)

All the data need not be stored.

3)

A recursive algorithm is used for adjusting the estimates of the parameters
after each sampling instant.

4)

The amount of computation required for model adjustment is a fraction of the
sampling period.

In general, on-line methods will lead to less accurate models than off-line methods
which can use a much larger amount of data. The off-line method is discussed in this
chapter and is the method used in the model development and forecasting of electricity
demand.
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5.4.1 Identification of a model

Having initially chosen the class of models to use, the next stage is to identify a
tentative model.

A number of mathematical routines are used as tools in the

identification of a tentative model. Initial requirements for time series modelling are
that the series to be modelled must be stationary and linear.

It is possible for a time series to be non—stationary in both mean and variance, and
appropriate transformations are employed to achieve stationarity. Many of the series
which are encountered in different environments, for example shares on the stock
market, the energy efficiency of machinery and the sales of electricity, exhibit
non—stationary behaviour. A time series is said to be strictly stationary if the joint
distribution of Y(ti), ...., Y(tn) is the same as the joint distribution of Y(ti + k), ....,
X(tn + k) for all ti, ...., tn, k. In others words, shifting the time origin by an amount r
has no effect on the joint distributions and this holds for any value of n. Therefore

M(t) = M

(5.4.1)

cr2(t) = cr2

(5.4.2)

where
/i = the mean and
cr = the standard deviation
and both constants do not depend on the value of t.

In practice it is often useful to define stationarity in a less restricted way than that
described above. A process is said to be weakly stationary if its mean is constant and
its autocovariance function depends only on the lag, so that:

E[Y(t)] = ^

(5.4.3)

Cov[Y(t), Y(t + k)] = 7(k)

(5.4.4)
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where
E[Y(t)]

= the expected value of Y(t) and

Cov

= the covariance

If k equalled zero then the above assumption implies that the variance, as well as the
mean is constant. It should also be noted that both the mean and variance are finite.
This weaker form of stationarity is the one which is generally used, as many of the
properties of stationary processes depend only on the structure of the process as
specified by its first and second moments.

If a process is non—stationary in mean then an upward or downward trend is present in
the observed series.

A non—stationary series in mean can be transformed to a

stationary series by a device known as differencing which is the subtraction of one
value in the observed series from the other. Consider equation 5.3.10:

0(B)w(t) = 0(B)e(t)

(5.3.10)

where
w(t) = ^y(t) = (l-B°)dy(t)

A series can be differenced in a number of different ways, namely non—seasonal,
seasonal or a combination of both. Consider a series with a non—seasonal differencing
of degree 1 and order 1 applied:

w(t) = Vy(t)

= (1 —B)y(t)
= y(t)-y(t-i)

or if the order is 2, then
w(t) = V2y(t)

= (1 — B2)y(t)
= y(t) - y(t-2)
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For seasonal differencing of degree D, using monthly data, the order will be in
multiples of 12. Therefore

w(t)-VgyCt) = (1-BS)Dy(t)

(5.4.5)

D = the degree of seasonal differencing
S = the order of seasonal differencing

Consider a seasonal difference of degree 1 and order 12, then:

Vi2y(t)

=(l-bi2)y(t)
= y(t) - y(t-i2)

If both types of differencing are applied together, then the differenced series will be:

If non—seasonal differencing of degree 1 and order 1 and seasonal differencing of degree
1 and order 12 is required to achieve stationarity, then:

w(t)

= V^y(t)
= (1—Bi2)(l-B)y(t)
= (i-B12)(y(t)-y(t-i))
= y(‘) - y(»-i) - y(t-i2) + y(t-i3)

The updated version of equation 5.3.10 can now be written as:

fKBJVs^W =

(5-4-6)

Figure 5.4.2a shows a non—stationary time series for which non—seasonal differencing of
one degree would be required to obtain stationarity. Figure 5.4.2b shows a stationary
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5.4.2a Example of a non—stationary time series
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5.4.2b Example of a seasonal time series
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seasonal plot which may be seasonally differenced to remove the seasonal pattern.
Much of the time series literature not only assumes that all series are stationary, but
also assumes that the appropriate model will be linear, so that the observed series can
be represented by a linear function of the present and past values of a purely random
process. A time series which is non—stationary in variance can be transformed into a
stationary series by a logarithmic or a square root transformation, or some other
suitable transformation. Consider the transformed series to be y^(t), then:

yA(t) = logey(t)
yA(t) = y(t)0'5

Equation 5.4.6 can then be written as:

$B)V^yA(t) = 0(B)e(t)

(5.4.6a)

The two main statistical tools which are used to identify which type of ARIMA model
gives the best representation of the observed time series are the autocorrelation
function (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation (PACE). Whilst the ACF is useful in
detecting the non—stationarity in mean, it will not detect non—stationarity due to
changes in the variance of the series. This can only be detected by visual examination
of a plot of the series, or by calculating the standard deviations of subsets of the series.
An initial plot of the raw data would be beneficial since the trends and patterns of the
data can be observed, which may be helpful in the identification procedure. In general
the theoretical ACF of a moving average model of order q cuts off after a lag of q and
the theoretical PACF of an autoregressive model of order p cuts off after a lag of p.
The theoretical ACF and PACF for an ARMA(p,q) model both tend towards zero.

The visual plot of a time series is often not enough to determine whether the data is
stationary or not, but the autocorrelation plot can expose stationarity quite readily.
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The theoretical autocorrelation plot of a stationary series will fall to zero after the
second or third lag, while for a non—stationary series the autocorrelations are
significantly different from zero for several time periods.

This is because an

observation on one side of the mean tends to be followed by a large number of further
observations on the same side of the mean because of the trend.

Suppose a stationary stochastic process x(t) has mean

variance

a2

autocovariance

function (ACVF) 7(h) and ACF p(k), then:

(5.4.7)

P(k) = 700/7(0) = 7(k)/ff2
k — the lag time
Note that p(0) = 1

The ACF is an even function in that the correlation between x(t) and x(t+k) is the
same as the correlation between x(t) and x(t—k). It gives a measure of the correlation
between observations at different lags apart. At lag k the theoretical ACF is denoted
by p(k) with r(k) as the estimate, i.e. r(k) = p(k). Note also that:

c(k)
s2(k)

= 7(k)
= <72(k)

From equation 5.4.7 the ACF was derived from the ACVF, which is given by:

N-k
7(k)

=

^ (xt-x)(xtik-x)/N-1

t=l
where 7(k) is the theoretical autocovariance function at lag k, and
N = the number of values in the series.
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(5.4.8)

Therefore
Kk)

=

7(k)/7(0)
N-k

l

K - x )(xt+k-x)

Kk) = —------n------------------------------

l

(5.4.9)

K-*)!

t=l

The sample ACF is of vital importance in this identification procedure, but it does not
on its own enable a particular model to be specified.

Another important statistical

parameter which is used is the sample partial autocorrelation function (PACF). The
sample PACF at lag k is a measure of the correlation between observations at a
distance k apart, where dependence on intermediate terms has been removed. This can
be demonstrated by considering three observations y(t), y(t+l), y(t+2).

If these

observations have a high autocorrelation coefficient at lag 1, then y(t) and y(t+2) will
also show a relatively high correlation. Consider p(l) as the autocorrelation coefficient
at lag 1, then:

y(t+l) =

p(l)y(t)

y(t+2) =

p(l)y(t+l)

and

If p(l) is close to ±1, then y(t) is highly correlated with y(t+2). Therefore the partial
autocorrelation coefficient at lag 2 will reveal whether this correlation between y(t)
and y(t+2) is due to the fact that they are correlated or if it is because y(t) and y(t+2)
are correlated with y(t+l).

The theoretical partial autocorrelation coefficient is

denoted by p(kk) and the sample partial autocorrelation coefficient by r(kk).
equations for r(kk) are given by:
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The

r(22) = r(2)

r(n) = r(l)

r(2)2

1 - r(l)

with more complicated equations for r(33), r(44), etc, see Box and Jenkins [1970] for
the program which calculates the PACE.

Note that the sample autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation coefficients are only
estimates of the theoretical autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation coefficients.
The theoretical ACE of a stationary process tends either to die down quickly towards
zero with increasing lag k or to cut off after a particular lag k = q. This means that

p(k) = 0,

for k > q

Because the sample ACE r(k) is only an estimate it will probably be small but not zero
for k > q. The criterion which is used to establish whether the sample ACE or the
sample PACE are significant at different lags is called the test of significance. From
this test it can be concluded whether the theoretical coefficient is significantly different
from zero. For a moving average model MA (q) of order q, the ACE cuts off after lag
q, that is /o(k) = 0 for all k > q.

Thus for the MA(q) model the sample

autocorrelations should all be near zero for k > q.

It may be shown, O’Donovan

[1983], that if the theoretical autocorrelations are zero for k > q, then the sample
autocorrelations with k > q are approximately normally distributed with zero mean
and a standard deviation that may be estimated by:

9

s

1
NO-5

10-5

1 + 2 ^ r2(i)

(5.4.10)

i=l

If a variable Y is normal with mean fj, and standard deviation cr, then the probability of
Y lying between the limits /^±(1.96)cr is 0.95.

Applying this to the sample

autocorrelation it can be seen that if the autocorrelation r(k) lies outside the limits:
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q

0-5

i=l

it is significantly different from zero and it can be concluded that p(k) ^ 0. Otherwise,
r(k) is not significantly different from zero and we conclude that p(k) = 0.

An

equivalent procedure is to calculate the t—ratio, which is:

tr^

(5.4.11)

standard deviation (s)

The t—ratio must lie outside the limits ±1.96 to be significantly different from zero.

A similar test of significance is performed on the sample partial autocorrelations. For
an AR model of order p, the PACF cuts off after lag p, i.e. p(kk) = 0 for all k > p. If
the sample partial autocorrelation coefficients are zero for k > p, then the sample
partial autocorrelation with k > p is approximately normally distributed with zero
mean and standard deviation l/N0-5. Hence, if p(kk) = 0 for all k > p, the sample
partial autocorrelation with k > p should lie between the limits ±1.96/N0'5.

The t—ratio for the partial autocorrelation is identical to that for the autocorrelation,
i.e.:

(5.4.11a)

5.4.2 Univariate model order determination

The ACF and PACF will give an approximation of the significant parameters of the
model but it is usually difficult to assess the true order of a process from these
functions alone. For processes with a number of significant parameters, the ACF may
be a mixture of damped exponential or sinusoidal functions and it is difficult to
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identify the model order.

Model order is taken to mean the total number of

parameters or the number of input, output or noise terms as appropriate. An effective
and widely used method for order determination is to compare the goodness of fit of
the predicted data obtained from the tentative model to the observed data for models
with progressively higher orders. The goodness of fit is measured by the sum of the
squares of the residuals J, where:

J = (y-X<l)T(y-X0)

(5.4.12)

where
0 = the least squares parameter estimate for a given model order n,
y = the dependent variable
X = the combination of past value and errors.

In general, J decreases as the model order, n, increases, however the reduction of J
ceases to be significant when n becomes greater than the true order of the model no.
The appropriate model order can be chosen as the one which J ceases to decrease
significantly. Figure 5.4.3 illustrates this principle, with the model order being plotted
against J. The J function decreases significantly up to a model order 4 where the rate
of decrease in J is significantly reduced.

From the plot it is apparent that a model

order of 4 is the optimum value.

Another approach used for model order determination is based on Akaike’s final
prediction error (FPE) criterion and is concerned with comparing processes of different
orders, where:

FPE = [(N + p)/(N — p)](7e

(5.4.13)

where
N

= number of observations used for fitting

p

= number of parameters in the model

al = variance of the residual errors
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The order p is essentially selected so as to get the estimated one—step—ahead predictor
with the smallest mean square error.

A more general criterion is to minimise the

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), which is:

AIC=

(—2) loge (Maximum likelihood)
+ 2(number of independent estimated parameters)

(5.4.14)

This method was outlined by Akaike [1976] and used in numerous texts such as Harvey
[1981] and Norton [1986]. Typically, the value of AIC decreases quickly as the number
of parameters being estimated is increased, and then increases almost linearly when too
many redundant parameters are included. The set of parameters which produce the
minimum AIC is chosen as the final estimate. The AIC and Akaike’s final prediction
error (FPE) are connected by the equation:

AIC = N loge (FPE)

(5.4.15)

Akaike has also developed a Bayesian modification of AIC, known as the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC), which penalises models with large numbers of
parameters, therefore by minimising BIC, consistent estimates of orders are obtained,
Akaike [1976]. If the number of independent parameters is p, then BIC is:

BIC = (—2) loge (Maximum likelihood) + (p + plog10 N)

(5.4.16)

Although there is no universal panacea for determining the order of a time series model
from empirical data, a number of procedures have been suggested to choose the most
appropriate model structure which best suits the aims of the identification. Numerous
authors have addressed these techniques with varying degrees of success. The above
procedures assume a model order and then the optimum model is finally determined by
comparing the goodness of fit of several orders of the model as Hsia [1977] and
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Chatfield [1989] outlined. However Woodside [1971] discussed three ways to test for
the order of a system without initially fitting coefficients to the models.

The three

procedures were developed on a largely intuitive basis, using an enhancement of a
measured product—moment matrix. Woodside’s procedures were valid for determining
the order of an AR model, however he failed to indicate how to establish the order of
the MA model.

This problem was addressed by Chow [1972], when he proposed a

routine for estimating the orders of an ARMA process solely from the observations of
the noise—corrupted output.

Unbehauen [1974] gave a critical comparison of seven

different structure testing methods for the estimation of the model order from the
determinate ratio test proposed by Woodside [1971] to the test for signal errors.
Wellstead [1978] proposed an instrumental variable modification to the product
moment technique which alleviated the problems of insensitivity of the initial routine
when significant amounts of extraneous noise are present.

This was a natural

extension of Woodside’s order testing method and had the advantages of an asymptotic
rank condition which is not influenced by output disturbances. Young [1980] described
a heuristic approach based on a simple instrumental variable method for identifying
the structure of a general class of time series models. He considered the instrumental
product—moment matrix (IPM) which was used by Wellstead, and employed the
inverse of it, which is directly related to the covariance matrix of the estimation errors
to estimate the order of the model.

Soderstrom [1977] discussed a number of model

structure methods concentrating on the Akaike criterion and F—tests methods. Akaike
[1974] gave a review of the literature of univariate time series model specifications up
to 1974, with Gooijer [1985] giving the most up to date review on model order
determination methods of an ARMA process. He suggested that these methods could
be classified as being either ’objective’ or ’subjective’.

Box and Jenkins [1970] and

Astrom [1971] have also outlined a number of techniques for model order
determination, as have Norton [1986], Isermann [1980], Gustavsson [1972] and Sinha
and Kuszta [1983].
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From the various publications and texts it is apparent that many methods are
available, each with seemingly desirable characteristics. A recommendation of a single
order—determination method as a definitely superior method cannot be made as it
depends on the final purpose of the selected time series. For example, if time series
modelling were to be employed for forecasting alone, an order determination method
which minimises the one—step—ahead quadratic forecasting error is preferable to
methods which merely lead to fitted models that provide a good representation of the
data in the sample.

5.4.3 Univariate model parameter estimation

When the order of the tentative model has been established, the next stage is to obtain
estimates of the coefficients of the parameters. There are numerous algorithms which
have been used with varying degrees of success to provide parameter estimations and a
brief review of the more common ones will now be given.

Eykhoff [1968] presented a coherent picture of the parameter estimation problem,
reviewing a number of estimation techniques such as maximum likelihood, Markov—
and least squares.

Astrom [1971] carried out an extensive survey on system

identification and parameter estimation techniques.

He explained the least squares

method and several of its variants, such as repeated and generalised least squares,
maximum likelihood, instrumental variable and tally principle methods, which could
be used to solve the problem of correlated residuals.

Gustavsson [1972] compared a

number of different parameter estimation methods which were applied specifically to
industrial processes and showed that the maximum likelihood method was superior,
especially for low signal to noise ratios. He also noted that it was difficult to identify a
technique which could be used universally to compare different parameter estimation
methods and decide on the optimum one. However he stated that a priori knowledge
was important for parameter estimation methods.

The least squares and the tally

principle methods gave higher model orders than the maximum likelihood method,
which was more computationally intensive.
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Akaike [1973] used the maximum

likelihood function to deternaine Gaussian autoregressive moving average models.
Hagan [1978] used a recursive maximum likelihood algorithm based on the
Box—Jenkins model to develop forecasts for electric power loads and he found that a
better percentage error was obtained when compared with an off-line procedure. Fasol
[1980] looked at the principles of model building and identification and noted that the
most important classes of parameter estimations are based on least squares and
maximum likelihood methods. Strejc [1980] carried out a detailed study of the least
squares parameter estimation algorithm and related algorithms such as the recursive
and instrumental method, generalised and extended least squares.

These new

variations have been developed to make the least squares principle more useful in
practice, especially for recursive, on-line applications using digital computers. Astrom
[1980] gave an expose of the maximum likelihood method along with the closely related
prediction error method and explained their application to the determination of
parameters of dynamic systems.

He stated that the maximum likelihood and

prediction error methods have the advantage of being applied to a large variety of
model structures and experimental conditions and they have been shown to have good
asymptotic properties in certain cases.

However the drawback is that they often

require substantial calculations and computation time.

Cam [1990] again considered

the maximum likelihood method and stated that it is one of the most widely used
estimation tools. He highlighted some of the problems associated with this method,
thus contradicting earlier reports that the maximum likelihood estimates were the best
under all circumstances, Gustavsson [1972] and Astrom [1980].

If the errors are

Gaussian, than the least squares estimate is identical to the maximum likelihood
estimate and thus the parameter estimates have optimal properties.

From the above review it is apparent that the least squares estimation (LSE) and the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) are by far the most widely used parameter
estimation algorithms. The majority of the other algorithms mentioned are based on
variations of the LSE and the MLE techniques.

Between these two algorithms the

most popular is the LSE because of its relatively straightforward understanding and
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the algorithms used in this research employ a non-linear based variation on the LSE
technique, see section 6.2. Derivations of the LSE and MLE algorithms are given in
Appendices 1 and 2 respectively.

A description of the initial estimates of the

parameters for these algorithms is now described.

The estimation algorithms work on an iterative process which terminates when the
estimated parameter values have converged. The speed of convergence will be greatly
enhanced by good initial estimates of the parameters. Initial estimations of an AR(k)
are obtained from:

(5.4.17)

p(k) = 0ip(k-I) + 02p(k—2) + .... + 0k

which is derived in Appendix 3.

An example of this estimation can be shown by

considering an AR(2) model.

p(l) = 01 + 02p(l)
p{2) = 01^(1) + 02

Replacing p(l) and p(2) with r(l) and r(2), and solving for 0! and 02 gives preliminary
estimates:

r(l){l - r(2)|

r(2l^rm!

1 - r(l)2

1 - r(l)2

For the MA(q) process the theoretical autocorrelations can be expressed as:

k = 1, 2, ...., q
1

+

0\

+

....

+

^

k > q

0
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(5.4.18)

and the derivation is given in Appendix 4.

Since the theoretical values p(k) are unknown, preliminary estimates of the coefficients
0i, 02, •••• 0q can be obtained by substituting empirical autocorrelations r(k) into
equation 5.4.18 and solving. Considering a MA(2) process, the autocorrelations are:

-02

-0i(l - 02)
P(l) =

1 + 0 2! +

%

,p(k) = 0, k > 3

P(2) =

1 + 0^ + 0^

Substituting r(l) and r(2) for p(l) and p(2) yields two equations and two unknowns, 0]
and 02, which must be solved by an iterative process, see Box and Jenkins [1970].

Initial estimates for a mixed ARMA model may also be obtained and this is outlined in
Appendix 5.

Once initial estimates have been made, the next step is to obtain the correct
coefficients of the parameters.

In equation 5.4.19 the objective is to select the

coefficients of the parameters of the function f(t), such that e(t) is a zero—mean white
noise sequence of minimum possible variance.

y(t) = f(t) + e(t)

(5.4.19)

Backcasting is used to enhance parameter estimations of an adjusted series.

The

majority of parameter estimation algorithms assume that the predicted values are the
actual values for the lost observations of a model, thus the residuals are zero.

For

example, the model:

(1 - a1B)y(t) = e(t)

(5.4.20)

loses one observation and therefore the program must assume that the first fit value is
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the actual value and that the first residual is zero. Backcasting forecasts backwards to
obtain better estimates for the lost observations. This procedure has been outlined by
Box and Jenkins [1970] and O’Donovan [1983].

5.4.4 Diagnostic checking

The final stage of the identification procedure is to establish whether the tentative
model and the estimated parameters of the model are adequate and efficient. There
are three basic diagnostic checks that must be performed on the estimated model.
Initially the parameter estimates should be checked for sufficient stationarity,
invertibility conditions and statistical significance. If these conditions are not satisfied
then the tentative model is unacceptable and usually means that the observed time
series has not been properly differenced to achieve stationarity.

Stationarity: For an AR(p) process the values

(p\

which make the process stationary

are such that the roots of
<»(B) = 0
lie outside the unit circle. And for a MA(q) process the values of the coefficients

0\

which make the process invertible are such that the roots of
0(B) = 0

lie outside the unit circle.

Invertibility: is determined by extracting the roots from each factor in the model and
this condition is independent of the stationarity condition. To illustrate the idea of
invertibility, consider the model

y(t) = (1 - 0B)e(t)

(5.4.21)

where the observed value y(t), is expressed as a linear combination of random shocks,
or previous errors, e(t). Making e(t) the subject of equation 5.4.21
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e(t) = (l-0B)-iy(t)
e(t) = y(t) + 0y(t-l) + %(t-2) + ...

(5.4.22)

y(t) = -^y(t-l) - ^2y(t—2) - .... + e(t)

(5.4.23)

However, if |0| > 1, the weights diverge in the expansion equation 5.4.22. Thus, at
time t, the observed value in equation 5.4.23 depends on y(t—1), y(t—1), ...., y(t—n),
with weights which increase as n increases. This situation is avoided by requiring that
| 6 <1. Invertibility is satisfied if the series
\

7r(B) = (1 - 0B)-i= J 0iBn

(5.4.24)

n=0

converges for | B | < 1, that is on or within the unit circle.

Statistical significance: The t—ratio can be used to establish if the parameter estimates
are statistically significant, that is significantly different from zero.

t—ratio —
parameter estimate
— estimated standard error

(5.4.25)

If the t—ratio in equation 5.4.25 lies outside the limits ±1.96, then the parameter
estimate is assumed to be significantly different from zero, otherwise it is assumed to
be zero.

After the preliminary checks on the parameters estimates have been carried out, the
main test of the model adequacy is based on the examination of the residuals of the
fitted model. If the correct model has been fitted, then the observed value of the one
step ahead forecast error e(t) is:

e(t) = y(t)-7(0

(5.4.26)
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e(t) = white noise
y(t) = actual value
y(t) = predicted value

The observations in a white noise process, a terminology borrowed from engineering
literature, are independent and normally distributed with the sample mean zero and
sample variance

sometimes written as N(O,0|). The residuals are then analysed to

determine if they possess these properties. Initially the residuals are plotted against
time and if the plot indicates that the variability of the residuals increases with time,
then the residuals are assumed not to be white noise and the observed time series is not
stationary in variance. If the residuals do resemble white noise then the plotted points
should lie near a straight line.

Another test which can be used to determine if a

residual series resembles white noise, is by plotting the autocorrelation and partial
autocorrelations of the residuals. The characteristic feature of a white noise process is
that all the theoretical autocorrelations, and hence all the theoretical partial
autocorrelations, are zero.

Thus for a residual series to resemble white noise, the

sample ACF and PACE should be close to zero. The criterion which was used in the
identification procedure in section 5.4.1 to determine if the ACF and PACF were
significantly different from zero are also applied here.

To recap, if the t—ratio is greater than ±1.96 then the coefficient is assumed to be
significantly different from zero, otherwise it is assumed to be zero and therefore
negligible. If none of the sample autocorrelations or sample partial autocorrelations
are significantly different from zero, the residuals are assumed to be white noise and
the model is assumed to be adequate.

Even if one or more of the correlation

coefficients are significant, it should not be immediately concluded that the model is
inadequate. It would be advisable to carry out some further tests and analysis on the
tentative model before any decisions are made.
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One such test is the portmanteau lack-of—fit statistic which is used to detect time
series model mis—specification and was developed by Box and Pierce [1970]. The test
can be used to analyse the first m values of the correlogram of a series of N
observations and test whether the residuals are small enough to resemble a white noise
process. The test statistic is:

m
Q = N ^ r2(k)

(5.4.27)

k=l
r(k)

= the sample autocorrelation

Q

= known as the Box—Pierce chi-square statistic

The larger the sample autocorrelations are, then the larger Q will be and vice versa, so
that if Q is too large, this indicates that the autocorrelations r(k) are too large for the
residuals to resemble a white noise process. If the fitted model is adequate, then Q
should be approximately distributed as x2i a chi—squared distribution with (m—p—q)
degrees of freedom, where p and q are the number of AR and MA terms respectively in
the model. From tables of the chi—squared distribution it is possible to find a critical
value such that the probability that a random value of Q exceeds this critical value is
0.05. If the calculated value of the Q statistic exceeds the critical value determined
from the chi—squared tables, then the value of Q is deemed to be too high and the
fitted model is assumed to be inadequate.
appropriate according to this test.

Otherwise the model is assumed to be

Davies [1977] found that for samples commonly

found in practice, the actual significance level of Q was considerably lower than those
predicted by asymptotic theory. Ljung [1978] suggested a simple modification of the Q
statistic which was:

M
Q = N(N + 2) ^ r2(k)/(N — k)

(5.4.28)

k=l
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This modified test was confirmed by Davies [1979] when he said that the distribution
was much closer to the asymptotic

However O’Donovan [1983] and Chatfield

x2-

[1989] have found the test to be weak and it has rarely given significant results.

Various combinations of these criteria are used for diagnostic checking and it should be
noted that they are only to be used as guides in obtaining the optimum model. It may
be possible to identify from the model building procedure two or more models which
can adequately represent the system.

If this is so then the model with fewer

parameters is selected and analysed first; this is in accordance with what Box and
Jenkins call the principle of parsimonious parameterisation, Box and Jenkins [1970]
and O’Donovan [1983]. There are two reasons for this:

1)

It may be difficult to estimate the model parameters accurately if the model
has too many parameters.

2)

The diagnostic checks may not detect that a complicated model contains more
parameters than needed to adequately represent the time series. It is therefore
better to choose an initial tentative model with fewer parameters and then to
add more parameters if necessary.

With the optimum model now selected it is possible to obtain forecasts for future
values of the observed process. These forecasts can be made for various lead times, but
as the lead time increases, the accuracy of the forecast decreases.

5.5 Multivariate Analysis

In univariate modelling only past values of the dependent variable were used to model
and forecast future values of that variable. Suppose that independent variables exist
that are related to the dependent variable which is to be forecasted. The multivariate
Box—Jenkins method, which is a natural extension of the univariate approach,
attempts to relate these independent variables to the dependent variable by means of
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transfer functions.

These transfer function models are also known as vector

autoregressive moving average (VARMA) models, or VARIMA models which include
an integrated term for the modelling of non—stationary time series.

The multivariate model describes a single time series as a function of its own past
values and the values of one or more independent input series.

These models are

inherently more useful than univariate ARIMA models when the single series is indeed
a function of some related time series. The aim of multivariate modelling is to obtain
a more accurate model than a univariate model of the observed system.

Since the

multivariate approach combines some of the characteristics of the univariate models
and some of the characteristics of the multiple regression analysis, it includes both
time series and causal approaches.

Figure 5.5.1 shows an open loop stochastic system. The output y(t) is presumed to be
influenced by one or more input series, xi(t).

The input series, xi(t), exerts an

influence on the output series via a transfer function, which distributes the impact of
xi(t) over several future time periods. The objective of transfer function modelling is
to determine a parsimonious model relating y(t) to xi(t) and n(t).

In control theory the transfer function of a linear system is defined as the ratio of the
Laplace transform of the output to the Laplace transform of the input when all initial
conditions are set to zero, Dorf [1980]. If the operator j/(B) is the transfer function of
the model of the above system, where the weights

are called the impulse response

function of the system, then:

m

^ K + z'iiXi(t-l) + .... + i^iXi(t-k)] + n(t)

y(t)

=

y(t)

i=l
m
= ^ (j'oi + J'liB + i^iB2 + .... + ^kiBk)xj(t) + n(t)
i=l
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(5.5.1)

Transfer Function

xi(t)
ufti
nft)
y(t)

=
=
=
=

input vector of dimension i
uncorrupted output
system noise at time t
measured output

Figure 5.5.1

A stochastic multi—input single—output open—loop system
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m
= ^ z/ki(B)xi(t) + n(t)

y(t)

(5.5.2)

i=l
y(t)

= the output series

xj(t)

= the input series i
= impulse response weights

n(t)

= the disturbance input

m

= the number of inputs

Equation 5.5.2 is the general form of the multi—input single—output (MISO) system,
however for ease of explanation it will be assumed that the system has one input and
one output. Equation 5.5.2 can therefore be written as:

y(t) = u(B)x(t) + n(t)

(5.5.3)

This transfer function model can be more fully written as:

^=

Xi(t“bi) + n(t)

or
=

+

(5-5'4)

where
y(t)

= the dependent output time series

Wi(B)

= uoi — o>iiB — w2iB2 — .... — WsiB5,the numeratorfactor(s)

<5i(B)

= 1 — (JuB — ^iB2 — .... — <SriBr, thedenominator factor (s) on input series i

Xj(t)

= independent input series i

bi

= pure time delay on input series i

0(B)

= 1 — 0jB — 02B2 — .... — 0qBq, the noise model moving average factors

0(B)

= 1 — 0iB — 02B2 — .... — 0pBp, the noise model autoregressive factors

e(t)

= noise series

B

= backward shift operator
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on input series i

5.5.1 Various stapes of multivariate model building

The model building procedure for the multivariate model is based on a similar
approach to that of the univariate model identification with a few adjustments. The
basic steps in developing a transfer function model are shown in Figure 5.5.2. One of
the first papers written on multiple time series was by Whittle [1953], A number of
other authors such as Astrom [1971], Gustavsson [1972], Fasol [1980], Tiao [1981 and
1989], Pena [1987] and Reilly [1987], have given a general overview of model building
for multiple input single output systems. The various stages outlined for multivariate
model building are discussed in the following sections.

5.5.2 Identification

As with the univariate identification, the initial status of the data to be modelled
should be stationary and able to be described by a linear model. However, if the raw
data is not stationary, then appropriate differencing and transformation is required in
order to remove non—stationarity and also the seasonality. Box [1964] developed a test
for the determination of the optimal transformation or lambda value (A) which is more
accurate than simply eyeballing the graph.
seasonality may also be removed.

Within the differencing procedure, the

It is assumed that the degree of differencing

necessary to induce stationarity is achieved when the estimated autocorrelations and
cross-correlations rxx(k), ryy(k) and rxy(k) of x(t) = VdX(t) and y(t) = VdY(t), damp
out quickly.

When using the transfer function of a system that transforms the input into an output
it is beneficial if the input data is as simple as possible. Therefore the input series is
initially prewhitened which is the removal of all known patterns in order to leave just
white noise. If the input series can be modelled as an ARIMA (p,d,q) process, then

</>(B)x(t) = 0(B)a(t)

(5.5.5)
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Various stages in the development of a transfer function model
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where
0(B)

= the AR operator

0(B)

= the MA operator

a(t)

= white noise

Then
a(t) =

If a prewhitening transformation is applied to the input series, then it is necessary to
apply the same transformation to y(t) in order to preserve the integrity of the
functional relationship since the transfer function that is being identified maps x(t) to
y(t).

Prewhitening is important on two accounts.

First, it is necessary to induce

stationarity for each stochastic series in the equation. Second, filtering the input and
output series removes any intra—relationship so that the cross—correlation function
reveals only the inter-relationships, Reilly [1987].

It should be noted that this

transformation of y(t) does not necessarily convert y(t) to white noise.

The

prewhitened output series will be known as /3(t), where:

(5.5.6)

The next stage in the identification procedure is to cross—correlate and autocorrelate
the prewhitened input and output series.

In the univariate ARIMA modelling the

autocorrelation coefficient was the key statistic in helping to identify the nature of the
model. However in multivariate modelling the autocorrelation is not as important as
the cross—correlation in identifying a tentative model. Extending the autocovariance
function of equation 5.4.8 to the covariance between two variables xt and yt it can be
defined as:

N-k
7xy(k)

=

l

(xt -x) (yt+k - y)/(N - 1)

t=l
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(5.5.7)

The covariance 7xy(k) can be readily converted to the cross-correlation ^xy(k) between
x and y by dividing it by

a^Oy.

Therefore:

7xy(k)
7xy(k)
---------------------- =----------

[7«(0)

7yy(0)]°‘5

5.5.8

^

where the cross—correlation between x and y is defined as the association between the
values of x at time t and the values of y at time t—k.

Again the sample cross—correlation is

only an estimate of the theoretical

cross—correlation, and therefore:

rxy(k) = p(k)
Sxy(k) = cr(k)

The sampling distribution of the cross—correlation is very difficult to determine, but if
two independent white noise series are considered the cross—correlation will be zero and
the standard error can be approximated by (1/N)0'5. This was extended to the case of
two uncorrelated series, one being white noise, and for the cross—correlation of lag k
the standard error was approximated by:

standard error » (N — k)'0'5

(5.5.9)

5.5.3 Multivariate Model Order Determination

As with the identification of the order of univariate models, it is important to identify
tentatively the order of a multivariate model.

A review of standard procedures for

identifying the structure of a model was given in section 5.4.2. These procedures, as
well as those outlined such as the sum of the squares of the errors versus model order
and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), also apply to multivariate models. It is
of paramount importance to choose the correct model order. If the model order is too
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low then variance will be high and vice versa if the model order is too high. Model
order determination can broadly be divided into two main categories, namely
correlation functions of input/output relations and the estimated variance of the
residual error.

Both of these have been outlined in section 5.4.

Sinha and Kuszta

[1983] have outlined a number of routines for determining the structure of systems,
such as the Hankel matrix, the product moment matrix and the instrumental variable
approach.

They also detailed two procedures for determining the structural

parameters of a multivariate system, initially for a noise—free case utilising the residual
error method, originally developed by Suen [1978] and then an extension of this to the
case of noisy observations, originally developed by El—Sherief [1979].

5.5.4 Multivariate model parameter estimation

Numerous algorithms can be used for estimating the parameters of multivariate
models. A review of such algorithms was given in section 5.4.3, with the most common
ones being the least squares estimation and the maximum likelihood estimation, see
Appendices 5.1 and 5.2.

However some research has been performed in estimation

algorithms solely for multivariate systems.

Wilson [1973] presented a practical

iterative method for estimating parameters for a multivariate ARIMA stationary time
series based on the Marquardt [1963] approach.

Wilson also investigated the

convergence properties of the estimated parameters. Jakeman [1980] described a new
instrumental variable (IV) algorithm for obtaining asymptotically efficient recursive
estimates of parameters in multi—input single—output (MISO) models of stochastic
dynamic systems. He proposed a multiple input transfer function (MITF) model which
ensured a parametrically more efficient representation. This was considered briefly by
Box and Jenkins [1970].

The MITF approach differed from most MISO estimation

algorithms suggested previously in that it was applied to a MISO model with
completely different transfer functions between inputs and output.

This was in

contrast to the more popular autoregressive moving average exogenous (ARMAX)
model, where the transfer functions have common denominator polynomials. Phadke
[1978] proposed three methods for computing the exact likelihood function of
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multivariate moving average models, each method utilising a different structure of the
covariance matrix.

Nicholls [1979] derived an expression for the exact likelihood

function of a stationary process generated by a vector autoregressive moving average
model using concentrated maximum likelihood techniques.

He also noted that the

exact likelihood procedure appeared to be more suitable than approximate procedures
when working with small data sets.

Hillmer [1979] and Tiao [1981] investigated an

effective modelling and analysis approach using the likelihood function to estimate the
parameters of the model. Spliid [1983] described a very fast and simple algorithm for
the estimation of parameters of a multivariate series which was generally many times
faster than maximisation algorithms. The algorithm used was essentially a method of
moments which showed that the auto—correlations and cross—correlations were zero
when the algorithm had converged. Before calculating the final parameter estimations
it would be beneficial to first have initial estimates of the transfer function, or impulse
response weights, and a noise model.

The next section provides a method for

determining these.

5.5.5 Estimation of impulse response weights

The prewhitened version of equation 5.5.3 can be written as:

(5.5.10)

/3(t) = u(B)a(t) + e(t)
where e(t) is the transformed noise series defined by:

e(t) =

n(t), see equation 5.5.4

Multiplying both sides of the equation by a(t—k) and taking expectations:

E[a(t—k)/3(t)] =

uoE[a(t—k)a(t)] + t'iE[a(t-k)a(t—1)]
+ .... + E[a(t—k)e(t)]
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(5.5.11)

(5.5.12)

14 Too(t_k) + °

Vk) =

(since a and e are assumed to be independent)

Rearranging equation 5.5.12 yields:

14

=

(5.5.13)

T~

a

a

However in practice the theoretical cross correlation function PQ^(k) is not known and
the estimates must be used instead. Therefore:

i\

= ro://k)

(5.5.14)

a
where
es^ma^ec^ cross—correlation of the prewhitened input and output data,

Taft =

s^ and

8^

= the estimated standard deviations of the prewhitened input and output

data
k = lag time

The preliminary estimates of the impulse response weights

ia

are generally

insignificant but can provide a rough basis for selecting suitable operators <5(B) and
w(B) in the transfer function model.

The three main parameters in the transfer function are r, s, and b, see equation 5.5.4,
where r refers to the order of the £(B) function, s refers to the order of the cu(B)
function and b refers to the pure time delay.

The time delay b is straightforward to find and can be obtained from the
cross—correlation of the input and output. If the lag at which a statistically significant
cross—correlation coefficient is observed is n, then the first guess of the time delay is
n—1. The parameter ’s’ indicates how long the output series continues to be influenced
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by value of the input series and r indicates the significant values of its own past,
y(t—1), y(t—2), y(t—r). Consider the equation:

u(B)x(t) =

x(t-b)

(5.5.15)

Expanding the expressions t'(B), w(B) and <5(B) and using the estimates of the impulse
responses estimates of the coefficients 8\.... 8S and ui.... ur can be calculated.

uj = 0

for j < b

uj = <5iUj-i + .... + <5ruj-r + wo

for j=b

'Uj =

+ .... + Or^j-r + Wj-b

for j = b+1, .... ,b+s

Uj =

+ .... +

for j > b+s

Consider again the general transfer function model:

(5.5.16)

y(t) = KB)x(t) + n(t)
where
n(t) = VdN(t)

Using the preliminary estimates J'(B) of the transfer function, an estimate of the noise
series can be obtained by:

n(t)

(5.5.17)

=

y(t) — ^(B)x(t)

:=

y(t) - i'ox(t) - ^ix(t-l) - ^2x(t—2) - ....

Alternatively, ^(B) may be replaced by the tentative transfer function model
h(B)u(B). Thus

n(t) = y(t) - i-i(B)w(B)x(t-b)
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(5.5.18)

The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of n(t) are determined and
values for the orders of the AR and MA processes are chosen.

This modelling

procedure was outlined in section 5.4.1. Therefore the </>(B) and 0(B) functions for the
noise series are obtained to give:

</>(B)n(t) = 0(B)e(t)

(5.5.19)

5.5.6 Diagnostic checking

The next stage is to test the validity of the tentative models and identify those models
which are inadequate. It should be noted that more than one model may be used to
model the system accurately, but following Box and Jenkins’ idea of parsimony, the
model with the least number of parameters is chosen as the optimum model.

Initially the standard errors of the parameters are examined for significance using the
t—ratio, see section 5.4.4. The invertibility conditions of the model are then tested as
discussed by Patel [1975]. He was able to check the invertibility of a transfer matrix
by checking the invertibility of a lower order system. Several other tests are then used
to determine model inadequacies, some of which are:

1)

The autocorrelation function of the residuals e(t) from the fitted model, and

2)

The cross—correlations between the residuals e(t) and the pre—whitened input
series a(t).

The aim in the modelling procedure is to obtain a model which generates white noise.
Therefore the theoretical autocorrelation of the residuals and the cross—correlation of
the residuals and the inputs should be zero.
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Consider the original form of the general model:

(5.5.20)

iy(B)x(t) + ip(B)e(t)

Now suppose that an incorrect model is selected resulting in residuals eo(t), where

y(t)

=

z/0(B)x(t) + V'o(B)e0(t)

e0(t)

= ipo 1(B)[u(B) - u0(B)]x(t) + ip0 1(B)V'(B)e(t)

Then
(5.5.21)

The residual errors eo(t) will be autocorrelated and they will also be cross—correlated
with the prewhitened input series a(t), which suggests model inadequacy.

Now consider two cases:

1)

When the transfer function model is correct, but the noise model is incorrect.

2)

When the transfer function model is incorrect.

If ^o(B) = z'(B) but ^o(B) ^ V'(B), then the residual errors eo(t)’s would not be
correlated with the prewhitened input. The eo(t)’s would however be autocorrelated
and the form of the autocorrelation function could indicate the appropriate
modification of the noise model.

If the transfer function model was incorrect, i.e. z'o(B) ^ v(B), then the eo(t)’s would
not only be cross-correlated with the x(t)’s, but they would also be auto—correlated.
Whether or not the noise model was correct, the cross—correlation analysis would
indicate that the transfer function requires modification.
considering the model after prewhitening.
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This aspect is clarified by

If the input and the output are suitably

transformed so that the input resembles white noise, the model may be written as:

/?(t) = KB)a(t) + e(t)

(5.5.22)

where
/?(t) = 0(B)<H(B)y(t) and
e(t) = 0(B)0-i(B)n(t)

Now consider

e0(t)

=/3(t) - ^o(B)o:(t)
= KB) - ^o(B)]o(t) + e(t)

(5.5.23)

The cross—correlations between the eo(t)’s and the a(t)’s measure the discrepancy
between the correct and the incorrect impulse functions, as in :

Kk) - ^o(k) =

P

(k)cr
^
a

, k = 0, 1, 2, ....

(5.5.24)

Another test for identifying the significance of a tentative model is determining
whether a set of autocorrelations are significantly different from zero. This is based on
the portmanteau lack—of—fit test which was outlined in section 5.4.4. For the model to
be adequate, the Q statistic, which is defined in equation 5.5.25 should be normally
distributed as x2 with m—p—q degrees of freedom.

m
Q=n

2

r|e(k)

(5.5.25)

k=l
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where
Q = Box—Pierce chi—squared x2 statistic
n = the largest number of observations
m = the largest time lag considered
ree(k) = the autocorrelation of the residuals at lag k

Note that the degrees of freedom in %2 depends on the number of parameters in the
noise model but not on the number of parameters in the transfer model.

The model can also be checked by calculating the Box—Pierce statistic, known here as
S, for the cross—correlation of the prewhitened input a(t) and the residual error e(t).
For the model to be adequate, according to this test,

m
S = n l r^(k)

(5.5.26)

k=0

should be approximately distributed as x2 with m—(r+s) degrees of freedom.

Note

that the number of degrees of freedom is independent of the number of parameters
fitted to the noise model.

Those models which are then chosen as being optimum are used for forecasting future
values of the series, in this case electricity demand.

Even though the transfer function model can handle more than one input, the question
of cost versus benefit must be raised.

Econometricans during the 1960’s seemed to

think that the more complex their forecasting models, the more accurate they would
be. However this was found not to be the case, as was noted in the literature review in
section 5.2 with the statistically sophisticated methods not doing any better than the
simple methods.
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5.6 Outliers and the Use of Intervention Analysis

The development of the optimum model for a particular time series can be significantly
influenced by the existence of outliers which can cause serious biasing in estimating the
autoregressive and moving average parameters.

An outlier is an observation which

does not appear to be consistent with the rest of the data series and it would be useful
to employ models which reflected this fact. The outlier however may be a perfectly
valid observation, in which case the model for the time series will need to take it into
account. Intervention analysis is an extension of the Box—Jenkins method which is
used to cope with such changes in the underlying trend of the data. The objective is to
identify an appropriate model similar to a transfer function model and to estimate its
parameters. Box and Tiao [1965] and Pack [1965] considered a number of approaches
to quell the effects of aberrant observations, however their strategies did not cover all
circumstances.

In recent years Bell [1983] outlined an improved approach to the

identification problem for intervention modelling.

He described an algorithm for the

identification of three types of outliers in a time series.

These outliers can be

represented as intervention variables of the form: pulse, level shifts and seasonal
pulses.

In summary, the appropriate ARIMA model is developed for the time series under
analysis.

The residuals are used to identify the kind of intervention and the time

period of the intervention via an exhaustive computer-based trial procedure.

Tsay

[1986] outlined two modified models to describe the generating mechanism of an
outlier, namely an innovational outlier (10) model which can be regarded as a gross
error model and an additive outlier (AO) model which represents a disturbance on the
white noise.
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5.7 Discussion and Conclusions

A review of the different types for forecasting methods was carried out and it was
concluded that the Box—Jenkins approach was the best for modelling and forecasting
electricity demand on a medium-term basis.

The theory of time series modelling was then discussed. Initially univariate modelling
was addressed and procedures for transforming the data series were described.

The

various stages in the development of a model were then investigated, namely
identification, estimation and diagnostic checking.

The theory and the development procedures for the multivariate models, which is an
extension of univariate models with the inclusion of input variables, is then described.
Finally the identification of outliers and the use of intervention analysis to minimise
their effect is discussed.
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CHAPTER 6

UNIVARIATE MODELLING RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

The theory outlined in the previous chapter is now employed for developing both
univariate and multivariate models. Initially the software packages, namely Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences Extended version (SPSSx) and Autobox Plus (ABP),
which were used in the model development are discussed, highlighting the procedures
used for identifying the tentative models, the algorithms used in the estimation of
coefficients of the significant parameters and the criteria used in establishing the
adequacy of the chosen models.

The development of univariate models is described for different industrial groupings of
the two power utilities. Models are also developed for the total industrial demand of
the utilities and the resulting forecasts are compared with those obtained by combining
the forecasts from modelling the disaggregate data.

The inclusion of a working day

adjustment factor is considered which results in the development of more accurate
models.

One of the aims of the models is to obtain accurate forecasts of future

demand. Predictions for various lead times are examined and presented. The use of
intervention analysis to improve the existing models is also studied.

Due to the

constant variation and change of industrial electricity consumption, the optimum
window length required to develop efficient models is investigated and the variation of
the estimated coefficients of the parameters is also analysed.

A comparison is made on the 2 types of modelling approaches used to achieve forecasts,
namely the use of the total industrial data to develop a model and hence obtain
forecasts and a combination of the forecasts obtained from disaggregating industrial
consumers into similar groups. The developed models for the 2 utilities, based on the
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standard industrial classification codes, are compared and contrasted.

6.2 Software Packages Used for Modelling

The initial package which was used for the univariate modelling was a Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences Extended version (SPSSx). This was a non—automatic
package with identification, estimation, diagnostic checking and forecasting having to
be performed manually.

The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions

together with differencing are used to identify a tentative model. Then using initial
estimates, the final values of the coefficients of the parameters are estimated using
back forecasting, if required, and a non-linear least squares parameter estimation
algorithm.

The significance of the parameter coefficients can be obtained by

calculating the t—ratio using the coefficient value and the standard error of the
coefficient. If a coefficient is insignificant, that is if the estimated coefficient, Ci ± the
95% confidence limits includes zero,

ci — 2<j < 0 < Ci + 2cr

(6.2.1)

then that parameter is eliminated and the coefficient estimates are updated.

The

adequacy of the model is checked by calculating the Box—Pierce chi-square statistic,
see 5.4.4, and the autocorrelations of the residuals of the model.

If the residuals

resemble white noise, that is if no correlation at any lag is statistically significant from
zero, then the model can be used to represent accurately the time series. Then using
this model, forecasts can be made for future values of electricity demand.

The other package which was used in the development of univariate models of
electrical energy demand was Autobox Plus (ABP). This package also had the facility
for the development of transfer function models, which is a natural extension of the
univariate models and uses the same identification tools and estimation algorithms.
The package also had the advantage of using both an automatic or non—automatic
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modelling procedure.

The automatic procedure follows the same steps as the

non—automatic procedure except that the forecaster cannot interact with the procedure
until it is finished. With the non—automatic procedure, the skill and knowledge of the
forecaster can be used together with the modelling procedure to obtain the optimum
models. From a number of models which have been developed for different time series,
there has been no definite improvement in the models developed from a non—automatic
method to those developed from an automatic method. Therefore if it is necessary to
develop models for a number of time series, the automatic method would be more
appropriate.

The model building procedures of SPSSx and ABP use similar tools in model
development.

However since ABP was the package used most frequently, its

development procedure will now be briefly described.

The first stage of the procedure is the identification of a tentative model and this again
uses the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions.

From the correlation

plots it can be deduced whether the time series is stationary, one of the requirements
for Box—Jenkins modelling. If the series is non—stationary, then differencing is applied
to achieve a stationary series, see 5.4.1. The significant parameters of the tentative
model can then be identified from the correlation plots. If required, the series can be
transformed by a lambda (A) value to achieve stationarity in variance. The Box—Cox
test, Box and Cox [1964], which is used for determining the optimal lambda is more
accurate than simply eye—balling a graph.

The optimal lambda value is that value

which produces the lowest error sum of squares for that model.

The second stage of the model building process is the estimation of the coefficients in
the tentatively identified model. This package uses a non-linear parameter estimation
procedure based on the Marquardt algorithm, Norton [1986] and Marquardt [1963].
The procedure also makes use of the backcasting procedure described in section 5.4.3.
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The final stage of the model building process is the diagnostic checking and this
package considers the statistical significance of the estimated parameter coefficients
using the t—ratios, the invertibility of each factor by identifying that all the roots lie
outside the unit circle and the model sufficiency by analysing the residuals and testing
for white noise using the autocorrelation functions, Box and Jenkins [1970].

It is then possible to calculate forecasts for future values of the series with confidence
intervals giving a measure of the uncertainty in the forecasted values.

These

confidence limits are derived from the accuracy of the developed models for predicting
the actual values earlier in the series.

6.3 An Example Of Univariate Model Development

A similar modelling procedure is carried out for all the time series and also for the two
modelling packages. In this section, an example of a standard modelling procedure is
outlined for a typical time series.

The series which was arbitrarily chosen was the

textile industry in Northern Ireland and the monthly electricity consumptions, from
April 1981 to December 1990 are plotted in Figure 6.3.1. From this figure it can be
seen that there is a slight upward trend with a seasonal pattern. In order to obtain
more accuracy in the model development and to avoid overflow problems, the series is
scaled by a factor of 1.0E+07. This is carried out on all the series in question with
different scaling factors applied. Note that only the first 108 data points will be used
in the model development, with the other 9 used to show the accuracy of the model.

The first step in the model building process is to identify a tentative model for the
series. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions for the actual series
are shown in Figures 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. From the plots it can be seen that the series is
non—stationary with seasonality, since the autocorrelation coefficients die away
gradually as the lags increase with peaks at lags of 12 and 24. The significant partial
autocorrelations are at lag 1, 11 and 12 with some minor correlations at other lags.
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Monthly consumption plot of the textile industry
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Figure 6.3.2 Autocorrelation plot of the actual series of the textile industry
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Figure 6.3.3 Partial autocorrelation plot of the actual series of the textile industry
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Seasonal differencing is therefore applied to the series in order to remove the seasonal
trend, Figure 6.3.4, and the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the
differenced series are shown in Figures 6.3.5 and 6.3.6 respectively.

The significant

autocorrelation is at lag 3 and the significant partial autocorrelations are at lags 3 and
24. The first tentative model identified was a second order autoregressive model with
lags at 3 and 24, with the resultant model given in equation 6.3.1.

(1 - B12)(l - </>3B3)(l - 024B24)y(t) = e(t) + tc

(6.3.1)

where
03

= 0.524

a = 0.0832

024

=-0.44 3

a = 0.107

tc

= 0.0278

(7 = 0.0113

And the statistical parameters are:

Sum of squares of residuals = 0.829
R squared value = 0.841
AIC = -4.814
BIC = —4.739

The coefficients are all statistically significant and invertible. The autocorrelations of
the residuals are shown in Figure 6.3.7 and it can be seen that there is a significant
correlation at lag 12.

The next tentative model was an ARIMA process which included a seasonal moving
average term and is given in equation 6.3.2.

(1

_ B12)(l - 03B3)(1 - 024B24)y(t) = (l - 012Bi2)e(t) + tc
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(6.3.2)
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Figure 6.3.4 Seasonally differenced plot of consumption data for the textile industry
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Figure 6.3.5 Autocorrelation plot of the seasonally differenced series
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Figure 6.3.6 Partial autocorrelation plot of the seasonally differenced series
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Figure 6.3.7 Autocorrelation plot of the residuals for the first tentative model
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where
<p3

= 0.534

a = 0.083

024

=-0.474

£j= 0.113

6l2

= 0.635

(7 = 0.098

tc

= 0.0331

a = 0.0081

And the statistical parameters are:

Sum of squares of residuals = 0.672
R squared value = 0.871
AIC = -5.006
BIG = -4.907

The estimated coefficients are statistically significant, stationary and invertible. From
the statistical parameters, this model is more accurate than the previous one.

The

autocorrelations of the residuals are shown in Figure 6.3.8 and it can be seen that there
are no significant lags at 95% confidence limits. This model is adequate for the time
series, but another model was considered which did not include the seasonal
autoregressive term since the standard error of the estimated coefficient was high
compared to the other estimates, see equation 6.3.3.

(1

_

b12)(1

- 03B3)y(t) = (1 - 012Bi2)e(t) + tc

where
03

= 0.550

(7

= 0.084

0\2

= 0.920

(7

= 0.021

tc

= 0.0216

a =0.005
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(6.3.3)
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Figure 6.3.8 Autocorrelation plot of the residuals for the second tentative model
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Figure 6.3.9 Autocorrelation plot for the final model
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The statistical parameters are:

Sum of squares of residuals = 0.695
R squared value = 0.866
AIC = -4.99
BIC = -4.915

This model is considered to be the optimum one since the inclusion of a third
parameter, that is the seasonal autoregressive term, in the model does not significantly
improve its accuracy. The autocorrelation of the residuals for this model are shown in
Figure 6.3.9 and it can be seen that there are no significant correlations.

The next step is to obtain forecasts for the 9 months which were omitted in the model
development and compare these with the actual values. Table 6.3.1 shows the actual
and predicted values along with the 95% confidence limits. Note that all the values
must be multiplied by 1.0E+07 to obtain the real predicted values of consumption.

Time
Period

95% Lower
Confidence
Limit

Forecast
Value

95% Upper
Confidence
Limit

Actual
Value

Percentage
Error (%)

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

1.1848
1.3381
1.3462
0.8638
1.1881
1.2418
1.4570
1.4645
1.1960

1.3542
1.5075
1.5155
1.0568
1.3811
1.4348
1.6565
1.6641
1.3955

1.5235
1.6768
1.6849
1.2498
1.5741
1.6279
1.8560
1.8636
1.5950

1.3587
1.5866
1.5031
0.9960
1.4308
1.3314
1.7949
1.7494
1.3231

0.33
4.99
0.83
6.10
3.47
7.77
7.71
4.88
5.47

Table 6.3.1 Actual and Forecasted Values for the last 9 months of the textile industry

The percentage errors for the most recent 9 months data are from 0.33% at 1 month to
7.77% at 6 months ahead with an average percentage value of 4.62%. It is apparent
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that the most accurate prediction is achieved one step ahead with confidence limits of
12.5.%.

Figure 6.3.10 shows the actual and predicted consumption values on a one

step ahead basis together with the residuals for the textile industry from April April
1981 to December 1990 and forecasted consumption for the next 12 months up to
December 1991.

This is the procedure used for the development of univariate models in the rest of the
chapter, however only the final model will be quoted.

The two statistical parameters which are used to identify the efficiency and accuracy of
the developed models are the R squared (R2) value and the mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE). The R2 value, which has been adopted from regression analysis gives a
measure of how well predictions from a chosen model fit the actual data. The R2 value
lies between 0 and 1 and a true fit, that is when the predicted value equals the actual
value, gives an R2 value of 1.

R2

explained variation
total variation

J,(y(t)-y

)2

J.(y(t) -y

)2

(6.3.4)
U —

1

where
yi is the predicted value of yi, y\ is the actual value, y is the mean and n is the number
of data points.

The MAPE which is self explanatory is defined as:

n
MAPE =

lyi - yil

(6.3.5)

1

where the variables are the same as in equation 6.3.4.
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Consumption (GWh)

Actual
Predicted
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12

24

36

48

60

72

84

96

Months (beginning April 1981)

Figure 6.3.10 Actual and predicted values for the textile industry
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6.4 Univariate Models for the Industrial Sector of Northern Ireland Based on Standard
Industrial Classification Codes

The different industrial groupings for the Northern Ireland utility, based on standard
industrial classification codes, are given in Table 6.4.1.

In the development of the

optimum univariate models for these groups there are a number of different approaches
which can be taken. The models could be developed from a minimum amount of data
which would result in an inadequate model because the trend and seasonality, if there
were any, would not be established from such a short data set.

Another approach

would be to use a portion of the data to establish the model and then confirm the
model by using the rest of the data.

It is obvious that the more data used in the

development of a model, the more accurate the model will be, but there must come a
time when the addition of extra data does not significantly improve the model. In this
section a number of different modelling approaches are considered. Initially the first
half of the data is used to establish the model for the different industrial groups and
this model is then fitted to whole series. Then the second half of the data is used to
establish a model and again this is fitted to the whole series. Ideally, if the trends and
patterns in each of the series are constant throughout the length of the whole series,
then the models developed from the first and second halves of the data will be
identical, however in reality this is never the case. The optimum data window length
is then investigated together with parameter variation. Models are then developed for
each of the groups using all the data, except the last nine months which is used to
show the efficiency of the developed models. The monthly consumption plots for all
the groups are shown in Figures 4.3.2 to 4.3.19, pages 62 to 70.
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Group Number
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
Table 6.4.1

Type of Industry

Agriculture Forestry and Fishing
Energy and Water Supply Industries
Extraction of Minerals not elsewhere specified
Manufacture of Non—metallic Mineral Products
Chemical Industry
Metal Manufacturing and Man-Made Fibres
Manufacture of Metal Goods not elsewhere specified
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical, Electronic and Instrument Engineering
Manufacture of Motor Vehicles and other Transport Equipment
Food Industry
Drink and Tobacco Industry
Textile Industry
Leather, Footwear and Clothing Industries
Timber and Wooden Furniture Industries
Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products; Printing and Publishing
Processing of Rubber and Plastics and all other Manufacturing
Industries
Construction
Industrial groupings based on SIC codes

6.4.1 Univariate models using portions of the data

The billing data is available from April 1981 to December 1990, 117 data values in all,
and the first set of models is developed from the first 5 years data, that is from April
1981 to March 1986, 60 data values.

A similar model approach was used to that

described in section 6.3 and the resultant models are given in Table 6.4.2, with the
values of the various parameter coefficients given in Table 6.4.3. Each model structure
is referred to in Table 6.4.3 by its appropriate model number in Table 6.4.2.

The

consumption data for all the groups, with the exception of 4, 5, 6 and 17, were
seasonally differenced to achieve stationarity. The most common parameters in all the
groups were the autoregressive parameter at a lag of 3 and the seasonal moving average
parameter at a lag of 12.

This suggests a quarterly and a seasonal pattern are

significant for the majority of the groups. From the table it is also apparent that if a
model is not seasonally differenced then the mean is removed to enhance coefficient
estimations and if differenced then a constant term may be introduced. The R2 values
for most of the groups are above 0.73, with the exception of groups 4, 5, 6 and 12, see
Table 6.4.6.
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Model

1

(1 - ^2B2)(y(t)-y„,) = e(t)

2

(1 - </>2B2 - 03B3)(y(t) — ym) = (1 — s^iB12)e(t)

3

(1 - 02B2 - ^B3)(l - s0iB12)(y(t) - ym) = e(t)

4

(1 —B12)y(t) = (1 - 03B3)(1 - s^iB12 - s^2B24)e(t) + tc

5

(1 - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 —B12)y(t) = (1 - s^B12) + tc

6

(1 - ^jBi - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 —B12)y(t) = e(t) + tc

7

(1 - B12)y(t) = (1 - 02B2 -

8

(1 - ^3B3)(1 - B12)y(t) = (1 - <?iB)(l - sM12)e(t) + tc

03B3)e(t)

+ tc

ym = mean value
tc = trend constant

Table 6.4.2 Univariate models using the first half of the data for each of the SIC groups
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i—I

t—I

ci
H

The second half of the billing data for each of the groups was then used to develop
univariate models and these were in turn fitted to the whole series of each of the
respective groups. The most recent full 5 years was used, that is from April 1985 to
March 1990 again giving 60 data values. The optimum models are given in Table 6.4.4
and the estimated coefficients of the parameters are listed in Table 6.4.5.

In this

analysis there are more groups which are not differenced suggesting that some of the
series have not increased in the last 5 years. Eight groups are seasonally differenced
with one other group differenced using a degree of 1 and an order of 6, see model 6 in
Table 6.4.4. Again the most common parameters are the AR parameter at a lag of 3
and the MA parameter at a lag of 12, showing that the quarterly and annual seasonal
pattern are still significant. The R2 values for these models are, on the whole, much
less than those from the models developed for the first half of the data, with an
increase occurring in only 2 of the groups, namely non—metallic minerals (4) and
rubbers (17), see Table 6.4.6.

Model
1

(1 -

2

(1-s0iBi2)(y(t)-ym) = e(t)

3

(1 - s0iBl2)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - 03B3)e(t)

4

(1 -

5

(1 - <^iB2)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - s01B12)e(t) + tc

6

(1 - B6)y(t) = (1 - OiB - 03B3)(1 - 06B6)e(t)

7

(1 —B12)y(t) = (1 - 6lB - 03B3)e(t) + tc

8

(1 - <^Bi - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 —B12)y(t) = (1 - s^B12)e(t) + tc

9

(1 - B12)y(t) = (1 - 02B2 - 03B3 _ 06B6)e(t) + tc

10

- 02B2 - <^3B3)(y(t) - ym) = e(t)

- 02B2 - <^B3)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - 06B6)e(t)

+ tc

(1 - Bi2)(l - </>3B3)y(t) = (1 - 06B6)e(t) + tc
ym = mean value
tc = trend constant

Table 6.4.4 Univariate models using the second half of billing data for the SIC groups
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CD
3
crj

H

Group
Number
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
Table 6.4.6

R2 value
fist half)
0.755
0.859
0.733
0.153
0.691
0.543
0.875
0.9
0.898
0.834
0.91
0.68

0.876
0.907
0.786
0.928
0.835
0.884

R2 value
(2nd half!
0.502
0.154
0.713
0.448
0.206
0.338
0.79
0.773
0.817
0.57
0.594
0.495
0.837
0.834
0.529
0.858
0.927
0.832

A comparison of the R2 values of the of the models developed
from the 2 sets of data

When the 2 sets of models are compared on the basis of one month ahead predictions,
only groups 8, 9, and 16 have similar models with the models developed from the first
half of the data being more accurate than those developed from the second half of the
data. From this observation it can be concluded that the trends and patterns in the
industrial consumption data are continuously changing for the majority of groups.
Figure 6.4.1 shows a comparison of the two models developed for the timber industry
(15) which have been fitted to the whole time series. The second model, which was
derived from the second half of the data, resulted in an MAPS of 14.04% compared to
10.65% using the model developed from the first half of the data.

This increase in

prediction error using the model developed from the the second half of the data was
typical of the majority of industries with the exception of mechanical engineering (8),
the paper industry (16) and rubber processing (17), all which resulted in better
predictions when the second model was used. Since considerable variation is detected
using different data sets of the same series, it would be advantageous to identify the
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Figure 6.4.1

A comparison of the actual and predicted values from models
developed from the first and second halves of the data for the
timber industry
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optimum amount of data needed to develop the most efficient models for each of the
industrial groupings.

6.4.2 Optimum window length and parameter variation

The objective is to develop the optimum set of models for the disaggregate data and
from them obtain accurate forecasts of the future demand of electrical energy in the
industrial sector. Various window lengths, ranging from 3 years (36 points) to 8 years
(96 points) in steps of 12 are considered in this analysis. The different windows of data
extend back from March 1989, and the 1989 data is used to check the accuracy and
efficiency of the predictions from the models developed over the respective window
lengths. It is assumed that the optimum model is generated for the given data set on
the accuracy of the predictions and judged on the average percentage error of the
months in 1989. Table 6.4.7 shows the different window lengths which resulted in the
most accurate model for each of the different industrial groups.

Group Number

Years

3

5

7
9

8

X
X
X
X
X
X

10
11
12

X

13
14
15
16
17
18

X

Total

7

X
X

6
8

6

X

1
2

3
4
5

4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
4

2

0

5

4

3

Table 6.4.7 Optimum window length for each SIC grouping
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From the above table it can be seen the optimum data set for forecasting spans all the
years that were considered, that is from 3 to 8 years. Therefore no firm conclusion can
be drawn at this point on how much data gives the optimum window size.

As the size of the data windows varied it was noticed that the coefficients of the
parameters also varied. This was also the case when a window of constant size was
moved along the data set. The significant parameters were identified using 9 years of
data and the coefficients of the parameters were estimated using the respective amount
of data. This model was assumed to be the optimum and the parameters were held for
each of the different data windows and the coefficients of the respective parameters
were estimated. The variation in the coefficients of the parameters can be seen from
Figure 6.4.2(a) to 6.4.2(f) which were calculated for the paper industry (16).

The

seasonal moving average coefficient at lag 24 is reasonably constant, with the other
coefficients varying significantly with a short data window.

However, as the data

window increases, the variation of the coefficients is reduced. This would be expected
since the use of more data would mean that the system could be more accurately
identified and that more smoothing and averaging of the data could take place. Bunn
and Farmer [1985] also identified this instability in model coefficients as the data
window moved along and they concluded that it was due to the seasons. No account
has been taken of this variability in coefficient estimates and for the rest of the model
development 9 years data was used.

6.4.3 Optimum univariate models for the industrial sector based on SIC codes
Optimum models were developed for each of the industrial groups using 9 years data
and the accuracy of the models was shown by forecasting electricity demand for the
next nine months and comparing the predictions with the actual values.

All the

models were derived using one month ahead predictions and the forecasts for the most
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3 Year window

4 Year Window
Coefficent Value

Coefficient Value

Coefficients

Coefficients

—

AR1

AR1
-f-

-f- AR3

AR3
SAR12

SAR12
-0-

SMA24

-B-

SMA24

-X-

tc

-X-

tc

Starling Year

Starting Year

Figure 6.4.2(b) Parameter variation
using a 4 year window

Figure 6.4.2(a) Parameter variation
using a 3 year window
5 Year Window

6 Year Window

Coefficient Value

Coefficient Value

Coefficients

Coefficients

—- AR1
—I—

AR3
SAH12
■ti

-B- SMA24
-X-

-%r-

SAR12

-B-

SMA24

tc

Starting Year

Starting Year

Figure 6.4.2(d) Parameter variation
using a 6 year window

Figure 6.4.2(c) Parameter Variation
using a 5 year window
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8 Year window
7 Year window
Coefficient Value
Coeflicient Value

0.8

-

I

Coefficients

AR3

H

AR1

I

[

—

+

Coefficients

*

SAR12
-B- SMA24
-X- tc

Starting Year
Starting Year

Figure 6.4.2(f) Parameter variation
using an 8 year window

Figure 6.4.2(e) Parameter variation
using a 7 year window
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recent 9 months of the data were obtained by using previous predictions.

Equation

6.4.1 demonstrates the concept behind the one step ahead predictions:

y(t+l) = f(^ |t) + e(t)

(6.4.1)

The predicted value for y(t+l) is y(t+l) which is obtained from the model f(^) having
all the data values up to t, with e(t) as white noise also known as the random error.
Table 6.4.8 lists the 8 relevant models for all the industrial groups based on the SIC
codes and Table 6.4.9 gives the coefficients of the parameters together with the R2
values and the MAPE.
Model
1

(1 -

- ^2B2 - 03B3)(1 - s01Bi2)(y(t) - ym) = e(t)

2

(1 - s01B12)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - 02B2 - ^B3)e(t)

3

(1 - ^iB - ^>2B2 -

4

(i _ 02B2 _ ^3B3)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - 0,B)(1 - s9iB 12)e(t)

5

(1 - $2B2 - ^3B3)(1 - s01B12)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - 06B6)e(t)

6

(1 - ^3B3)(1 —B12)y(t) = (1 - 02B2)(1 - s^iB12)e(t) + tc

7

(1 - ^Bi - 02B2 - <^3B3)(1 - s01Bi2)(l —B12)y(t) = (1 - sM24)e(t) + tc

8

(1 - </)iBi - (£2B2 - <^3B3)(1 —B12)y(t) = (1 - s^B^t) + tc

- ym) - (1 - s^Bi2)e(t)

ym — mean value
tc = trend constant

Table 6.4.8

Optimum univariate models for the industrial groups, using 9 years
consumption data for the SIC groups

The models which were generated for all the groups show that the most common
significant parameters are the autoregressive parameter at lag 3, the seasonal
autoregressive parameter at lag 12 and the seasonal moving average parameter at lag
12, demonstrating that the consumption data for the majority of the groups have a
quarterly and a seasonal pattern.

Approximately half of the groups are seasonally
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differenced and those which are have a seasonal moving average parameter.

Those

groups which are not differenced contain a seasonal autoregressive parameter in the
model, with the exception of metals goods (6) and paper (16), which are differenced
and also contain a seasonal autoregressive parameter.

The R2 values in Table 6.4.9 range from 0.41 to 0.945, with the majority of the models
being above 0.75. The MAPE ranges from 12.9% to 5.4%, with the errors for all the
groups being reasonably well distributed between these 2 values. Note that the MAPE
can only be calculated for the data values for which actual values exist. It is therefore
used as a tool in this case to show the accuracy of the models. Figures 6.4.3 and 6.4.4
show plots for the actual and predicted consumption for the food industry (11) and
man-made fibres (6) which have the most efficient and inefficient models respectively.
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Figure 6.4.3

Actual and predicted consumption for the food industry from
April 1981 to March 1991
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Figure 6.4.4

Actual and predicted consumption for the man-made fibres
industry from April 1981 to March 1991
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The accuracy of these models for forecasting future demand are shown in Table 6.4.10
and it can be seen that the average percentage error (APE) varies from 3.4% for food
(11) to 21% for timber (15). However for those groups which are the most significant
consumers of electricity the APE is small, for example food (11) and textiles (13). The
percentage error is calculated from the difference between the actual and the predicted
values and taken as a percentage of the actual value for the most recent 9 months, that
is from April 1990 to December 1990:

9
^

Average Percentage Error (APE) =

| y(i) — y(i) |

(6.4.2)

i=l

Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
Table 6.4.10

APE(%)

Group

APE(%)

Group

APE(%)

11.9
10.3
3.7
14.2
14.1
8.8

7
8
9
10
11
12

5.4
8.4
5.5
11.7
3.4
8.5

13
14
15
16
17
18

4.6
4.6
21.0
12.0
7.2
11.7

Average percentage error for the forecasted demand from April
1990 to December 1990

6.4.5 Data adjustment for working days and moveable holidays

The models developed in the last section utilised monthly billing data records and the
electricity consumption was therefore the total electrical energy consumed by the
respective industrial groups between the metering times at the end of the month.
These models have assumed that industry has approximately the same demand for
electricity 7 days per week.

However, there is a cyclical change in the number of

working days per month as the number of weekends vary in each month from year to
year.

Therefore in order to investigate the effect of this cyclical change it was

proposed that the majority of industry in Northern Ireland worked 5 days per week.
Another cyclical affect which could also be considered is the Easter holidays. All the
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other holidays which are taken, occur within the same month each year and are
therefore assumed to be taken into account in the modelling. However Easter, which is
a moveable holiday can occur in either March or April, depending on the lunar seasons.
Makridakis [1983] recognised this problem and proposed an adjustment which is often
referred to as trading day adjustment. Cleveland [1982] also realised the problems of
monthly data due to the changing month length and holidays.

It was necessary to

remove these cyclical changes in order to get an accurate assessment of the way in
which electricity is consumed on a monthly basis. Therefore the effects of the working
days and the moveable holiday were taken into consideration and the data was
transformed accordingly.

The transformed data was known as the working day

adjusted (WDA) data.

The WDA data was obtained by dividing the actual

consumption data by the number of working days in the month. The resultant data
was the average daily consumption for each month and this data was used to develop a
further set of models with the aim of updating the already existing models.

The

predictions obtained from the WDA data are then converted back to actual monthly
data by multiplying them by the number of working days in the respective months.
The resultant models are shown in Table 6.4.11 and the coefficients of the parameters
given in Table 6.4.12. As in Table 6.4.9 the most common significant parameters are
the autoregressive at lag 3, the seasonal autoregressive and the seasonal moving
average at lag 12. There is also an increasing use of the autoregressive parameter at
lag 2 showing the increasing significance of a bi—monthly pattern. When the R2 values
in the table are compared with the R2 values in Table 6.4.8 an obvious increase in the
parameter is observed.

A comparison is also made of the models developed from the actual data and from the
WDA data. The MAPE is used to show the accuracy of the models, see Table 6.4.13.
From this table it can be seen that for all but 2 of the models the MAPE decreased
using of WDA data, with a slight increase for non—metallic minerals (4) and chemicals
(5). It is therefore apparent that the models derived from the WDA data result in
superior models overall. This implies that the actual time of the meter reading relative
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to holidays and weekends is important.

Note that all future models in addition to

being based on 9 years of data, will use WDA data unless otherwise stated.

Model

1

(1 -

- <^B2 - 03B3)(1 - s^iBi2)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - s0iBi2)e(t)

2

(1 02B2)(1 - s^Bi2)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - 03B3)e(t)

3

(1 -s01B12)(y(t) -y,,,) = e(t)

4

(1 - 02B2 - </)3B3)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - s^iB12)e(t)

5

(1 0iBi)(l - s</i1Bi2)(y(t) — ym) = e(t)

6

(1 - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 - s01Bi2)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - ^6B6)e(t)

7

(1 -

8

(1 - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 - S0,B12)(1 -Bi2)y(t) = (1 - s^B24)e(t) + tc

9

(1 - s0iB12)(1 -Bi2)y(t) = (1 - ^3B3)e(t) + tc

(f>xB -

02B2 - <^3B3)(1 -Bi2)y(t) = (1 - s01Bl2)e(t) + tc

10

(1 -Bi2)y(t) = (1 - 01B - (?3B3)(1 - s^iBi2)e(t) + tc

11

(1 - s0lB12)(l -B12)y(t) = (1 - sM24)e(t) + tc
ym = mean value
tc = trend constant

Table 6.4.11

Optimum univariate models developed from the WDA data for
the SIC groups
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c5

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Table 6.4.13

MAPE for
Actual data
(%)
8.2
8.7
7.3
9.5
8.5
12.9
8.4
7.5
8.2
8.5
5.5
7.7
6.6
7.3
7.9
5.4
11.4
9.2

MAPE for
WDA data
(%)
7.7
8.0
6.1
10.8
8.7
12.9
6.7
7.3
6.4
7.4
4.7
7.3
4.7
5.4
7.1
4.9
7.1
8.6

Comparison of the MATE of models developed from actual data
and WDA data

6.5 Univariate Models for the Industrial Sector of Northern Ireland Based on Tariff
Codes

Another type of disaggregation investigated in chapter 4 was the grouping of industries
with similar tariff codes.

There were 6 different tariff codes which existed for the

industrial consumers, see Table 6.5.1, and the monthly consumption plots of these
tariff codes can be seen in Figures 4.3.20 to 4.3.25, pages 72 to 74.
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Group Number
1
2

3
4
5
6

Table 6.5.1

Tariff Code

Tariffs 3.1 and 3.2 (Quarterly tariffs)
Tariffs 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 (Off-peak tariffs)
Tariff 5 (Monthly seasonal maximum demand tariff for low
voltage consumers)
Tariff 6 (Monthly seasonal maximum demand tariff for high
voltage consumers)
Tariff 7 (Seasonal time—of—day tariff for low voltage consumers)
Tariff 8 (Seasonal time—of—day tariff for high voltage consumers)
Grouping of industrial consumers based on tariff codes

The seasonal time—of—day (STOD) tariff which was introduced in April 1988 is the
most recent industrial tariff. From Figure 4.3.24 it can be seen that the low voltage
STOD tariff, Tariff 7, has been growing constantly since its introduction.

However

Tariff 8, which is for high voltage consumers, has not made the same impact. Because
the number of data points which exist for Tariffs 7 and 8 only span a 2 year period,
then there would not be great confidence in forecasts made from the derived models of
such a short data set. These tariffs are therefore combined with their respective low
and high voltage seasonal maximum demand tariffs, 5 and 6, from which the
appropriate univariate models are developed. This resulted in models being developed
for 4 groups, namely the quarterly tariffs, the off-peak tariffs and the low and high
voltage tariffs. The optimum model for each tariff group is shown in Table 6.5.2 and
the coefficients of the parameters are listed in Table 6.5.3. The significant parameters
for these models range from autoregressive parameters of lag 1 to moving average
parameters of lag 24, with no dominant parameters in any of the models.

The R2

values for 3 of the models are above 0.87, with the model for group 3, low voltage
tariffs, giving a value of 0.74.

Figures 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 show plots of the actual and

predicted consumption values for the off-peak tariffs (4) and low voltage tariffs (5 and
7) respectively.
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Tariff Group
1

Quarterly (3)

(1 - (hB - <£2B2)(1 - s01Bi2)(y(t) _ ym) = e(t)

2

Off-peak (4)

(1 -Bi2)y(t) = (1 - 0XB - tf2B2)(l - gfljB 12)e(t) + tc

3

Low voltage (5, 7)

(1 -Bi2)y(t) = (1 - 0XB - 02B2)e(t) + tc

4

High voltage (6, 8)

(1 - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 -B12)y(t) = (1 - s02B24)e(t)
ym = mean value
tc = trend constant

Table 6.5.2

Optimum univariate models for the tariff codes
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Figure 6.5.1

Actual and predicted consumption for the off-peak tariff from
April 1981 to March 1991
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6.5.2

Actual and predicted consumption for the low voltage tariffs from
April 1981 to March 1991
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6.6 Univariate Models for the Industrial Sector of Northern Ireland Based on
Geographical Location

The final type of disaggregation considered was based on the geographical location of
the industries.

This type of disaggregation was used by Dodds [1988] and Bridges

[1989] as a means of disaggregating domestic consumers. Fourteen groups in all were
identified, see Table 6.6.1, and models were developed for each of them. Plots for the
various groups are shown in Figures 4.4.26 to 4.4.39, pages 76 to 82. Table 6.6.2 shows
the 7 models which described the 14 groups and Table 6.6.3 gives a listing of the
coefficients of the parameters for the respective groups. The most common parameters
for this type of disaggregation were autoregressive parameters of lags 2 and 3 and a
moving average parameter of lag 12.

This showed that a bi-monthly as well as a

seasonal pattern existed in most of the groups.

Those groups which did not have a

bi-monthly trend had a quarterly pattern instead, with the exception of group 9 who
had both bi-monthly and quarterly parameters in the model. The R2 values for the
majority of the models are above 0.8 with 4 others ranging from 0.6 to 0.8. The one
exception is group 13, Carrickfergus and Ballyclare, which has an R2 value of 0.124.
This low R2 value is apparent when the plot of group 13 is considered and it is
appreciated that it is a difficult group to model. Figures 6.6.1 and 6.6.2 are plots of
the actual and predicted consumption values for Down (2) and Lisburn (4).
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Group Number

Geographical Location

North Down and Ards Peninsula
Down
Newry and Mourne
Lisburn
Craigavon and Banbridge
Armagh and Dungannon
Cookstown and Omagh
Fermanagh
Strabane and Londonderry
Limavady and Coleraine
Bushmills and Magherafelt
Ballymena and Antrim
Carrickfergus and Ballyclare
Belfast (Greater)

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
Table 6.6.1

Groupings of the geographical locations

Model

1

(1 - <foB3)(l - s01Bi2)(y(t) - ym) = e(t)

2

(l-01B-02B2)(y(t)-ym) = e(t)

3

(1-s<^1Bi2)(y(t)-ym) = e(t)

4

(1 - </>3B3)(l -B12)y(t) = (1 - ,0,612)6(1) + tc

5

(1 -Bi2)y(t) = (1 - 0,B - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 - s0,Bi2)e(t) + tc

6

(1 - 0,B - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 —Bi2)y(t) = (1 - S0,B12 - s02B24)e(t) + tc

7

(1 - 02B2)(1-Bi2)y(t) = e(t) + tc
ym = mean value
tc = trend constant

Table 6.6.2

Optimum univariate models for the different geographical locations
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Figure 6.6.1

Actual and predicted consumption for Down from April 1981 to
March 1991
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Figure 6.6.2

Actual and predicted consumption for Lisburn from April 1981 to
March 1991
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6.7 Univariate Models for the Industrial Sector of the New Zealand Power Board

Univariate models were developed for the 8 industrial groups which were discussed in
chapter 4 and which are identified in Table 6.7.1. The same amount of data was used
for the development of models for the New Zealand power board as was used for the
power utility in Northern Ireland, which was 9 years consumption data from April
1981 to March 1990. The plots of the monthly consumptions for the various groups,
from April 1981 to March 1990 are shown in Figures 4.5.2 to 4.5.9, pages 89 to 92.
Univariate models derived from both unadjusted and WDA data were developed and
again it was found that the WDA data generated better models. The optimum models
are given in Table 6.7.2, with the coefficients of the parameters listed in Table 6.7.3.

The most common parameters in the models are the autoregressive at lag 1 and the
moving average at lag 12, with the most common form of differencing being first degree
seasonal differencing. This showed that there is a significant correlation between data
values at a lag of 1 and also a seasonal pattern in the majority of the groupings. The
R2 values range from 0.65 to 0.875, with the exception of 0.463 for group 1,
non—metallic mineral products. Figures 6.7.1 and 6.7.2 show plots of the actual and
predicted consumption values for the metal (2) and food (5) industries.

Group Number

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

Table 6.7.1

Type of Industry

Manufacture of Non—metallic Mineral Products
Metal Manufacturing
Manufacture of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment
Manufacture of Chemicals and Chemical Products
Food Industry
Manufacture of Textiles, Leather and Rubber Products
Manufacture of Wood, Paper and Pulp Products
Other Manufacturing Industries
Industrial groups in the New Zealand power board
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Model

1

(1 - ^4B4)(y(t)-ym) = e(t)

2

(1 - 01B)(1 - s0iBi2)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - ^B3)e(t)

3

(1 - 0jB - ^3B3)(1 - s^iBi2)(y(t) - ym) = e(t)

4

(1 -

5

(1 - </>iB)(l - s0iBi2)(l - Bi2)y(t) = (1 - s02B24)e(t) + tc

6

(1 - B)(l - Bi2)y(t) = (1 - M)(l - s^iB12)e(t) + tc

- ^2B2)(1 - Bi2)y(t) = (1 - s01B12)e(t) + tc

ym = mean value
tc = trend constant

Table 6.7.2

Groun
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Optimum univariate models for the industrial consumers of the New
Zealand power board

(j)7

(pi

d>i

0.226
0.64 0.237
0.641
0.384
0.284 0.309
0.187
0.671
0.423

Table 6.7.3

S01

•iO?

Ih

ym/tc

R2

1353.2 0.463
0.805
0.674
0.733
-110
0.875
0.804
-0.157
202180 0.742
1163.5 0.806
0.923
-0.272
1401.9 0.72
-0.995
0.897
0.659
0.933
0.931
0.933

Model
1
4
4
6
2
4
3
5

ARIMA coefficients of the parameters of the models developed for the
New Zealand power board
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Figure 6.7.1

Actual and predicted consumption for the metal manufacturing
industry in the New Zealand power board from April 1981 to
March 1990
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Figure 6.7.2

Actual and predicted consumption for the food industry in the
New Zealand power board from April 1981 to March 1990
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6.8 A Comparison of Aggregate and Disaggregate Models

The aim of using a disaggregate approach in analysing the demand of electricity for the
industrial sector, is not only to establish how the different types of industrial groupings
consume electricity, but also to obtain more accuarate forecasts of future predictions.
These future predictions are obtained by using the principle of superposition to
combine the predictions obtained from the models of the disaggregate data. Initially,
models are developed for the total unadjusted consumption data and also the WDA
data for the Northern Ireland power utility. The R2 values and MAPEs from these
models are then compared with the values obtained by combining the predictions from
the different types of disaggregations. A similar investigation is then carried out for
the New Zealand power board.

The univariate model which was derived for the total (aggregate) unadjusted
consumption data of the Northern Ireland utility is given in equation 6.8.1.

(1 — B12)y(t) = (1-M-- 03B3)(1 -s02B24)e(t) + tc
where
0,

= 0.493

a = 0.0812

R2 value

= 0.866

0,

= -0.345

a = 0.0798

MAPE

= 4.91%

= 0.903

(j= 0.0212

MSE

= 5.57E+13

S^2

tc

= 3751700

The model for the WDA total consumption data was then developed and is given in
equation 6.8.2.

(1 - B12)y(t) = (1 -

- 03B2)(1 - s0iB12)e(t) + tc

where
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(6.8.2)

01

= 0.37

07,

= -0.223

S01

= 0.264

tc

= 162710

R2 value

= 0.843

a= 0.097

MAPE

= 3.87%

a = 0.102

MSE

= 4.421E+13

0.0965

Table 6.8.1 shows a comparison of the predictions using total consumption data, both
unadjusted and WDA, and also the different types of disaggregation using WDA data.

MAPE (%)
Total ^aggregate! unadjusted consumption data
Total (aggregate) WDA consumption data
Disaggregated unadjusted consumption data (SIC)
Disaggregated WDA consumption data (SIC)
Disaggregated WDA consumption data (Tariff)
Disaggregated WDA consumption data (Geographical)
Table 6.8.1

4.91
3.87
4.67
3.71
4.13
4.04

A comparison of predictions for one month ahead using total data
and different types of disaggregation

From the above table it is apparent that the model developed from the WDA data
gave a better MAPE than the one derived from the unadjusted data.

The

improvement in the MAPE was 1.04%, which was a reduction in relative terms of
12.6%.

When the predictions from the different types of disaggregation are compared it is
obvious that the best type of disaggregation is based on SIC codes, which gave MAPE
of 3.71%.

From these results it is apparent that the optimum predictions are obtained from the
combination of the predictions from the disaggregate models using WDA data. The
improvement in these predictions compared to those obtained from the aggregate
model using unadjusted data was 1.2%, which in relative terms was a reduction of
24.4%. Figure 6.8.1 shows the predictions obtained from the model of the total data
using unadjusted data and those obtained from combining the predictions of the
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Figure 6.8.1

Actual consumption values and the predictions from the total and
disaggregate modelling approaches
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Figure 6.8.2

Residuals of the total and disaggregate modelling approaches
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dissaggregate models using WDA data, with Figure 6.8.2 showing the errors of the 2
sets of predictions. From the error plot it can be seen that the amplitude oscillation of
the residuals about zero is less for the disaggregate predictions than the aggregate ones,
with the exception of points 69 and 70, which are December 1986 and January 1987.
These 2 large errors are possibly due to a change in the time the meters are read at
Christmas, resulting in the actual consumption in December being more than was
predicted.

In a similar manner, a model was developed for the total industrial consumption data
of the New Zealand power board, and the forecasts were compared to those obtained
from combining the predictions from the disaggregate models based on industrial
classification codes. The optimum model for the total data, using WDA data, is given
in equation 6.8.3.

(1 - ^3B3)(1 - Bi2)y(t) = (1 - sM12)e(t) + tc

(6.8.3)

where
0s= 0.296

(7 = 0.0852

R2 value

= 0.80

s0!

= 0.927

(r = 0.0217

MAPE

= 6.36%

tc

= 3453.8

a = 0.00378

MSE

= 2.736E+11

When the predictions from the disaggregate models are combined the MAPE is 6.42%.
This shows a slight increase in MAPE of 0.06%, in relative terms 0.94% . Figure 6.8.3
shows the predictions obtained from the model developed for the total data and also
the combination of the predictions from the disaggregate models and Figure 6.8.4
shows the residuals of the respective predictions. From the residual plot it can be seen
that the errors from the disaggregate approach have, on average, a larger amplitude of
oscillation than those from the predictions of the model developed for the total data.

These results show that modelling the total data series, instead of using the
disaggregate approach, yields more accurate forecasts. A possible explanation of this
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Figure 6.8.3

Actual and predicted consumption values from the total and
disaggregate modelling approaches for the New Zealand power
board
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Figure 6.8.4

Residuals of the total and disaggregate modelling approaches for
the New Zealand power board
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could be due to the size of the sample.

The New Zealand power board under

consideration has only 33 industrial consumers with some of the groups having only
one consumer. With only one consumer, the abnormalities in its consumption data are
unfairly reflected as the typical trend for that particular type of industry.

It can

therefore be concluded that the predictions for future electricity demand of the New
Zealand power board can be adequately achieved by the modelling of the total WDA
consumption data.

In this section it has been demonstrated that for a sufficiently large sample, more
accurate predictions can be obtained by combining forecasts from models developed for
the disaggregate data based on SIC codes.

6.9 Confidence Limits and Model Credibility

The R2 value, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the mean squared error
(MSE) have been used in the last two sections as a means of assessing the accuracy and
efficiency of the developed models and the resultant consumption predictions. Another
statistical parameter which is used in determining the efficiency of a model is the
standard error, which gives the 95% confidence limits.

This means one is 95%

confident that the actual value will lie within the stated limits, that is the predicted
value ± 95% confidence limits, Chatfield [1970] and Stuart and Kendall [1979].
Therefore an accurate model will have small confidence limits, for example the paper
industry (16), and inaccurate models will have large limits, for example man-made
fibres (6).

Table 6.9.1 shows the 95% confidence limits for each of the industrial

groups of the Northern Ireland power utility, based on SIC groups, using a 1 month
ahead forecast. The confidence limits for longer lead-times would naturally increase
the confidence limits as more probability is introduced into the predictions, see section
6.10. Figure 6.9.1 shows the confidence limits (10.8%) for the textile industry (13),
where the predictions are on a one month ahead basis. There are 5 values which are
outside the 95% limits which is 5% of the total series.
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Figure 6.9.1

Actual and predicted consumption together with the 95%
confidence limits for the textile industry from April 1981 to
March 1990
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Group Number

95% Confidence Limit (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

14.7
21.7
13.1
18.5
20.4
26.2
16.8
14.1
13.9
18.0
10.8
18.9
10.8
11.8
12.7
7.2
12.6
16.3

Total

9.3

Table 6.9.1

95% confidence limits as a percentage of the actual data values which
exist for one month ahead forecasts for the SIC groups of the
Northern Ireland power Utility-

Having checked the confidence limits of the forecasts, it was then appropriate to check
the reliability of the forecasts for the most recent 9 months’ consumption data, that is
from April 1990 to December 1990.

Forecasts for this period were made using the

existing models and then compared with the actual values. The average percentage
error for the 9 months ranged from 2.15% for group 13, the textile industry, to 14.1%
for group 18, the construction industry. The forecasting confidence of the predictions
derived from the aggregate and the combination of the disaggregate models were then
investigated and are shown in Table 6.9.2. Forecasts were made for each of the months
using the forecasts from the previous months, so that in effect the forecast made for the
last month, December, was a 9 month ahead prediction for the preceeding April.

Initially the forecasts derived from the aggregate model of the unadjusted data were
considered and it was found that they yielded an average prediction error (APE) of
4.5% over the 9 months, see Table 6.9.2. The forecasts from the aggregate model of
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the WDA data were then studied and they gave an APE of 1.77%. The prediction
errors for the 3 types of disaggregation, using the WDA data, were then investigated
and gave an APE of 2.56% for the SIC code grouping, 2.56% for the geographical
location grouping and 3.1% for the tariff code grouping. Forecasts were obtained from
the aggregate and disaggregate models for other sets of data, up to 18 months ahead,
over the relevant time period and in all cases the aggregate forecasts gave on average
better predictions. From this analysis it was concluded that the model developed from
the total WDA data resulted in the best forecasts for lead times greater than 1.
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6.10 Forecasts for Different Lead Times

Forecasts of future demand can be made using different lead times, with the optimum
forecast most likely coming from the shortest lead time. This means that all the actual
data values exist up to date and a prediction can be made for the next month.

If

however forecasts are required for more than one step ahead, then it is necessary to use
previous forecasts to achieve predictions of future demand. Consider the model

y(t) = 0iy(t-i) + ^2y(t-2) + e(t)

(6.10.1)

where the predicted value y(t) is obtained from all the data values up to date, also
stated as y(t 11—1). Then prediction for t+1 will be:

y(t+l) = 0iy(t) + <£2y(t-l) + e(t)

(6.10.2)

which includes the predicted value y(t). Therefore the inclusion of the prediction, y(t),
whose actual value is not known decreases the probability of an accurate prediction
and increases the confidence limits of y(t+l). This will also be the case for y(t+2),
y(t+3) et cetera with the confidence limits continually increasing.

The predictions for different lead times are shown in Figure 6.10.1 for group 14, the
leather, footwear and clothing industries, whose model contains AR amd MA terms,
equation 6.10.3.

(1 - <t>xB - </>2B - 03B3)(1 - B12)y(t) = (1 - s0iBi2)e(t)

The MAPS for these different lead times are:
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(6.10.3)

Consumption (GWh)
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Figure 6.10.1

Actual and predicted consumption for different lead times for the
leather industry from April 1981 to March 1990
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Lead Time
(Months)

MATE (%)

1
2

5.43

3

7.12
7.63
8.55

6.6

6
12

From Figure 6.10.1 and the above results it is apparent that the optimum lead time is
1, confirming the initial hypothesis, and as the lead time increases the prediction error
increases with the confidence of the predictions decreasing.

Forecasts for different lead times for the total industrial data were obtained from the
aggregate model and from combining the predictions from the different industrial
groupings, based on SIC codes.

Table 6.10.1 shows the change in MAPE of the

aggregate and disaggregate predictions as the lead time is increased. Again it can be
seen that the errors in the forecasts increase as the lead time increases with the
aggregate model giving the better forecasts for lead times greater than one.

Lead Time
(Months')
1
2
3
4
5
6
Table 6.10.1

Aggregate
MAPE ('%')

Disaggregate
MAPE (%)

3.91
3.91
3.91
4.2
4.35
4.34

3.6
3.99
3.99
5.1
6.1
10.56

A comparison of the forecasts for the total industrial sector for
different lead times from aggregate and disaggregate models

6.11 The Use Of Intervention Analysis For Model Development

The identification of outliers in data sets can be a useful tool in improving the already
existing univariate models. In the past, if a portion of the data set looked out of place
with the rest of the set, see Figure 4.5.8 which is a monthly consumption plot for the
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timber industry, then the portion would be ignored in the development of a univariate
model. However there may be an overall demand step in consumption which may still
have the same seasonal structure and therefore disregarding data prior to this would
not permit a model of high confidence to be developed. Autobox Plus (ABP) includes
a routine for the consideration of outliers as discussed briefly in section 5.6. Initially
an ARIMA model is developed for the data set, since Reilly [1990] found from
experience

that

’interrupted

time

series’

are

often

over—differenced

with

correspondingly incorrect ARIMA model identification. The residuals from this model
are then used as the independent variables in a sequence of multiple regressions in
order to identify the number, nature and starting point of potential outliers. Having
identified the possible interventions, the initial ARIMA model is used as a tentative
noise model in a transfer function model, see equation 6.11.1, where the output series is
the initially modelled data set and the input series are the potential interventions that
were detected.

y(t) = u(B)x(t) +

e(t)

(6.11.1)

where
y(t)

= output series

x(t)

= input series

u(B)

= impulse response weights

e(t)

= white noise

0(B) and 0(B) are the polynomials of the noise model

Bell [1983] described in detail the routine used in ABP for the detection of potential
outliers in a time series. An example of the intervention analysis which is used in ABP
is now given. Consider the leather industry (14), of the Northern Ireland power utility
where the optimum univariate model is:

(1 - (p{B - 02B2 - 0B3)(1 - Bi2)y(t) = (1 - s^Bi2)e(t)
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(6.11.2)

where

01=0.195

R2 value = 0.911

02 = 0.359
03 = 0.328
s0! = 0.41

Intervention was then applied and 4 potential outliers were identified. The different
type of outliers are:

1) Pulse Variable—

a single pulse at the time period of intervention.

2) Step Variable—

a single step at the time period of intervention.

3) Seasonal Pulse—

pulses at the time period of intervention and every 12
periods following that period.

The potential interventions are at:

Time period
70
85
69
97

Type
3
2
3
1

Intervention

(seasonal)
(step)
(seasonal)
(pulse)

Xi

X2
X3
X4

The resultant noise model is:

(1 + 0.559B)y(t) = (1 - 0.9Bi2)e(t)

and the transfer function model is:
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(6.11.3)

(1 - B)(l - Bi2)y(t) = (1 - B)(l - B12)(—O^lX^t))
+ (1 - B)(l - B12)(—0.302X2(t)) + (1 - B)(l - B12)(0.236X3(t))
+ (1 - B)(l - B12)(0.133X4(t)) + ((1 - 0.901B12)e(t)/(l + 0.599B)

(6.11.4)

The R2 value of the above model was 0.963 which was better than the R2 value of the
univariate model which was 0.869, and the MAPE was reduced from 5.4% to 3.4%.
The intervention technique was applied to all the groups, based on the SIC codes, of
the two utilities. The R2 values and MAPEs of the intervention models are compared
with those of the univariate models for the two utilities and can be seen in Tables
6.11.1 and 6.11.2.

For all the groups, the R2 values increased when intervention is

employed, with the exception of the paper industry (16) of the Northern Ireland (NI)
power utility and the non—metallic minerals (1) of the New Zealand (NZ) power utility
and all the MAPEs decreased.

The significant increases in the R2 value for the

Northern Ireland (NI) utility are in energy (2), non—metallic minerals (4), chemicals
(5), and man-made fibres (6), and for timber (7) in the NZ utility. No outliers were
found for drink and tobacco (12) in the NI utility.

The decrease in MAPE when

intervention was employed in the industrial groups of the NI utility ranged from 0.5%
to 2%, with greater reductions for non—metallic minerals (4) and man-made fibres (6).
Various combinations of data points were identified as outliers in the different
industrial sectors, with a maximum of 5 data points in any one series, but the points
which were most common were 69 and 70 which were classified as seasonal pulses.
These outliers resulted from the meters around Christmas in 1986 being read at a
different time than usual.

Significant reductions in MAPE were obtained when

intervention was applied to the NZ board as can be seen from Table 6.11.2.
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Northern Ireland Power Utility

Grouo

Univariate
R2 value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.697
0.535
0.778
0.663
0.512
0.497
0.859
0.858
0.731
0.805
0.72
0.883
0.911
0.869
0.869
0.954
0.845
0.868

Table 6.11.1

MAPE
7.7
8.0
6.1
10.8
8.7
12.9
6.7
7.3
6.4
7.4
4.7
7.3
4.7
5.4
7.1
4.9
7.1
8.6

Intervention
R2 value
0.84
0.81
0.84
0.854
0.767
0.657
0.952
0.87
0.956
0.861
0.912

MAPE
5.1
5.8
4.9
6.1
6.3
9.4
4.2
5.3
4.4
5.3
3.3

—

—

0.92
0.963
0.859
0.926
0.892
0.923

4.0
3.4
6.6
4.2
5.7
7.3

A comparison of the R2 values for the univariate and intervention
models for the Northern Ireland power utility

New Zealand Power Utility

Group

Univariate
R2 value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Table 6.11.2

0.463
0.805
0.674
0.87
0.74
0.806
0.72
0.66

Intervention
MAPE R2 value
21.9
12.8
10.6
10.3
08.3
08.5
17.3
10.9

0.315
0.842
0.762
0.921
0.787
0.84
0.902
0.688

MAPE
16.9
9.1
7.43
—

7.5
5.7
10.9
8.63

A comparison of the R2 values for the univariate and intervention
models for the New Zealand power utility

A comparison was then made between the predictions obtained from the model derived
using the total consumption data and those obtained by combining the forecasts of the
different industrial groups based on SIC codes for the Northern Ireland power utility,
using both univariate and intervention analysis.
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MAPE
No intervention
Aggregate forecasts
Disaggregate forecasts

3.87
3.71

Intervention
Aggregate forecasts
Disaggregate forecasts

3.4
2.9

Table 6.11.3

(%)

A comparison of forecasts for the industrial sector using
univariate and intervention models

From Table 6.11.3 it can be seen that more accurate forecasts for the industrial sector
are obtained when intervention analysis is used, both for the aggregate predictions and
the combination of the disaggregate predictions.

From the combination of the

disaggregate predictions there was a reduction in MAPE of 0.97, which is 25% in
relative terms. Figure 6.11.1 shows the predictions on a one month ahead basis for the
total WDA consumption data with and without the inclusion of intervention and
Figure 6.11.2 compares the errors from the two sets of predictions. From the error plot
it can be seen that, on average the errors from the intervention model are much
smaller and the two significant errors, at 69 and 70, have been practically eliminated.
From these results it is apparent that the use of intervention analysis plays a
significant part in the refinement of univariate models used to forecast electricity
demand in the industrial sector and the combination of the predictions from the
disaggregate models yields more accurate overall predictions.

When the predictions

from the combination of the disaggregate models were compared with the predictions
from the original model, using the total unadjusted consumption data, a reduction in
MAPE from 4.9% to 2.9% resulted, which in relative terms is a 40% reduction.

The use of intervention analysis would also be seen as important in modelling the
opening and closing of industries which have a significant electricity profile and would
have an effect on the overall industrial group and hence the sector.

Figure 6.11.3

compares the predictions with and without intervention for the non—metallic mineral
products whose consumption almost doubled since the opening of an industry in 1988.
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Consumption (GWh)
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Figure 6.11.1

A comparison of the predictions with and with out intervention
for the electricity consumption of the total industrial sector
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Percentage Error (%)
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Figure 6.11.2

A comparison of the residuals with and without intervention for
the total industrial sector
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Figure 6.11.3

A comparison of the predictions with and without intervention for
the non—metallic mineral products
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Figure 6.11.4

A comparison of the residuals with and without intervention for
the non—metallic mineral products
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From Figure 6.11.4 which shows the residuals of these forecasts, it can be seen that the
predictions obtained from the model developed using intervention are more accurate.

If it is known that an industry will be opening in the future and if its demand is
known, then a manual input could be added to the model which would allow for a step
or ramp change in the demand for a particular sector and hence improve the forecasts.

6.12 A Comparison Of The Models Developed For The Northern Ireland And New
Zealand Power Utilities

The comparison of the models of the 2 power utilities is based on the disaggregation of
the consumers on SIC codes.

Optimum models for the 2 utilities were found using

WDA data. More efficient and accurate models were developed for the NI consumers
with an average MAPS over all the groups of 7.32% compared to 12.58% for the NZ
consumers. It should however be noted that the NZ power board under analysis had
only a small number of industries, 33 in all. Some groups had only one industry and
the erratic behaviour and structural change of these industries would be reflected in
the developed models which would lead to forecasts with large errors, for example the
non—metallic minerals (2) and timber (8) Figures 4.5.2 and 4.5.8. The MAPEs for the
models developed for these groups were 21.85% and 17.31% respectively.

In both

utilities the food industry dominates the consumption of industrial electricity and
results in the best models with the lowest MAPE and highest R2 values.

Another

significant industry in both utilities is the textile industry which is ranked fourth in NI
and second in NZ. Again accurate and efficient models have been developed for this
industry.

From the models and predictions of the total industry data, the better model is
developed for NI which has a MAPE of 3.87%, whereas the MAPE for NZ is 6.36% and
the 95% confidence limits for a one step ahead forecast was 9.3% for the NI utility and
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13.0% for the NZ utility. The use of intervention analysis resulted in the development
of models in the 2 utilities which were more accurate and efficient.

The use of disaggregation in establishing predictions on a month ahead basis improved
on the predictions of NI using the total data. However when a similar approach was
applied to the NZ power board the MAPE increased showing that the use of
dissaggregation did not enhance the models of the NZ utility. It was concluded that
this increase in error was due to the small sample size since it was demonstrated that
dissaggregation improved the forecasts made on a one step ahead basis for the NI
supply authority.

6.13 Discussion and Conclusions

Many aspects of times series analysis have been investigated using a number of
different modelling and forecasting packages. Initially it was demonstrated how the
structure of most of the industries changed over time and also that there was no
optimum data window which could be used for all industries in developing efficient and
accurate models. There was significant variation of the estimated coefficients of the
parameters with a short data window as it moved along the data set.

As the data

window increased in size the variation of the coefficients decreased as the window was
moved along the data set. The optimum data window was assumed to be from the
beginning of the data to the end of the last full year’s data, which was a window of 9
years.

A number of different disaggregation approaches were examined for the Northern
Ireland power utility and univariate models were developed for all of them.

By

considering the number of working days in the month and taking into account the
affect of moveable holidays, more accurate models for the different industrial groupings
resulted.

Univariate models were also established for the industrial sector of a New
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Zealand power board which had a fewer number of industrial consumers than
previously analysed, thus leading to a smaller sample size.

The use of disaggregation as a means of predicting future electricity demand was
compared to forecasts from a model of the total industrial consumption data and it was
found that more accurate predictions were obtained for one month ahead forecasts with
a sufficient sample size.

From the three different types of disaggregation of the

industrial consumers, namely standard industrial classification codes, tariff codes and
geographical locations, the standard industrial classification codes led to the most
accurate forecasts. However with the lead time greater than 1, the optimum forecasts
were achieved using the predictions from the univariate model of the working day
adjusted (WDA) total consumption data.

The confidence and the accuracy of

predictions for each of the industrial groupings decreased as the lead time increased,
thus concluding that the optimum lead was one month.

From the comparison of the univariate models developed for the NI and NZ power
utilities more accurate models were established for the NI utility. The limitation on
the accuracy of the forecasts from the New Zealand models was due to the small
number of industrial consumers which are supplied by the board in question. In both
of these utilities the food and textile industries are among the most significant
electricity consumers and the most accurate univariate models are established for
them.

The extension of univariate models to include intervention analysis showed a
significant improvement in the accuracy of the models for the different industrial
groups both for the Northern Ireland and the New Zealand power utilities and also for
the modelling of individual consumers.

The use of intervention and the combination of predictions from the disaggregate data
yielded the optimum forecasts for the local power utility.
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CHAPTER 7

MULTIVARIATE MODELLING RESULTS

7.1 Introduction

An enhancement on univariate models is investigated using multivariate, or transfer
function, modelling which includes external variables understood to have an effect on
the consumption of electrical energy in the industrial sector.

Each industrial group,

based on standard industrial classification codes will respond in a different way to
external variables and therefore needs to be investigated individually.

The external

variables which are included in the modelling are index of production (IOP) and
temperature. The multivariate models are then compared with the univariate models
in order to investigate whether the inclusion of external variables enhanced the
accuracy of the models. Similar analysis is carried out on individual consumers where
actual production data existed. Again the developed models were compared with the
univariate models.

7.2 Multivariate Modelling of Industrial Consumers Based on SIC Code Groupings

The models developed from the univariate analysis only consider the time series in
question and do not take external effects into account.

Contemplate what would

happen if there was a significant change in the external parameters which affected the
consumption of electrical energy in industry.

If a univariate model was used to

forecast electricity demand, then the influence of the external parameters would not be
taken into account until demand is affected, as a result of these changes. If however a
model was used which included the affect of external parameters, then the change of
influential external parameters would be accounted for much earlier and would result
in more accurate forecasts of future demand.

Chapter 5 discussed the theory of the

transfer function, or multivariate modelling, which is an extension of the univariate
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modelling. Multivariate models were developed for all of the industrial groups of the
NI supply authority based on SIC codes. The external variables used in the modelling
were index of production (IOP) and temperature.
inputs was carried out in chapter 4.

A preliminary analysis of these

The IOP only existed on a quarterly basis,

therefore the models were developed using quarterly data. This input has been used by
a number of authors, such as Schaefer [1978], Baxter [1968], Gupta [1984] and Thomas
[1982], and has proven to be a significant input in the modelling of industrial electricity
demand.

The mean quarterly temperature was used for the climatic variable. The

use of temperature as the only climatic variable was justified in the fact that it is
inescapably linked to daylight, cloud cover and wind speed. Other climatic variables
considered were rainfall and sunshine, however they were not expected to have a
significant influence on electricity consumption. Cross—correlating these variables with
temperature showed that there was a significant correlation with sunshine and only a
slight correlation with rainfall. Some controversy exists in the literature as to whether
temperature is an influential parameter in industrial electricity demand. Baxter [1968]
stated that climate was not important in industrial electricity demand, whilst
Buchanan [1972] explained that climatic variables did affect the manufacturing
processes which in turn affected the demand for electricity. It was therefore proposed
that temperature would affect electricity consumption in some but not all of the
industries.

The general form of the multivariate model is

m
(7,2.1)
i=l
where
B is a backward shift operator, see section 5.3.
y(t)

= value of the series being modelled at time t

Xi(t)

= value of the input variable i at time t

a>i(B)

= numerator factors of input variable i
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6i(B)

= denominator factors of input variable i
= differencing factor on input i, see section 5.4.1

0(B)

= noise model moving average factors

0(B)

= noise model autoregressive factors

Vd

= noise model differencing factor, see section 5.4.1

bi

= pure time delay of input i

Initially an example of the multivariate model development is described using the ABP
package, followed by the resultant models of the different industrial groups and a
comparison with the univariate models.

7.2.1 An example of multivariate model development

ABP was used for the development of univariate models and also for the development
of multivariate models. A similar modelling approach was used for each with the same
algorithms used for the identification, parameter estimation and diagnostic checking.
It is therefore possible to compare and contrast the two types of models. An example
for the model development is given below for the textile industry (13), see Figure
4.7.13. Note that the univariate model developed in this section may not be the same
as the one developed previously, since quarterly data was used, whereas monthly data
was used for the earlier model. The data used was from April 1981 to March 1990, 9
years in all, which meant that 36 data points were available for modelling.

Initially, prewhitened models were developed for all 3 variables, that is, for the 2 input
variables and the output variable.

The model for temperature was a seasonally

differenced AR(1) model of lag 4.

(1 - (—0.347)B4)(1 - B4)y(t) = e(t)
where
R2 value = 0.93
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(7.2.2)

The prewhitened model for the IOP was a seasonally differenced AR(1) model of lag 1
which gave an R2 value of 0.89.

(1 - (0.765)B)(1 - B4)y(t) = e(t)

(7.2.3)

Finally the prewhitened model for the consumption data was an ARIMA model:

(1 - (0.544)B)(1 - B4)y(t) = (1 - (—0.393)B - (0.415)B4)e(t) + 0.0782
(7.2.4)
where
R2 value = 0.93
AIC = -2.76

The cross—correlations of the input series noise processes are then obtained, with the
aim of finding them free from correlation. Only one significant correlation is identified
as can be seen from Table 7.2.1, which cross—correlates the temperature data with the
IOP data.

Cross—correlations

Lag
Corr
Coeff

-4

—3

.74

-.171

Table 7.2.1

—2
0.0

—1
.536

0
-.031

1
-.215

2
-.103

3
-.172

4
-.216

Cross correlations for different lags of input noise processes

The noise model is then developed which simplifies to seasonally differenced series and
a trend constant:

(1 -B4)y(t) = 0.0955

(7.2.5)
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For this group the 2 input series were included in the transfer function model which
was expressed as

(1 - B4)y(t)

= (1 - B4)(—0.0603B°)(X1(t—8)) +
(1- B4)(2.22B° - (—1.31)B3)(X2(t)) + e(t) + 0.0955

R2 value

= 0.948

AIC

= -3.143

Xl(t)

= temperature at time t

X2(t)

= IOP at time t

(7.2.6)

From equation 7.2.6 it can be seen that the 2 input series are seasonally differenced,
with a pure time delay of 2 years used for temperature and a significant input lag of 0.
The pure time delay for the IOP series is zero with significant input lags of zero and 3.
The coefficients of the parameters for the IOP input are more significant than those for
temperature, indicating that IOP is the dominant input. The autocorrelations of the
residuals are then analysed and it can be seen from Figure 7.2.1 that there are no
significant correlations at any lags implying that the residuals are white noise and that
the proposed model adequately describes the system being modelled.

The prewhitened input series are then cross—correlated with the output noise and as
can be seen from Figures 7.2.3 and 7.2.4 there are no significant correlations at any
lags.

From a comparison of the univariate and multivariate models it is evident that
multivariate gives the more accurate modelling based on the R2 value with an increase
from 0.93 to 0.948. However this increase is only 0.018 which may not reflect the extra
time and modelling effort required for the development of the multivariate model. A
similar modelling approach is used for all the other groups and the results of these are
shown in the next section.
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Correlation Coefficient

95% Confidence Limit

Lags

Figure 7.2.1

Autocorrelation plot of residuals from the transfer function model

Correlation Coefficient

95% Confidence Limit

Lags

Figure 7.2.2

Cross—correlation of prewhitened temperature with output noise
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Correlation Coefficient

0.2

-

-0.4 0.6

-

0.8

-

-

Figure 7.2.3

95% Confidence Limit

Cross—correlation of prewhitened production with output noise
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7.2.2 Multivariate modelling results

Since the univariate models of the groups using quarterly data have not already been
listed, these models are initially detailed, then the multivariate models are described
followed by a brief comparison. It should be noted that IOP data was not available for
agriculture (1) and mechanical engineering (8).

The optimum univariate models

developed for the 16 groups are shown in Table 7.2.2 with the coefficients of the
parameters listed in Table 7.2.3. From these tables it can be seen that the majority of
the models are seasonally differenced and the most common parameters are the AR
parameter at lag 1 and the seasonal MA parameter. The R2 values for the bulk of the
groups is above 0.75, with the exception of groups energy (2), non—metallic minerals
(4), chemicals (5) and man-made fibres (6).

Model

1

(1 - ^B)(l - s^,B4)(y(t) - ym) = (1 - s0iB4 - sM8)e(t)

2

(1 - 0iB)(l-s^1B4)(y(t)-ym) = e(t)

3

(1 - B)(l - 0iB)y(t) = e(t) + tc

4

(l-B4)y(t) = (l-s<?1B4)e(t) + tc

5

(1 - B4)y(t) = (1 - 0iB - 02B2)(1 - s0iB4)e(t) + tc

6

(1 - B4)(l - 01B)y(t) = e(t) + tc

7

(1 - B4)(l - ^B)y(t) = (1 - 02B2)(1 - s0iB4)e(t)+ tc

8

(i _ B4)( 1 -

9

(1 - B4)(l - ^BMt) = (1 - 02B2)e(t) + tc

- 03B3)y(t) = (1 - s0iB4)e(t) + tc

10

(1 - B)(l - B4)y(t) = (1 - OiB - 02B2 - 03B3)(1 - s0iB4)e(t) + tc

11

(i _ B)(l - B4)y(t) = (1 - s01B4)e(t) + tc

Table 7.2.2

Univariate models for SIC code groups using quarterly billing data
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The multivariate models were then developed for each of the groups, however for some
of the groups the model was reduced to the univariate case. Multivariate models were
developed for 10 out of the 16 groups, Table 7.2.4, with 5 of those models showing
improvements on the univariate ones based on the R2 values, Table 7.2.5. Out of these
5 models only rubbers (17) showed a significant increase in the R2 value from 0.822 to
0.971. The biggest decrease in the R2 value is from 0.89 to 0.73 for the extraction of
minerals (3) closely followed by a reduction of 0.15 for the timber industry (16). The
other 3 groups have only a slight reduction in R2 value. The temperature variable is
included as an input in 6 out of the 10 models, namely groups 2, 3, 10, 13, 14 and 18
and the IOP variable is included in 7 out of the 10 models, namely 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16
and 17. However when the coefficients of the input variables are studied, it is apparent
that the temperature coefficents are not as significant as the IOP coefficients. Note
that all the variables have been normalised using different base values, resulting in
data sets of the similar magnitude. The pure time delays of the input variables are
zero, 1, 2, 4 and 8, with the most common delays of zero and 8, which is a delay of 2
years.

From these results it can be concluded that IOP is a significant external

parameter for most of industrial groups. The multivariate models show improvements
on univariate models for half of the groups, however there is no significant increase in
the R2 value when a multivariate model is used instead of a univariate model, except
for the processing of rubbers and plastics (17).

The multivariate model is intuitively better than the univariate model, because it can
take account of external affects which may at some stage vary by more significant
amounts. This has been demonstrated in group 17, see Figure 4.7.17 where the trend
in IOP decreased from 1981 to the middle of 1985 and then increased gradually to date.
This change in the trend of the IOP was followed by the consumption and the
improvement in the R2 value of the multivariate model indicated the significance of
including the IOP data in the model.
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However, overall the multivariate models do not give a significant increase in the
efficiency and accuracy of the univariate models, and even in some cases the accuracy
is reduced. It should be noted that the external data was compiled by a government
department which had to average the information received from individual industries.
In the next section multivariate models are developed for individual consumers using
actual production data and these models are compared with the univariate models.

Group
Number
2

(1 - B4)y(t) = (1 - B4)(-0.25B°)xi(t—8) + (1 - 0.944B4)e(t)

3

(1 - B4)(y(t) - 2.11) = (1 - B4)2(-0.02BO - (-0.02)B3)Xl(t) + e(t) + 0.0328

4

Multivariate model reduces to univariate model

5

Multivariate model reduces to univariate model

6

Multivariate model reduces to univariate model

7

Multivariate model reduces to univariate model

9

(1 - B)(l - B4)y(t) = (1 - B4)(0.397BO)x2(t-2) + (1 - 0.364B)(1 - 0.43B4)e(t)

10 (1 - B4)y(t) = (1 - B4)(—0.071B°)xi(t) + (1 - B4)(1.912B°)x2(t^l) +
e(t)/(l - 0.672B)
11 (1 - B4)y(t) = (1 - B4)(0.402B°)x2(t) + e(t) + 0.0419
12 Multivariate model reduces to univariate model
13 (1 - B4)y(t) = (1 - B4)(—0.06B°)x1(t—8) + (1 -B4)(0.222B« - (-0.131)B3)x2(t) +
0.0955
14 (1 - B4)y(t) = (1 - B4)(—0.356B°)x1(t) + (1 - B4)(0.903B°)x2(t) +
(1 - (-0.508)B)e(t)
15 Multivariate model reduces to univariate model
16 (1 - B3)(l - B4)y(t) = (1 - B4)2(—1.0865)xi(t—1) + e(t)
17 (1 - B)(l - B4)y(t) = (1 - B)fl - B4)(0.886B°)x2(t—8) +
(1 - 0.909B8)e(t)/(l - (-0.512)Bi)
18 (1 - B4)y(t) = (1 - B4)(—0.074B0 - (-0.0432)B6)Xl(t) +
(1 - (—0.955)B2)e(t)/(l - 0.609B)
xi(t) = temperature at time t
Table 7.2.4

x2(t) = IOP at time t

Multivariate models for the industrial sector of the Northern Ireland
power utility based on SIC code groups
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Group
Number

R2 value
('Univariate')

2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.43
0.89
0.667
0.554
0.658
0.864
0.924
0.846
0.904
0.754
0.93
0.932
0.937
0.971
0.822
0.904

Table 7.2.5

R2 value
f Multivariate!
0.45
0.73
—
—
—
—

0.909
0.885
0.87
—

0.948
0.907
—

0.821
0.971
0.919

A comparison of the R2 values for the univariate and multivariate
models

7.3 Multivariate Modelling Of Individual Consumers

Production data on a monthly basis was acquired for varying time periods, all of which
ended in December 1988, for a number of industries which were supplied by the New
Zealand power board. Since IOP is a general measure of industrial production, which
was used in the last chapter, the aim of this analysis is to show that electricity is
highly correlated with production in those industries where electricity is the primary
fuel or where most of the electricity consumed is used in production. Eight companies
in all are investigated with a listing of the different types of industry given below.

Industry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Table 7.3.1

Type of industry
Dairy
Wool Scour
Refrigeration Works
Non—metallic minerals
Tyre Retreading 111
Tyre Retreading (2)
Pharmaceuticals
Timber

Individual industries from the New Zealand power board
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The climatic variable used was heating—degree days (HDD). A HDD is recorded if the
daily mean outside temperature falls below a chosen base temperature by x degrees and
is summed up over each month. The base temperature is usually chosen to reflect the
point at which the temperature of the environment is comfortable and hence a drop
below this temperature would imply that the environment is starting to get
uncomfortably cool and heating may be required.

HDDs may be calculated using

equation 7.3.1:

HDD = Base Temperature — Mean Daily Temperature

(7.3.1)

where the mean daily temperature is the average of the daily maximum and minimum
temperatures and the base temperature is chosen as 18°C.

The HDDs are then

summed up over the month. DOE [1981] outlines the theory of HDD and Heerdegen
[1989] and Bridges [1988] demonstrated the significance and relevance of HDDs in
analysing the domestic consumption of electricity.

The monthly consumption and

production values are plotted in Figures 7.3.1 to 7.3.8. From these plots it can be seen
that electricity consumption closely follows the pattern of the production data for all
the industries except for the non—metallic minerals, the tyre retreading (1) and the saw
mill. Initially univariate models were developed for the 8 industries which are shown
in Table 7.3.2.
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Dairy
Consumption (MWh)

Production (Tonnes x 1000)

2500

■*

Consumption

T

Production

Months (beginning Jan 1983)

Figure 7.3.1

Monthly consumption for a dairy works

Wool scours
Consumption (MWh)

Production (Tonnes of Greasy Wool)

Consumption
+

1400

Production
-

1200

-

1000

'in' +

- 400

120
Months (beginning Jan 1978)

Figure 7.3.2

Monthly consumption for a wool scour
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132

Regfrigeration works
Production (No. of Beasts x 1000)

Consumption (MWh)

Consumption

t

Production

Months (beginning Jan 1985)

Figure 7.3.3

Monthly consumption for a refrigeration plant

Non-metallic minerals
Total Tonnes (x 1000)

Consumption (MWh)

Consumption
Production

Months (beginning Jan 1981)

Figure 7.3.4

Monthly consumption for a non—metallic mineral industry
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Tyre retreading (1)
Consumption (MWh)

Production (No. of tyres)

! -f \

+

"®”

Consumption

+

Production

Months (beginning Jan 1985)

Figure 7.3.5

Monthly consumption for a tyre retreading industry (1)

Tyre retreading (2)
Consumption (MWh)

Production (No. of tyres x 1000)

Consumption
I

Production

Months (beginning Jan 1985)

Figure 7.3.6

Monthly consumption for a tyre retreading industry (2)
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Pharmaceuticals
Consumption (MWh)

Total Chemicals (Kg x 1000)

Consumption
Production

200

-

+•+V

+

4^“

Months (beginning Jan 1984)

Figure 7.3.7

Monthly consumption for a pharmaceutical company

Sawmill
Consumption (MWh)

Production (Tonnes of logs milled)

+ .+

Consumption
Production

Months (beginning Jan 1984)

Figure 7.3.8

Monthly consumption for a sawmill
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Industry

1

(1 - 0.213B2)(1 - B12)y(t) = (1 - 0.915Bi2)e(t)

2

(1 - 0.63Bi2)(y(t) - 1.2503) = (1 - (-0.457)B - (-0.292)B2 _ (-D.303)B3)e(t)

3

(1 - Bi2)y(t) = (1 - (—0.339)B)(1 - 0.91B12)e(t)

4

(1 - 0.371B - (—0.224)B2 - 0.238B4)(y(t) - 2.925) = e(t)

5

(1 - 0.103B - (—0.518)B3(y(t) - 2.507) = e(t)

6

(1 - 0.268B - 0.476B2)(y(t) - 3.5214) = e(t)

7

(1 - Bi2)(l - 0.312B)y(t) = (1 - 0.899Bi2)e(t) + 0.06915

8

(1 -0.739B)(y(t)- 2.9439) = e(t)

Table 7.3.2

Univariate models and parameter coefficients for individual industries

The multivariate models for these industries are listed in Table 7.3.3, with HDD as
input 1, X! and production data as input 2, x2.

Industry
1

1 - Bi2)y(t) = (1 - B13)(—0.0647B°)x1(t) + (1 - Bi2)(0.19B°)x2(t) +
1 — 0.946B6)e(t)
^
(—0.06B0 — 0.181B12 - 0.305B 13 — 0.248B14), u
,
y(‘) = -1-------------- (-1.51B - H.827)bi)---------------;(*i(t-2) - 1 «) +
(1-Bi2)(0.678Bo-(-0.168)B - (-0.316)Bi2)x2(t) +
(1 - (—0.421)B)(1 - (—0.97)B12) /
(1 - 0.359B4)

3

y(t) - 1.29 = (0.717B0 - (-0.212)B)(Xl(t) - 1.49)e(t)

4

y(t) - 2.9155 = (—0.388B0 - (-0.15)B23)(x2(t) - 5.28) + (1 - (-0.29)B)e(t)

5

Multivariate model reduces to univariate case

6

y(t) 3.51- ^_oi45B 1 / 0.896B2)
(0.154B0 - (—0.745B2))(x2(t) - 1.18) + e(t)

7

Multivariate model reduces to univariate case

8

y(t) - 2.9 = (0.442B°)(x1(t) - 1.42) +
1 - Bi2)(0.65B0 - (- 1.11B3) - (—0.816B4))x2(t) +
(1 - (—0.65B2)(1 - (—0.543B)e(t)

Table 7.3.3

3)

2-45)+

Multivariate models for individual industries
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The R2 values of the univariate and multivariate models are given in Table 7.3.4. The
R2 values of the univariate models range from 0.19 for the non—metallic minerals to
0.976 for the dairy and for the multivariate models the R2 values range from 0.448 to
0.976 for the same industries.

On further inspection of the non—metallic mineral

company’s plot, Figure 7.3.4, it is apparent that the monthly production and
consumption data do not follow a noticeable trend, which therefore makes it difficult to
model.

Multivariate models were developed for 7 out of the 8 industries, with

improvements noted in 5 of the industries based on the R2 value. In the dairy industry
there is no improvement in the R2 value and there is a slight decrease of 0.03 in the
refrigeration works. In all but one of the multivariate models developed, both inputs
were used. The HDD input was not found to be significant in the refrigeration works
model, because gas was used for freezing and electricity was used only in production,
Production Managers [1989].

This is apparent from Figure 7.3.3 where the

consumption reflects the pattern of the production data.

The production input is

significant in all the multivariate models again demonstrating that it is an important
and relevant input and the HDD input was found to be significant in the wool scour,
the non—metallic minerals, tyre retreading (2) and the sawmill.

The modelling of individual consumers is impractical for a power utility who supplies a
large number of consumers because of the time involved in the model development and
also in many cases the relevant data is not readily available. However it can be seen
from the above results that accurate models can be developed from the data of
individual consumers. It has also been illustrated how the use of external inputs can
improve the model accuracy.

Even in those models where it does not improve the

accuracy, but where the inputs are relevant, a significant change in any of the relevant
inputs would be taken into consideration for future predictions depending on the lags of
the modelled parameters. Other work has shown that production data could be used to
accurately predict electricity consumption for the next month, using multiple
regression.
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Industry

R2 value
(Univariatel

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.976
0.622
0.742
0.19
0.491
0.393
0.828
0.56

Table 7.3.4

R2 value
(Multivariatel
0.976
0.796
0.709
0.448
—

0.579
0.858
0.669

A comparison of the R2 values of the
models of individual industries

7.4 Discussion and Conclusions

Multivariate time series models were developed for the industrial sector using standard
industrial classification codes and quarterly consumption data.

These models were

compared with the univariate models and it was found that there were no significant
improvements with the inclusion of external variables. Considering the price of data
collection, storage and the modelling effort required, it is apparent that the
multivariate model is more expensive and this expense is not reflected in the models
improvements on the univariate models.

It should also be noted that forecasts are

required for each of the input variables which will reduce the confidence and credibility
of the forecasts of the dependent series.

For those groups where some improvement

was observed, the increased accuracy did not reflect the extra effort required for the
development of the multivariate model.

The multivariate modelling of individual consumers showed the significance of
production data as a relevant input and also the importance of the climatic variable in
some of the industries. This possibly reflects the climate of the country, since all the
individual consumers were from the New Zealand power utility which on average has a
slightly higher ambient temperature than Northern Ireland.
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From the multivariate modelling of an industrial sector and of individual consumers, it
is apparent that the quality of the data is important. The index of production which
was used as a measure of the volume of output for the different industrial sectors was
calculated by the Department of Economic Development from surveys received from
individual industries.

Industries measure and quantify production in different ways

and therefore some form of weighting must be applied in order to balance the different
definitions of ’production’.

However when actual production data was used, it was

more obvious that production had a significant effect on the consumption of electricity
in the industrial sector.
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CHAPTER 8

ANALYSIS OF HALF HOURLY DEMAND DATA

8.1 Introduction

The work carried out so far has concentrated on the forecasting of energy. However, in
power systems it is also essential to be able to forecast instantaneous demand. This is
most easily achieved by metering energy over a much shorter time period and assuming
that the power is constant during that period. The use of this data will allow for a
more comprehensive analysis of the system loading, causes of peak loading and the
ability to forecast demand on a short-term basis.

The problem with this class of data is the lack of availability of appropriate meters
both in quantity and type. In order to obtain half hourly demand data from the local
industries, it is necessary to install a metering device solely for that purpose. This is
an expensive method, not only in installation, but also data collection, translation and
integration. Therefore the normal code of practice is to install a number of logging
meters in a limited sample of the sector under analysis.

It is the intention of the

supply authority to install logging meters in the premises of all large consumers and
this process has already started. However, for the purposes of this investigation four
industries were metered for the period of a few months.

In Northern Ireland the time interval for the metered maximum demand data for
tariffs is 30 minutes, and this time base was sufficient for what is required. This would
allow for the observation of all industrial processes, analysis of maximum demand and
respective charges, the determination of monthly bills for those industries on a load
management scheme and also the shift pattern worked at particular industries.
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Initially the industries which were metered and the translation of the demand data is
discussed and this is followed by the preliminary analysis of the loading in the
respective industries.

The privatisation of electricity boards has resulted in the

increased popularity of tariffs being set up for individual consumers and the benefit of
using demand data from the local industry to establish and design tariffs for individual
consumers is briefly discussed. Univariate models are developed for the prediction of
short-term demand and the possibility of predicting daily peaks is also examined. The
increasing importance of maximum demand charges has encouraged industrial
consumers to be more cautious in the way in which electrical energy is used. This has
increased the use of maximum demand controllers and here a novel strategy for the
controller is proposed and investigated.

8.2 Metering Locations. Data Acquisition and Translation

The metered industries were chosen simply because it was possible to analyse their
load. Management in all industries were helpful however were very cautious of what
information was released.

The industries which were eventually metered are:

—A textile industry: cotton and silk.
—A refrigeration plant: slaughtering of animals and production of meat and
by-products.
—A tobacco industry.
—A paper products industry: pulp, paper and board.

The metering equipment was installed alongside existing metering equipment with
permission from the management and the supply authority. From these meters it was
possible to record two sets of readings, one was the total electrical energy (kWh) and
the other was the half hourly demand levels which were recorded on magnetic tape.
The tapes were changed every 72 days and the total energy, time and date of the
change were recorded. These were later cross-checked with the half hourly recorded
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data for validation. Each meter has a battery backup which allowed for the logging of
data in the event of a power failure.

The next stage was to translate the data into a form which would be compatible with,
and could be recognised by the resident computer. This was performed in 2 stages:

1)

The spaced energy pulses on the analogue tape were initially converted into a
digitised form for storage on a 9 track tape. The procedure was carried out by
the Electricity Supply Board (ESB).

2)

The conversion of the data on the 9 track tape into a recognisable format was
accomplished by the use of standard raw data routines as described in chapter
2 of Dodds [1988].

Manual intervention was required in the second stage to take account of the following
occurrences:

1)

Changes from British Mean Time (BMT) to British Summer Time (BST).

2)

The recording of strikes and outages.

This allows for occasions where the

power of the battery in the meter may fade, for example due to the outages
being frequent or of excessive duration.

When the tapes have been translated the demand data is listed in a record format of 24
readings with 2 records for each day. Information on a particular batch of data exists
in records which are preceeded by ’0000’, ’0001’ and ’0002’. From these records it is
possible to identify the time and date when the logging of the data began and finished,
the number of predicted and actual half hours logged and the difference between them.
The name of the particular consumer can also be identified.
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8.3 Preliminary Analysis Of Load Data

Preliminary analysis involves the examination and study of the load data for the
respective industries and also a need to understand the production processes involved
and what factors contribute to the shaping of the load curve. Figures 8.3.1 to 8.3.4
show the half hourly average demand which each of the industries averaged over a 6
week period with the figures depicting a different type of load curve for each industry.

Consider initially the textile industry: From Figure 8.3.1 it can be seen that this
industry works a 5—day week from Monday to Friday. It has a similar daily pattern
with the majority of electricity demanded from 0700 to approximately 1800. Fridays
are different from the other working days as demand falls off in early afternoon, due to
early closing.

During the night there is a decrease in demand of only 20kVA,

approximately 16% of the average peak demand.

This is possibly due to the

continuous knitting processes during the night which requires minimal labour and
during the day the dyeing of textiles, which requires additional manual labour.

Refrigeration Plant: This industry again works a 5 day week, Monday to Friday with
minimum demand during the weekend.

It has a more pronounced daily load curve

with the bulk of the demand from 0800 to approximately 2200 and a daily peak
occurring about 1600 ± 1 hour.

The weekly demand curve appears to peak in the

middle of the week with, on average, smaller demands on Monday and Friday. During
the night demand falls by approximately 42% of the peak demand.

Energy is still

required during the night in order to keep the chillers cooled for the next day’s stock.
This industry works on the basis of whatever stock is bought in the auctions, so this
can vary from day to day with no fixed number of beasts to be processed daily.

Tobacco Industry: This industry has a repetitive daily load curve with 2 peaks in the
demand, one being approximately 75% of the other. This factory works a 6 day week
with one shift per day, from 0800 to 1600. On Fridays the factory is closed early and
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the shift on the Saturday has similar demand to that of the Monday which is less than
the demand for the rest of the week. The peak in the demand at night is due to the
storage heating which comes on in the off-peak time, 7 days per week, and is used to
keep the tobacco leaf at a predetermined set temperature. In the winter months the
storage heating demand is approximately doubled. The daily load curve has a distinct
pattern with the peak demand normally occurring in early morning, that is from 0800
to 0900, when the factory opens. This peak in demand is caused by the switching on of
all the plant machinery within the same half hour. The demand falls after 1600, 1200
on Fridays, to about 92% of the daily demand, until the storage heating comes on at
midnight.

Paper Industry: The weekly demand curve for this industry is totally different from the
industries described above. It works a 5 day week, from Monday to Friday, with 3
shifts per day. This is apparent from Figure 8.3.4 since no daily pattern in demand
can be identified. This seemingly random nature of the demand can be explained by
the type of processes involved in the industry.

Batch processing is used in this

industry with a paste initially made from waste paper. This paste is then moulded,
shaped and dried. However, if there is a paper jam or a disruption in production the
whole process is shut down, the obstruction removed and the process continued. Hence
this stopping and starting of machinery will result in random demand and the daily
peak demand would be difficult to forecast.

The frequency distribution of the half hourly demand for the months used in the
previous plots are shown in Figures 8.3.5 to 8.3.8 and these plots again show the
individuality of the industries under analysis. The plot for the textile industry shows 2
peaks, one at 50/60 kVA and the other peaking at 130 kVA with the second peak the
bigger of the 2. Figure 8.3.6 shows a peak at 90 kVA due to demand at the weekend
and the rest of the distribution being reasonably flat, tailing off at 380kVA. Figure
8.3.7 has a significant peak at 10 kVA due to the substantial drop in demand from
1600 to 2400 in the 6 working days and on Sundays. Figure 8.3.8 has a peak at 100
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kVA again due to weekend demand with 2 other peaks occurring at 1900 and 2700
kVA.

The bulk of the work documented so far has concentrated on the use of monthly billing
data to develop models for industrial sectors which are used to forecast future demand.
However with the increasing availability of half hourly demand data, it would be
possible to develop models for short-term forecasts.

The analysis of this data is

beneficial both to the supply authority and the individual consumer. It would enable
the supply authority to analyse the load profile of the consumers and advise them on
how to utilise electricity in a manner which is advantageous both to them and to the
authority. Analysis of this data will reveal the characteristics of the load profile and
hence of the charges made for energy.

Using production data, a correlation can be

made between the different products and the energy consumption and hence a target
can be set for the electrical energy required for a certain amount of production on a
daily basis. The next section describes briefly the use of the demand data to develop
models for short—terms forecasts.
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Textile Industry
Average from 24/7/88 - 27/8/88
Demand (kVA)

150 -

100

Days of the week (beginning 0000 Sunday)

Figure 8.3.1

Average half hourly demand for a textile industry

Refrigeration Plant
Average from 24/7/88 - 27/8/88
Demand (kVA)

Days of the week (beginning 0000 Sunday)

Figure 8.3.2

Average half hourly demand for a refrigeration industry
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Tobacco Industry
Average from 1/5/88 - 31/5/88
Demand (kVA)

Days of the week (beginning 0000 Sunday)

Figure 8.3.3 Average half hourly demand for a tobacco industry

Paper Industry
Average 2/8/87 - 29/8/87
Demand (kVA)

Days of the week (beginning 0000 Sunday)

Figure 8.3.4 Average half hourly demand for a paper industry
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Figure 8.3.5 Frequency distribution of half hour demand for a textile industry
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Figure 8.3.6 Frequency distribution of half hour demand for a refrigeration plant
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Figure 8.3.7 Frequency distribution of half hour demand for a tobacco industry
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Figure 8.3.8 Frequency distribution of half hour demand for a paper industry
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8.4 Short-Term Load Forecasting

Numerous techniques have been described for the short-term forecasting for the total
load of a power utility, ranging from exponential smoothing and correlations by
Farmer [1968], Christiaanse [1971] and Srinivasan [1975] to knowledge based expert
systems by Rahman [1988].

The use of this demand data to develop models for

individual consumers will make it possible for the supply authority to set up a new
type of disaggregation, grouping together those industries which have similar daily and
weekly load curves and hence result in more accurate short-term forecasts from one
half hour to one day ahead. It will help individual consumers to monitor their demand
patterns and give an idea of when peak demand may occur.

This will allow those

industries which are cost conscious to take the appropriate action to limit this
potential peak in demand, resulting in a smoother demand curve both for them and the
local power utility and hence a reduction in charges, see section 8.5.

Three out of the 4 industries which have been considered in this chapter work 5 days
per week, with minimum demand occurring at the weekends, and one works half-day
on a Saturday. Therefore in the development of the models for these industries, only
weekday data was considered. These preliminary models used 5 days data, 240 points,
in the derivation of the univariate models.

A similar modelling technique to that

discussed in chapter 6 was used and the resultant models are listed in Table 8.4.1.
From this it can be seen that the most significant parameter is the autoregressive
parameter at lag 1, with 3 of the 4 models having some sort of seasonal parameter.
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Industry
Textile

(1 - 1.096B)(y(t) - 132) = (1 - (-0.18B)48)e(t)

Refrigeration

(1 - 0.925B)(1 - 0.334B48)(y(t) - 216.6) = e(t)

Tobacco

(1 - 1.01B - (—0.173)B2)(1 - 0.819B48)(y(t) - 62.96) = e(t)

Paper

(1 - 1.064B - (- 0.217)B2)(y(t) - 2410.1) = e(t)

Table 8.4.1

Optimum univariate models for individual consumers using half hour
demand data

The plots of the actual and predicted demands over a typical working week are shown
in Figures 8.4.1 to 8.4.4 with the R2 values and the MAPE given in Table 8.4.2. The
most accurate model is the one for the textile industry where the error oscillation
about zero is minimal resulting in an MAPE of 4.44%.

The model for the paper

industry is also accurate taking into account the sudden changes in demand. These
changes cannot be followed immediately and hence result in large errors.

Due to these sudden drops in demand in the paper industry, intervention was
considered and the predicted consumption from the resultant model is shown in Figure
8.4.4. The model for the intervention increased the R2 value to 0.88, from 0.77, and
the MAPE decreased from 4.02% to 3.4% showing that intervention is significant in
model development as it will take account of the outliers. Figure 8.4.5 shows a plot of
the errors with and without intervention for the paper industry and it can be seen how
intervention reduces the peaks in the univariate model.

The models for the tobacco and refrigeration industries contain a daily parameter
which results in the influence of the demand at the same half hour on the previous day.
The biggest MAPE of the 4 models is obtained from the tobacco industry resulting
mainly from the sudden change in load. The forecasts for this industry on the Friday
result in significant residuals because of the early closure of the factory on this day of
the week. The predictions are erratic because the model contains 2 AR parameters at
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lags 1 and 2, and 1 daily parameter. It would therefore be appropriate to eliminate
Fridays from the forecasts and treat them as a unique day or to base the forecasting on
a larger data set which would permit weekly behaviour to be taken into account.

The correlation between consumption and production has been shown to be significant
in the last chapter and from work carried out by Beattie [1990] it was shown how daily
demand had a high correlation with daily production. Thus having predictions of what
the day’s production is to be, industries will know how much electricity should be used
and if excessive amounts are used then appropriate action could be carried out.

Industry

R2 value

MAPE ('%')

Textiles

0.849

4.4

Refrigeration

0.906

5.6

Tobacco

0.972

14.0

Paper

0.770

5.2

Table 8.4.2

R2 values and MAPE for the half hourly demand models
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Demand (kVA)

Days (beginning 0000 Monday)

Actual
Figure 8.4.1

Predicted

------ Error

Actual and predicted demand over one week for a textile industry
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Demand (kVA)

Days (beginning 0000 Monday)

Actual
Figure 8.4.2

Predicted

------ Error

Actual and predicted demand over one week for a refrigeration
industry
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Demand (kVA)

Days (beginning 0000 Monday)

Actual

Figure 8.4.3

Predicted

------ Error

Actual and predicted demand over one week for a tobacco industry
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Figure 8.4.4

Actual and predicted demand over one week for a paper industry
with and without intervention
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Paper Industry
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Days of the week (begin 0000 Monday)
Figure 8.4.5

Plot of errors from the models developed with and without
intervention
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8.5 The Use of Demand Data For Tariff Design

It is a requirement for the supply authority to recover all costs involved in the
generation, transmission and distribution of electricity, through a mechanism of tariffs,
which must be seen to be fair to all their customers. However the cost of supplying
electricity can differ, depending on who, when and how it is used. These differences in
the cost of supplying electricity are identified through the extensive research carried
out by the Electricity Supply Industry in the United Kingdom. Tariffs have 3 main
objectives which are:

1)

Each tariff should cover all accruing costs including financial targets by
bringing in sufficient revenue.

2)

Each tariff should reflect the cost of meeting that particular pattern of load
and recover those costs.

3)

Tariffs should be easily understood and be seen to be fair.

The load characteristics of industrial consumers are more varied than those of domestic
and consequently a more complex form of tariff is required to ensure better cost
reflection. The 2 main tariffs which currently exist in the local power utility are the
seasonal maximum demand tariff and the seasonal time—of—day tariff, with a limited
number of consumers on a load management tariff. Industrial consumers with limited
maximum demand can choose the quarterly non—domestic tariff.

To date there has been little choice available to any individual consumer in selecting a
particular tariff since the applicable tariffs will depend upon the nature of the
consumer and the characteristics of the load.

However a choice which does exist is

between the seasonal maximum demand tariffs, 5 and 6, the seasonal time-of—day
tariffs, 7 and 8, and the quarterly non—domestic standard rate tariff, Tariff 3. Tariff 3
is more appropriate where demand is assessed to be greater than 40kW and the
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annual day consumption is less than 66,000 units. Tariffs 5 and 6 are more appropriate
where the demand is assessed to be 40kW or less and the annual day consumption is
greater then 66,000 units, NIE [1990].

In the U.K. recent re—organisation of the electric supply industry has resulted in
increased competition in the industry. It is now possible for individual consumers to
negotiate with several power companies on rates and tariffs that will suit both the
individual consumer and the power company. The demand data will give the power
utilities a detailed picture of the consumer’s load profile and hence result in a more
accurate and more competitive tariff for the consumer.

Acton [1983] conducted an extensive study of the application of time—of—use (TOU)
tariffs to large customers. He also identified different types of consumers, those who
were responsive to TOU rates and those not. However he found that it was difficult to
measure precisely the magnitude of response to TOU tariffs with the type of data
available at that time.

The use of half hourly demand data would significantly

increase the detail of such a study and would accurately demonstrate how industries
responded to changes in TOU, or what are now called seasonal time—of—day tariffs.

7.6 A Novel Maximum Demand Controller

One of the uses, as outlined briefly above, of half hourly demand data is to reveal to
the consumer a typical load profile of the industry which may result in steps being
taken to improve the demand profile and reduce cost, reflecting the main aim of
industrial management which is to maximise production and minimise cost.

One of the main objectives of electric power utilities is to meet demand for electrical
energy as efficiently as possible and hence having a smooth load curve is beneficial.
The supply authorities currently influence the shape of the load curve to a certain
extent, by direct and indirect control. Direct control comes from interruptible loads
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where the supply authority negotiates with certain industries, which are on a load
management tariff, to reduce their demand by a certain percentage for a specified
period.

Industries on this type of tariff have a significant demand profile and are

requested to reduce their load during periods when the supply authority predicts a
peak in the total demand curve.

Indirect control is left to the discretion of the

customer by the provision of price incentives from the utilities such as preferential
rates for off-peak use.

All the industrial tariffs have a cheap rate which is applied

during the night, which are classed as off-peak hours. Maximum demand tariffs arise
because supply authorities must provide high capital cost equipment to ensure
continuity of supply even in the event of short-term excess load.

The maximum

demand costs recover such costs from consumers exhibiting highly varying loads and
act as an incentive for improved electrical load management. Figure 8.6.1 shows the
percentage which maximum demand charges are of the total monthly bills of the
industrial consumers. In the early 80’s maximum demand was 45% of the bill in the
winter months which has been reduced to current levels of approximately 34%, which
is still a significant cost. Since this cost is a variable cost which is not directly related
to plant production, it is thus in the interest of the consumer to minimise and control
maximum demand.

Dodds [1988] has investigated maximum demand charges and

proposed that the use of forecasted demand in association with maximum demand
control would be an effective technique in reducing demand charges.

Numerous papers have been published on load management techniques, which are
defined as being any deliberate re—shaping of the behind—the—meter or customer—side
load curve resulting either from voluntary action by the consumer or any actions of the
utility, Ceilings [1982],

Some of these publications are by Comerford [1982] who

describes a number of load forecasting techniques which are applicable to load
management forecasts. Finley [1982] analyses the economics of load management and
concludes that both short— and long-term gains are achieved from most industrial load
management techniques. Other load management techniques have been discussed by
McRae [1985], Jabbour [1988] and Cohen [1987].
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A commercially available piece of equipment used by industrial consumers to help
them shape their load curves and hence reduce their maximum demand charges is the
maximum demand controller.

Existing controllers operate on the rate of energy or

volt—ampere consumption. Historic data is used to set a target half hour demand and
this is linearly interpolated to provide a target at each instant during the period. If
demand exceeds this instantaneous target by a preset amount then load will be shed
and if load falls adequately during the half hour period, this may result in the
instantaneous demand falling below the target level again and the load being
reconnected.

Figure 8.6.2 shows possible switching during a half hour with excess

demand with the slopes in this figure exaggerated for clarity. The setting of the target
demand is critical since a target which is too low will result in excessive load shedding
which will affect production and hence may result in the target being increased,
possibly to a level which will render it inactive. It should be remembered that it is only
one half hour in the month which sets the maximum demand and it is this half hour
which is critical.

An update on the existing controllers has been proposed which utilises a sophisticated
algorithm and is detailed in Beattie [1989]. This proposed controller should eliminate
the problems associated with the present controllers which are:

1)

inefficient use of the load shedding potential.

2)

target setting which may result in ineffective switching in some half hours
since this target may be subsequently exceeded.

3)

load which has been shed may be picked up in the following half hour and may
cause an increase in the original maximum demand.

The main features of the new controller is its ability to transfer load from a forecasted
peak half hour, into the half hour before and after the critical half hour, see
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Figure 8.6.3.

This type of load shedding would obviously depend on the type of

industrial processes involved.

This algorithm will use historical demand data to set the initial target demand for the
month. This initial target setting is critical and will be influenced by the times of the
year, the nature of the industry’s products and the proposed production levels for the
coming month.

The target setting will vary, depending on how the demand

throughout the month exceeds the setting.

If the demand after control action is

greater than the original target then there is no point in maintaining this target and
the highest recorded demand is set as the new target.

This will avoid unnecessary

switching and will automatically allow for load increase which may be the result of
increased production.

Two types of forecasts are required, one based on the forecasted demand for each half
hour and the second one running on a much shorter timescale, forecasting almost
instantaneous demand within the half hour.

The user has the choice of how the shed load from a peak half hour is distributed into
the half hour before and after the peak demand. Figure 8.6.4 shows some theoretical
results with the shed load, which is assumed to be 10% of the forecasted peak, being
distributed in the ratio of 30% and 70% before and after.

Over the period under

consideration, there has been a reduction in maximum demand of 10%, which is a
significant portion of total demand charges.

The implementation and use of this novel controller is seen as an efficient tool in the
re—shaping of industrial load curves and hence the reduction of maximum demand
costs.
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The effects of pre— and post— load shedding
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Action of the predictor based maximum demand controller
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8.7 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter it has been demonstrated how half hourly demand data can be used to
identify the load profile of industrial consumers and how this can be used for another
class of disaggregation, based on grouping together those industries with similar load
profiles.

The optimum type of disaggregation which is used is based on end-use

classification, however Beattie [1985] showed that industries with similar output do not
necessarily consume electricity in the same way.

The demand data was also used to develop models for short-term forecasts for
individual consumers. These forecasts can be used to predict the peak daily demand of
significant consumers, thus benefiting both the supply authority in scheduling load and
also the individual consumer from a load management view point.

The use of

intervention analysis was found to enhance the accuracy of the developed models.

The recent re-organisation of the electricity supply industry has resulted in increased
competition in the industry. It is now possible for individual consumers to negotiate
with the power companies on the best tariff for them and the use of half hourly data
will result in a more realistic and competitive tariff.

It has been demonstrated how maximum demand charges are a substantial portion of
an industrial consumer’s electricity bill and it is in their interest to curtail maximum
demand.

A novel maximum demand controller has been proposed which utilises a

forecasting algorithm to predict potential peaks in demand. Smoothing the load curves
of a number of significant industrial consumers would smooth the total system load
curve thus benefiting the supply authority.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUDING SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The aim of this thesis is to model and forecast the demand for electricity in the
industrial sector of a power utility using readily available billing data.

A

disaggregation approach was employed in order to get a better understanding of how
similar groups of industries consumed electrical energy.

9.1 Concluding Summary

The increasing availability of metering data in the electricity supply industry has
meant that it is now possible to obtain more accurate models from which to forecast
the demand for electricity.

A survey of previous work in this area showed that the

level of disaggregation only divided demand into three sectors, namely domestic,
commercial and industrial, with the bulk of the research concentrating on the domestic
sector. This thesis has investigated the modelling and forecasting of the demand for
electricity in the industrial sector.

Basic concepts of modelling and forecasting are addressed such as what the aims of a
model should be and what factors should be considered when choosing a modelling
technique. A number of standard forecasting techniques are then briefly discussed.

The disaggregation approach was introduced, investigating the levels of disaggregation
in a number of fields and outlining the advantages and disadvantages of using
disaggregation.

This approach resulted in the processing of large quantities of data

and thus it was necessary to plan and set out criteria for the efficient management of
such data.

The acquisition and validation of the data used for the modelling were

described, as was the database currently being implemented using laser disk
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technology.

The preliminary analysis carried out demonstrated how electricity demand in the
industrial sector compared with other sectors and the total demand. It was found that
sales have continued to grow over the relevant time period, with the exception of 1982
where the sales dropped slightly due to the recession in that year. Different types of
disaggregation were investigated, grouping the industrial sector on standard industrial
classification codes, tariff codes and geographical location.

From these groupings it

was possible to identify the consumption patterns for the different industries, tariff
codes and areas.

From the standard industrial classification code grouping, it was

shown that the food industry consumed the greatest proportion of electricity,
approximately one fifth of the total sales to the industrial sector. It was also shown
how the percentage that electricity occupies in the total fuel market has continuously
increased where more than half of the industries have electricity as their primary fuel.
The industrial sector of a power utility in New Zealand, whose electricity supply
industry is privatised, was analysed and again the food industry was the most
significant consumer of electricity. The effect of external inputs on demand was also
investigated and it was found that index of production and temperature were
significant for some groups and not for others. The consideration of the relative price
of electricity as a determining factor for demand revealed that there was no direct
relationship with the demand for electricity.

From the univariate models which were developed in chapter 6 it was found that the
optimum ones were obtained from using the disaggregation based on standard
industrial classification codes.

When the predictions for the different groups were

combined to obtain predictions for the total sector, better predictions resulted than
those obtained from modelling the total consumption data for one month ahead.
However for lead times greater than one month, the forecasts from the model of the
total data gave the best predictions. The consideration of the number of working days
in the month resulted in an increase in accuracy of the univariate models. From the
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models developed for the New Zealand power board, it was demonstrated how the size
of the sample was a crucial factor and that the combination of forecasts from
individual consumers would not lead to good predictions since the abnormalities for an
individual consumer would be reflected in the forecasts.

Thus grouping together

consumers with similarities would smooth the demand to a certain degree and hence
obtain more accurate forecasts.

The inclusion of intervention analysis showed a

significant improvement on the univariate models already existing for the different
consumer groups. It also resulted in more accurate forecasts for the total sector when
those from the various groups were combined. Intervention analysis was also seen to
be significant in the development of models for those industrial groups which had
marked changes in demand due to the opening and closures of consumers within the
group.

The inclusion of external inputs such as index of production and temperature did not
result in significant improvements on the univariate models for the different industrial
sectors.

However when individual consumers were considered, the inclusion of the

external inputs was shown to increase the accuracy of the models.

Therefore the

quality of the data being used is an important feature in the development of models.

A preliminary analysis of half hourly demand data showed how forecasts on a
short-term basis can be obtained. From this data the use of load profiles can result in
the consumers obtaining a more competitive tariff from the supply authority. It would
also allow the consumer to become more energy conscious, identifying the times when
their consumption of electricity is most expensive.

9.2 Contribution of Thesis

Models for different groupings of consumers and the total consumption of the industrial
sector were developed both for the local power utility and a smaller electricity board in
New Zealand. These models allow for financial planning for two years ahead and fulfill
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forecasting needs. It was shown that there was a bottom level to disaggregation and it
would not be advantageous to model each consumer.

The optimum type of

disaggregation for the industrial sector was based on the standard industrial
classification codes. The quality of the external data was an important factor when
this data was included in the models. Intervention analysis was seen as an important
tool resulting in more accurate and efficient models. The use of half hourly demand
data has shown that accurate short-term models can be developed. It was shown how
this data could be used to develop an efficient maximum demand controller which
utilised a forecasting algorithm to predict peak demand.

9.3 Future Work

A database already exists for the billing data of the industrial consumers and for
continuing work in the area it would be beneficial to develop and implement the
database for commercial and domestic consumers.

There currently exists a number of complicated data transfer routines which increase
the possibility of error in the billing data. The possibility of a direct link with the
power utility’s mainframe computer would enhance the quality of data and the manual
time spent on the transfer and translation.

The current research considered the industrial sector and previous work analysed the
domestic sector. An obvious follow up would be the investigation of the commercial
sector and hence the development of models for the total system.

A detailed analysis and examination of modelling which does not use the most recent
data may lead to more accurate predictions for longer lead times than currently
obtained.
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With the increasing availability of half hourly demand data for individual consumers,
analysis could be carried out on the short-term forecasts up to one day ahead. This
data could also be used as another tool for disaggregating and grouping based on
similar load profiles.

From the short-term forecasts using half hourly demand a novel maximum demand
controller was proposed which used short-term forecasts.
this controller could be carried out.
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A hardware realisation of

APPENDIX 1

Parameter Estimation using Least Squares

This method was first proposed by Karl Friedrich Gauss for carrying out his work in
orbit prediction of planets. This theory has since become a major and very popular
tool for parameter estimation from experimental data. The aim of the least squares
approach is to find values of the coefficients in a given model which minimise the sum
of the squares between the model output and the actual output values. Consider the
equation:

n
y(t) = ^ aix(t-i) + e(t)

(Al.l)

i=l

If m observations are made at equidistant times ti, t2, ...., tm then equation Al.l may
be written in simple matrix form:

y = x0+e

(A1.2)

where
M1)- ..xnM V
xi( 2) • ..xn(2)

y(1 )’
y(2)
X =

y=

xi(m) .. .. xn(m)
T
and e is the error vector (e^, 62, ...., em)
.y(m).

a‘
9 = an
b,
bn.

It is assumed that 6 is the optimal estimate of the coefficient vector, then:

y

=x0

'9

= x-iy

(A1.3)

where 0 is an estimate of 9
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If
e = y — x#

(A1.4)

then the aim is to choose 9 so that

m
J = ^ e2(t) = eTe

(A1.5)

i=l
is minimised.

J

=(y-x0)i(y-x0)
t
;t t
t ; . ;t t ;
= y y — 0 x y —y xO + 0 x xo

Differentiating J with respect to 9 and equating the result to zero allows the conditions
on the estimate 9 that minimises J to be determined. Thus

63
~W

= 0 — [x yj
9=9
0
0

— y x + |x x0J

+ 0 x x

= —y Tx — y T x +. 9aT x T x +. 9aT x T x
= —2[yTx] + 2[9TxTx]

(A1.6)

Therefore
;9t x T x = y T x
Transposing gives
xTxO = xTy
0 = (xTx)_1(xTy)

(A1.7)
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APPENDIX 2

Parameter Estimation using Maximum Likelihood

This is one of the most successful approaches to obtaining unbiased estimates. Let
{vt} be a discrete random variable process depending on an unknown parameter 6. If
there are n independent observations Vi,

vn and from these one wants to determine

the best estimate of 6 based on these samples. The aim is to choose 0 in such a way
that the observations Vj are most likely to occur. Hence the value of 0 is determined
from that which will maximise the likelihood function.

The likelihood function is

usually defined as the joint probability density function of v(i).

The maximum

likelihood estimate of 6 is given by 0]^, satisfying the equation:

6
M Log L 0 0
ML
=

=

(A2.1)

0

-

If v(i) is a zero mean white Gaussian noise sequence then

L(ej,0) =

n/^exp
2cr2

e?

(A2.2)

where
ei = y - x0

Taking the logarithms of both sides, the logarithmic likelihood function is:

Log L(0) =---- j-log 27T- nlog cr - ^(e^ei)

(A2.3)

Setting to zero the partial derivatives with respect to the unknown quantities 0 and <5,
the following expression for maximum likelihood results:
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l/SfcL[(xrTx0ML-xTy)] = O

+
2^l

(A2.4)

(A2.5)

0

2%l

where

Q = (y-x^ML) (y“xW)
ML'
Note that equations A2.4 and A2.5 are uncoupled. Equation A2.4 can be solved to get
the maximum likelihood estimate for the parameter vector

4il = (xTx)'lxTy

(A2-6)

It can thus be seen that for this special case (zero—mean Gaussian observation noise),
the maximum likelihood is identical with the ordinary least squares estimate.
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APPENDIX 3

Initial Estimations for Autoregressive Models

The general AR(p) model is represented as:

y(t) = 0iy(t-l) + 02y(t-2) + .... + </>py(t-p) + e(t)

(A3.1)

If both sides of equation A3.1 are multiplied by(t—k),
where k = 1, 2, 3, ...., p, then:

y(t—k)y(t)

=

0iy(t—k)y(t—1) + 02y(t-k)y(t-2) + .... +
0Py(t-k)y(t-p) + y(t—k)e(t)

(A3.2)

Then taking the expected value of both sides of equation A3.2 and assuming
stationarity yields:

7(k) = 0i7(k-l) + 027(k-2) + .... + 0p7(k-p)

(A3.3)

since
p(k) = 7(k)/7(0) (see equation 5.4.9)

If k = 1, 2, 3, .... p then the following system of equations, known as the Yule—Walker
equations, are obtained:

p(l) =0!

+ (f>2p{2)

+ ....

p(2) =

</>ip(l)

+02

+ ■•••

p{v) =

0ip(p-l)

+02/o(p-2) + ....
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+ <V(p-l)

+ 0pP(p~2)

+ 0p

(A3.4)

Since the theoretical autocorrelations p(p) are unknown, the estimates r(p) are used
instead. The Yule—Walker equations can then be solved for
the initial estimates.
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(j)\,

<p2,

0P to obtain

APPENDIX 4

Initial Estimates for Moving Average Models

The general MA(q) model is represented as:

y(t) = e(t) - ^ie(t-l) - 02e(t-2) - .... - 0qe(t-q)

(A4.1)

Multiplying both sides by y(t—k), where k = 1, 2, 3, ...., q, yields:

y(t-k)y(t)

=

[e(t) - ^e(t-l) - ^2e(t-2) - .... - 0qe(t-q)] [e(t-k) 0ie(t—k—1) — 02e(t—k—2) — .... — 0qe(t—k—q)]

(A4.2)

Taking the expected values on both sides of the equation (A4.2) gives

7(k)

=

E[(e(t) - 0ie(t—1) - 02e(t-2) - .... - 0qe(t-q))
(e(t—k) — <?!e(t—k—1) — 02e(t—k—2) — .... — 0qe(t—k—q))]

7(k)

=

(A4.3)

E(e(t)e(t—k) — 01e(t)e(t—k—1) — .... — 0qe(t)e(t—q—k)
— 0ie(t—l)e(t—k) + <?^e(t—l)e(t—k—1) + .... + 0i0qe(t—l)e(t—k—q)
— 02e(t—2)e(t—k) + t?2<?ie(t—2)e(t—k—1) + .... + 020qe(t—2)e(t—k—q)

— 0qe(t-q)e(t-k) + 0qe(t-q)e(t-k-l) + .... + ^2e(t-q)e(t-k-q)
(A4.4)

The expected value of equation (A4.4) will depend upon the value of k. In general for
k=0, equation (A4.4) becomes:

7o = -Oval + 0i0kHal + 020k,2al + .... + 0q.Jqal
or
7 = {-0v + Mk+i + 020k+2 + .... + 0q.k9q)al
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(A4.5)

If *>(k) = 7(k)/7(0), and

7(0) = (l + «;+«?+-- + Q^
Then

. .

i~K +

^l^k + l

+ ^2^k+2+"-- + ^q-k^q)ae

p(k) = ----------------------------------------------------------(1

+

+ 0\ + .... + Ol)al
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(A4.6)

APPENDIX 5

Initial Estimates for Mixed Autoregressive Moving Average Models

To obtain initial estimates for mixed ARMA models, equations A3.4 and A4.4 are
combined and the expected values taken:

7(k)

=

<^E[y(t)y(t—k)] + .... + 0pE[y(t-p)y(t-k)] + E[e(t)y(t-k)] 0i[e(t—L)y(t-k)] - .... - 0qE[e(t-q)y(t-k)]

(A5.1)

If k > q, the terms E[e(t)y(t-k)] = 0, which leaves:
7(k) = </>i7(k—1) + 027(k-2) + .... + </>p7(k-p)

(A5.2)

When k < q, the past errors and the y(t—k) will be correlated and the autocovariance
will be affected by the moving average part of the process, requiring that it be
included.

Consider an ARMA(1,1) process:

y(t) =

+ e(t) - 0ie(t—1)

(A5.3)

Multiplying both sides by y(t—k) and taking the expected values gives:

E[y(t—k)y(t)] = <£iE[y(t—k)y(t—1)] + E[y(t-k)e(t)] - 01E[y(t-k)e(t-l)]
(A5.4)

If k=0, then

7(0)

=

0!7(1) + E[(0!y(t-1) + e(t) - ^ie(t-l))e(t)]
- ^[(^(t-l) + e(t) - <?1e(t-l))e(t-l)]
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(A5.5)

since
y(t) = 0iy(t-l) + e(t) - 0ie(t-l)
7(0) = 0i7(l) + a| - Oi((j)i - 9i)al

Similarly, if k = 1,
(A5.6)

7(1) = 0i7(O) - 0^2

Solving equations A5.3 and A5.6 for 7(0) and 7(1) yields:

1 + 0\ - 20101

- oj

(1 -

-

1 - ^5

Therefore
(1

p(1) "

- tMti-Oi)

1 + 0\- 20101
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